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In this volume, we discuss the recent progress in construction
technologies and materials. The perspectives are to obtain
new construction materials with improved properties at low
cost by using easy and novel technologies and chemically
sustainable for the environment. Different investigations are
mentioned including those concretes strengthened with fiber
reinforced polymers (FRP), either carbon or glass fibers,
whose results show strength improvement and reduction
of the cracks. Those called Engineered Cementitious Com-
posites (ECC) reinforced with polypropylene (PP) are also
discussed whose main purpose is to resolve earthquake
consequences, as we know tremendous amount of seismic
energy is released and structure is subjected to reverse loads.
Such PP-ECCs materials can enhance strength and energy
dissipation capacity.Moreover,TheUltra-Ductile Engineered
Cementitious Composites (ECC) are applied as overlay in
the repair of deteriorated concrete structures, significant
improvements in load carrying capacity, and ductility over
conventional concrete overlay are found. Also postfire behav-
iors of ECCs exposed at high temperature were discussed
following different cooling regimes (quenching in water and
cooling in air); the quenching in water has shown better
mechanical properties than the cooling in air. Severe environ-
mental conditions plus the relatively inferior frost resistance
cause the deterioration of concrete and in consequence less
durability. Nevertheless, usage of air entraining admixture
can improve frost resistance and impermeability.

Also special concretes have been used widely in con-
struction industry including infrastructure with special
applications such as restoration and strengthening of existing
structures against earthquake. Evaluation of the liquefac-
tion potential of a liquefaction-prone area is important for
geotechnical earthquake engineering, both for assessment for
site selection and for planning and new constructions. By
measuring different parameters as Standard Penetration Test
(SPT) and the Shear Wave Velocity Test (VS) it is possible to
obtain the liquefaction potential index (LPI). Studies on the
effects of granular fill and geogrid reinforced granular fill on
the behavior of the static liquefaction potential of the subsoil
in the coastal area are reported. The experimental results
revealed that the introduction of granular fill significantly
increases the bearing capacity and effectively controls the
settlement behavior of the footing.

The actual tendencies and global developments of novel
materials include the use of recycled materials in construc-
tion. In polymer reinforced concrete the Young modulus
of the cement matrix and polymers is responsible for the
detrimental properties of the concrete, including compressive
and tensile strength, as well as stiffness. For solving such
problems a novel methodology is proposed by using waste
tire particles and ionizing radiation, which have proven to
be good tools for improvement of physical and chemical
properties of concrete. Another investigation is related to the
use of construction trash soils in the elaboration of resistant
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masonry bricks of homogeneous and controlled density, as
we know the expansive soils represent a problem for light
buildings over them because of volumetric instability.

Different methods have been applied to relate applied
forces and the subsequent modifications; for example, resid-
ual crack extension resistance curves are associated with
cohesive force distribution on fictitious crack zone of com-
plete fracture process. It was found that the residual fracture
toughness increases with increasing crack length. Moreover,
two new dimensional polynomial failure criteria have been
proposed to predict the damage process of composite struc-
tures under loading. Four distinct failure modes including
fiber tensile failure, fiber compressive failure, matrix tensile
failure, and matrix compressive failure are considered. This
can reduce the artificialness of choosing the criteria for the
damage simulation of the failuremodes.Moreover,multiscale
methods for studying of the mechanical behavior of the
interfaces are discussed.

Gonzalo Mart́ınez-Barrera
Osman Gencel

João Marciano Laredo dos Reis
Juan José del Coz Dı́az
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Concrete beams were strengthened by wrapping the shear edges of the beams twice at 45∘ in opposite directions by either carbon
fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) or glass fiber reinforced polymer (GFRP). The study included 3 CFRP wrapped beams, 3 GFRP
wrapped beams, and 3 control beams, all of which were 150 × 250 × 2200mm and manufactured with C20 concrete and S420a
structural steel at theGaziUniversity Technical Education Faculty labs, Turkey. Samples inmoldswere cured bywatering in the open
air for 21 days. Four-point bending tests were made on the beam test specimens and the data were collected. Data were evaluated
in terms of load displacement, bearing strength, ductility, and energy consumption. In the CFRP and GFRP reinforced beams,
compared to controls, 38% and 42%, respectively, strength increase was observed. In all beams, failure-flexural stress occurred in
the center as expected. Most cracking was observed in the flexural region 4. A comparison of CFRP and GFRP materials reveals
that GFRP enforced parts absorb more energy. Both materials yielded successful results. Thicker epoxy application in both CFRP
and GFRP beams was considered to be effective in preventing break-ups.

1. Introduction

Because of the increasing population of cities, there is a very
high demand for apartments. Moreover, due to the ongoing
trend toward moving to the city, there is a sharp increase
in city populations and therefore new residential areas are
needed to meet the high demand. Along with the population
boom, the need for more public buildings, such as social
facilities and schools, has arisen.Therefore, in order to use the
national resources optimally, ways to repair and strengthen
damaged buildings need to be explored.

The term “repairing” involves alterations in a functionally
or visually damaged building to make it like new. “Strength-
ening” involves alterations in a building to increase its load-
carrying capacity, rigidity, ductility, and stability. This study
focuses on strengthening. Stirrup not placed according to
the spacing values given in the construction plan, insufficient
longitudinal main reinforcements, insufficiently anchored
reinforcements, casual placement of reinforcements, collapse
of non-load-bearing walls and chimneys, and using low
quality concrete are some of the reasons resulting in the need
for strengthening [1].

There is a need for such a strengthening method that,
during the strengthening process, residents of the building do
not need to empty the building; neighboring buildings are not
affected by strengthening, and strengthening is completed in
a short period of time. Moreover, by this particular strength-
ening method, the building is expected to be stronger and
well-qualified in terms of earthquake resistance regulations.
In addition, this particular method must be consistent with
the current aesthetic condition and also it must be affordable.

Norris et al. strengthened concrete beams in tensile
regions with FRP and analytically and experimentally studied
the results. They found that CFRPs applied vertically to
cracks increased the endurance and rigidity. They reported
that, because of tension accumulation, brittle fractures were
observed [2].

Kachlakev and McCurry applied 2 different reinforce-
ment methods in dislocation regions of beams: textile appli-
cation to the shear region entirely and partially. They sug-
gested a cost-effective strengthening method with this study
[3].

Yang and Nanni strengthened full-scale beams with
FRP plates against bending and shear. Through 4-point
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Figure 1: Reinforcement details of the experimental beams [12].

bending experiments, load reflection and tension values were
determined. In all samples, a 150% increase in strength was
observed [4].

Alkan investigated the process of corner rounding in
FRP strengthening. In circular beams, FRP capacity reached
67%. The author highlighted the remarkable effect of corner
rounding [5].

Perera et al. applied the same strengthening method to
60 × 120 × 500mm beam samples. The CFRP reinforced
samples were exposed to the 3-point bending test. CFRP was
wrapped as a single layer around the beams within the entire
tensile region and half of the sides. Results showed that the
reinforced beams carried 80% more load [6].

Maalej and Leong studied the bonding behavior of CFRP
and concrete blocks and discussed it in terms of analytical
results. Adherence surfaces of various samples were exposed
to test and the damaged samples were examined with the
finite elements model. In general, they reported a good cor-
relation between computational solutions and experimental
results [7].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials. Nine 150 × 250 × 2200mm samples were
prepared with C20 and S240 materials. Deformed Ø8 and
Ø12 bars were used. In both 1/3 shear regions, 50% more
reinforcement was used. Table 1 shows the strengthening plan
and Figure 1 depicts the reinforcement details.

2.1.1. Mechanical Properties of the Mold Materials Used in
the Study. Poplar wood (30mm) was used as the mold
material in the study. Nine 150 × 250 × 2200mmmolds were
constructed and prepared with form oil ready to use.

2.1.2. Mechanical Properties of the Concrete Used in the Study.
C20 concrete used in the study was obtained from a ready-
mixed concrete plant. The properties of the C20 concrete:
cement type: CEM I 32.5, slump value = 10 cm, maximum
aggregate size = 16mm, water/cement ratio = 0.58, water
weight = 228 kg, and cement weight = 393 kg. Concretes
placed in molds were compressed using a vibrator obtained

Table 1: Strengthening plan [12].

The number of concrete
beams used in the
experiments and their
dimensions (mm)

Comment

3 units
150 × 250 × 2200 3 control beams (group 1)

3 units
150 × 250 × 2200

3 concrete beams were strengthened
with CFRP in the shear region
(group 2)
(both shear regions (1/3) were
wrapped at 45∘ in both directions)

3 units
150 × 250 × 2200

3 concrete beams were strengthened
with GFRP in the shear region
(group 2)
(both shear regions (1/3) were
wrapped at 45∘ in both directions)

from the construction laboratory. Samples in molds were
cured by watering in the open air for 21 days. Sample concrete
cylinders were tested 29 days after the production date and
load and stress values are presented in Table 2.

2.1.3. Mechanical Properties of the Epoxy Mixture Used in the
Study. Sikadur 330 (1.31 kg/L) with A and B components,
which is stiff like dough, was used. A and B components were
stirred individually in different containers for 3min first and
then A was poured onto B and they were mixed together.
The mixture was applied on the surface with a plasterer’s
trowel and a flat scraper. The amount of adhesive was kept at
2 kg/m2. For attaching the second coat on CFRPs, epoxy was
applied 1 day later. In order to avoid external effects, closing
procedure was performed 1 day later. Temperature and the
amount of adhesive used were carefully monitored during
epoxy applications [8].

2.1.4. Mechanical Properties of the CFRP Used in the Study.
CFRP, which is made of carbon fiber, was uniaxial Sika Wrap
with 230 g/m2 density, 0.13mm thickness, and received as
0.60 × 50m rolls [8].
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Table 2: Detailed results of the sample concrete cylinders.

C20 samples Cylinder diameter (mm) Axial load (KN) Section (mm2) Axial compressive stress (KN/mm2)
1 150 64 17663 0.0038
2 150 63 17663 0.0039
3 150 62 17663 0.0036

Table 3: Mechanical properties of the sample beams.

Number Sample Type Quantity Surface (mm2) Reinforcement ratio 𝑓ck (N/mm2) 𝑓yk (N/mm2) 𝑓su (N/mm2)
1 K101 S420a 2ø12 37500 0.00602 0.0036 44.93 68
2 K102 S420a 2ø12 37500 0.00602 0.0036 44.93 68
3 K103 S420a 2ø12 37500 0.00602 0.0036 44.93 68
4 KG201 S420a 2ø12 37500 0.00602 0.0036 44.93 68
5 KG202 S420a 2ø12 37500 0.00602 0.0036 44.93 68
6 KG203 S420a 2ø12 37500 0.00602 0.0036 44.93 68
7 KG301 S420a 2ø12 37500 0.00602 0.0036 44.93 68
8 KG302 S420a 2ø12 37500 0.00602 0.0036 44.93 68
9 KG303 S420a 2ø12 37500 0.00602 0.0036 44.93 68
𝑓ck: concrete cylinder compressive strength, 𝑓yk: steel yield strength, and 𝑓su: steel tensile strength.

2.1.5.Mechanical Properties of GFRPUsed in the Study. GFRP,
which is made of glass fiber, was uniaxial Sika Wrap 430G
with 430 g/m2 density and received as 0.60 × 50m rolls.
Compressive strength of GFRP was 3300–4500mpa and
elongation at break was 0.048 [8].

2.1.6. Reinforcement Mechanical Properties and Symbols of the
Sample Concrete Beams. Mechanical properties of the sample
concrete beamsmanufactured for strengthening purposes are
presented in Table 3.

2.2. Methods. A total of 9 beams (150 × 250 × 2200mm)
were manufactured with C20 concrete and S420a structural
steel. Then, the beams were strengthened with either CFRP
(3 beams) or GFRP (3 beams) by wrapping them twice at
the shear zone at 45∘ opposing directions. Another set of
3 beams was used as controls. Entire tensile stress zone of
the shear region was strengthened by wrapping. A total of
6 displacement transducers were set up to determine the
cracks in 6 different zones: 2 spots on each side of the beams
symmetrically and 2 spots in the tensile and pressure zones.
In the sample beams, which were subjected to loading on
4 different points, the effective span was taken as 2000mm.
Loading and displacement values were also determined.

2.2.1. Types of Strengthening Materials and Methods. Types
of strengthening materials and methods are presented in
Table 4.

2.2.2. Preparation of the Beams. Sample beams were trans-
ferred into the laboratory 30 days after manufacturing.Three
control samples were set aside and the remaining 6 beams
were processed for surface preparation before strengthening.
Sides and the bottom of the beams were ground to remove
the uneven parts caused by the mould. Dust was removed

Table 4: Strengthening of the sample beams.

NumberSamples Types of strengthening material and method
1 K101 Control
2 K102 Control
3 K103 Control
4 KC201 CFRP 45∘ double-wrapped in opposite directions
5 KC202 CFRP 45∘ double-wrapped opposite directions
6 KC203 CFRP 45∘ double-wrapped opposite directions
7 KG301 GFRP 45∘ double-wrapped opposite directions
8 KG302 GFRP 45∘ double-wrapped opposite directions
9 KG303 GFRP 45∘ double-wrapped opposite directions

by pressurized water. Preparation of experimental beams is
shown in Figure 2.

2.2.3. Strengthening of the Beams by Affixing 45∘ CFRP or
GFRP. The first 3 samples were set aside as controls and
they were not strengthened. Tensile region of the beams
(K101, K102, and K103; see Figure 3) were prepared for the
experiment by removing all moving particles on the surface.
One-third of each beam on both ends was determined as
the strengthening area. Epoxy (2 kg/m2) was applied on the
surface of the strengthening area. CFRP on 3 beams and
GFRPon the other 3 beamswere affixed at 45∘without leaving
any air pocket. In order to remove air pockets in between
the textile and the beam, a rolling cylinder was used. One
day later, the same amount of epoxy was applied to CFRP.
Oneweek later, assembly cubes for strain gauge were attached
with epoxy on the spots where crack determination will be
performed. Ten days after this process, loading experiments
were performed. CFRP and GFRP application on concrete
beams is shown in Figure 3.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: Preparation of experimental beams.

1/3 1/3 1/3

Figure 3: CFRP and GFRP application on concrete beams.

2.2.4. Experimental Setup. Experiments were carried with a
loading device “BrandModel” at theMechanics Laboratory of
the Construction Education Department at Gazi University
in Ankara. The device has 2 support points on a cart moving
along a rail. The distance between these 2 supports was set to
2000mm and one of which was fixed.

Four-point loading was applied on the top of the beams
on 2 points. The distance between the loading zones was
660mm. Metal plates with 10mm thickness were obtained
to be used on the zones where the loading was applied. A
magnetized apparatus to which a linear variable differential
transformer (LVDT) was attached was placed on top of the
beams. Strain gauges were attached on each beam at the same
6 points. Data were recorded every 5 seconds with a data
collection system through 8 channels: 6 crack, 1 displacement,
and 1 loading data.

Loading was applied on 2 points on top of the beam
and on 2 points where the support points are located at
the bottom. One of the support points was fixed and the
other was movable. Crack formation was observed using the
data collected on 6 points on each beam. LVDT measuring
displacement with 0.001mm accuracy was placed in the
middle of each beam. Recording was monitored on a data
logger digital screen. Strain gauge device and LVDT are
shown in Figure 4 and scheme of the loading mechanism is
shown in Figure 5.

3. Results and Discussion

The data obtained in the present study are discussed in terms
of load carrying capacity, load-displacement, tensile, and
energy consumption capacity.

Figure 4: Strain gauge device and LVDT.

3.1. Load Carrying Capacity of the Concrete Beams. If loading
is in low levels in a concrete beam prone to deflect, there
may not exist any cracking in tensile regions. In that case,
reinforcement and concrete carry the load on the tensile sec-
tion altogether.However, because it would not be economical,
except in pretension beams, to maintain all tensile sections
in a quality preventing cracking, cracks occur in the tensile
region of concrete materials [9].

Concrete between cracks may help the tensile a little
bit. However, because this help is in a negligible amount,
in a cracked section, all load carrying is assumed to be
maintained by reinforcement. One thing that is for sure is that
reinforcement cannot prevent cracking.Themain function of
reinforcement is to satisfy the tensile stress and keep cracks at
minimum in size [10].

According to the Turkish Standards TS500 [11], in finding
the concrete compressive strength in its compression zone,
tensile stress distribution is converted to an equivalent rect-
angular by multiplying the 𝑓ck value by 0.85. It is very useful
to know the behavior of deflecting beams that are exposed
to loading before calculating their load carrying capacity.
The first cracks occurring in the tensile region are a result
of the reach of the unit elongation of the outer tensile fiber
to the upper tensile limit of the concrete. Crack moments
of nonreinforced beams are assumed to be equal to their
crushing moment [11].
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Table 5: Displacement values of each beam against the maximum
load.

Sample beams The maximum load (N) Displacement (mm)
K101 99000 32
K102 92600 49
K103 95900 55
KC301 116400 26
KC302 119200 30
KC303 117500 12
KG301 122700 35
KG302 124600 28
KG303 121000 44

3.2. Load-Displacement Charts. Displacement values were
recorded exactly at the center of the sample beams by LVDT
at the same speed and by resetting the electronic meters each
time. Displacement values of all sample beams against the
maximum loading are presented in Table 5.

As a result of reinforcing, a reduction in displacement
was observed. While there was a 35% increase in the strength
of the beams with CFRP, there was 41% decrease in dis-
placement. Furthermore, a 43% increase was observed in the
strength of GFRP beams and 53.6% decrease in displacement.

Load-displacement chart of the sample beams dia-
grams K101, K102, and K103 is presented in Figure 6, load-
displacement chart of the strengthened sample beams dia-
grams KC201, KC202, and KC203 is presented in Figure 7,
load-displacement chart of the strengthened sample beams
diagrams KG301, KG302, and KG303 is presented in Figure 8,
respectively.

3.3. Ductility Rates of the Beams. Ductility rate was calcu-
lated by the load-displacement relationship.The deformation
value at the point where the vertical line crosses the 85%

0
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Figure 6: Load-displacement chart of the control sample beam.

of the monolithic beam strength of the load-displacement
curve was determined. Ductility rate is defined as the value
determined by dividing this deformation value by its creep
deformation value.There are 2 types of ductility in reinforced
concrete load bearing systems: curvature ductility and dis-
placement ductility [10].

Although it is possible to use the moment ductility rela-
tionship to calculate ductility, load-displacement relationship
was used instead.

3.4. Energy Consumption in the Sample Beams. In calculating
the energy consumption of beams, load-displacement curves
are used. The area under the curve yields the energy con-
sumption [10].
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Table 6: Shear cracks against the maximum load in sample beams.

Sample beams Maximum load (N) Strain gauge 2 (mm) Strain gauge 5 (mm)
K101 99000 28 0.15
K102 92600 28 0.13
K103 95900 20 0.24
KC201 116400 0.57 0.16
KC202 119200 0.50 0.48
KC203 117500 0.59 0.80
KG301 122700 0.45 0.38
KG302 124600 0.30 0.25
KG303 121000 0.10 0.26
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Figure 7: Load-displacement chart of the sample beam strength-
ened with CFRP.
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Figure 8: Load-displacement chart of the sample beam strength-
ened with GFRP.

Table 7: Flexural cracks against the maximum load in sample
beams.

Sample beams Maximum load (N) Strain gauge 4 (mm)
K101 99000 62
K102 92600 68
K103 95900 74
KC201 116400 0.68
KC202 119200 0.71
KC203 117500 0.66
KG301 122700 0.14
KG302 124600 0.21
KG303 121000 0.22

Energy consumption rates of all beams were calculated
using the area under the load-displacement curves. A certain
amount of energy is spent as conversion to deformation. The
amount of convertible energy is directly proportional with
the length of the plastic region. As energy is the ability to do
work, the amount of energy consumed has importance. In the
load-displacement curve, energy consumption was found at
the point where the maximum loading occurred.

3.5. Crack Loading Values. The data collected through 4
strain gauges placed on the shear region of the beams are
presented in Table 6 and flexural cracks against the greatest
load of beam samples presented in Table 7.

Shear cracks in the control beamswere found as 28mm in
gauge 2 and 0.15mm in 5.Therewas a 100% crack reduction in
the CFRP sample in 2 while there was a 295% crack increase
in 5. Cracks fell by 87% in the GFRP beams in gauge 2 and
increased by 119% in 5. Also, by the help of reinforcement
densification, shear region in region 2 was considerably
strengthened. Shear effect was observed as more effective in
region 5.

The changes in the tensile regions of the beams are as
given above.The average change in the control beams against
themaximum loadwas found as 70mm.Crackswere reduced
by 71% in the CFRP beams and 139% in GFRP beams.
Improvements in this region are thought to improve the beam
rigidity.
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Table 8: Energy consumption capacity of the beams.

Sample beams Max. Pu (kN) Central failure (mm) Energy consumption capacity (kNmm)
K101 99000 45.44 942.216
K102 92600 41.13 985.482
K103 95900 50.24 1214.443
KC201 116400 35.28 1416.874
KC202 119200 29.54 1358.371
KC203 117500 31.50 1376.716
KG301 122700 37.63 1466.931
KG302 124600 29.40 1147.853
KG303 121000 33.74 1255.316
Pu: collapse load according to the steel yield load.

3.6. Energy ConsumptionValues. Theamount of energy spent
was calculated by locating the yield and failure moments.The
curves obtained for all the beams and the areas under these
curves are presented in Table 8. These values are considered
in relation with the displacement and load values. Compared
to the control beams, there was a 32% failure reduction in
the CFRP beams while there was a 16.3% increase in energy
consumption. Among the GFRP beams, 27% failure decrease
and 22% energy consumption increase were observed.

4. Conclusions

Strength increasing of the beams strengthened with CFRP
was 84% and the displacement reduction was found to be
39.5%. Strength increasing of the beams strengthened with
GFRP was 45%, and the displacement reduction was found
to be 53.6%.

In reinforced concrete beams strengthened with CFRP,
there occurred a failure reduction by 29% as compared to
control beams but energy consumption was increased 14.5%.
In reinforced concrete beams specimens strengthened with
GFRP, there occurred a failure reduction by 25% as compared
to control beams specimens but energy consumption was
increased 18%.

With increasing loading, the strengthened beams col-
lapsed as shear fracture. In the samples, strength increased
to some degree, but no increase was observed in terms of
ductility and energy consumption. An apparent increase
was observed in the bending strength. In the CFRP and
GFRP reinforced beams, compared to controls, 38% and 42%,
respectively, strength increase was observed.

GFRP beams were observed to break apart, as layers,
easier than the CFRP beams. In all beams, failure-flexural
stress occurred in the center as expected.

Most cracking was observed in the flexural region 4.
In the control beams, crack size was observed as 0.25mm
in the secondary shear regions. On the other hand, in the
same region, the crack size was 0.54mm in CFRP beams and
0.33mm in GFRP beams.

Cracking values recorded at the center and bottom of
beams, where the maximum flexural and tensile stress were
observed, were 0.68mm in the control beams, and 0.71mm
and 0.14mm in the CFRP and GFRP beams, respectively.

Displacement value of the control beams was observed as
45mm and 21mm and 29mm in the CFRP andGFRP beams,
respectively.

A comparison of CFRP and GFRP materials reveals that
GFRP enforced parts absorb more energy. Both materials
yielded successful results. In the present applications, it was
observed that corner roundingwas successful and that double
wrapping in 2 opposing directions is not more effective than
single wrapping compared to the literature. Thicker epoxy
application in both CFRP and GFRP beams was considered
to be effective in preventing break-ups. Because this material
is lightweight, noncorroding, flexible, and available in large
sizes, it is superior. Moreover, in case of fatigue, because of its
elastic behavior, it has low ductility. Therefore, it is useful in
temporary reinforcement applications.
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When a structure is hit by earthquake, tremendous amount of seismic energy is released and structure is subjected to reverse
loads. The mechanical properties of FRP reinforced PP ECC beams and coupon RC beam under reverse cyclic load controlled by
displacement are investigated. Curing ages, reinforcement ratio, and volume fraction of PP fiber are parameters under survey. It is
shown that multiple saturated cracking occurred in PP ECC beam and no crushing appeared. The PP ECC can enhance strength
and energy dissipation capacity which are important to evaluate the performance of structures subjected to reverse cyclic loading.

1. Introduction

During the last decade, significant efforts have been made
to develop ECC which exhibits tough, strain-hardening
behavior under tension in spite of low fiber volume fraction
[1]. ECC is a kind of ultraductile fiber reinforced cement
based composite which has metal-like features when loaded
in tension. The uniaxial stress-strain curve shows a yield
point followed by strain-hardening up to several percent of
strain, resulting in a material ductility of at least two orders
of magnitude higher than normal concrete or standard fiber
reinforced concrete [2]. ECC provides crack width to below
100 𝜇m even when deformed to several percent of tensile
strain.

An increasingly large database of mechanical (including
tension, compression, shear, fatigue, and creep) and physical
properties (including shrinkage and freeze-thaw durability)
of ECC is now being established around the world [3, 4],
yet further research is needed for this novel composite.
Anna [5] reported in Forbes self-healing phenomenon of
PVA (Polyvinyl Alcohol) ECC and commented it as a novel
composite which can bring revolution to civil engineering.
Although Fisher and Li [6] have analyzed the failure mode
of small scale connections and frames of PVA ECC, the
tremendous cost has limited its application. The cost of PVA
ECC is around 5 times that of ECC using PP (Polypropylene)

fibers.Therefore it is necessary to utilize cheap Polypropylene
fibers to produce ECC with extraordinary properties. Until
now, research work on PP ECC was only reported by Yang
and Li [7] in theworld. In this study Polypropylene fiberswith
surface improved by copolymer technology are utilized to
produce PP ECC.The chemical bond of interface is enhanced
in the microscale. The mechanical properties of PP ECC
members such as toughness, ductility, dissipated energy, and
impact resistance are improved. Figure 1 shows the four point
bending test of plain PP ECC. By substituting traditional
concrete with PP ECC, both FRP reinforcement and ECC are
deforming compatibly in the inelastic deformation regime.
The defects of low dissipated energy of concrete structures
can be avoided. In this paper, five FRP reinforced PP ECC
beams and one coupon concrete beam under reverse cyclic
loading are investigated. The effect of parameters, that is,
volume fraction of PP fiber, curing age of specimen, and FRP
reinforcement ratio on cracking pattern, dissipated energy
and stiffness degradation is analyzed.

2. Material Composition and Properties

The PP ECC contains PP (Polypropylene) fibers, cement,
fly-ash, fine aggregates (maximum grain size 0.25mm), and
water. Viscosity modification agent (VMA) and high-range
superplasticizer (SP) are used to enhance the fresh properties
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Figure 1: Four point bending test of plain PP ECC and multiple saturated cracking.
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Figure 2: Stress-strain curves of PP ECC.
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Figure 3: Dimensions and reinforcement details of specimens.

Figure 4: Setup of test and data acquisition board.
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Table 1: Parameters of specimen.

Specimen number Volume fraction of fiber
(%)

Bar diameter
𝜑 (mm)

Reinforcement ratio
𝜌 (%)

𝑓cu
(MPa)

Curing age
(days)

B1 1.5 8 0.76 56 60
B2 1.5 10 1.20 56 60
B3 2.0 10 1.20 40 60
B4 1.5 10 1.20 56 30
B5 1.5 12 1.72 56 60
B6 0 10 1.20 40 30

Table 2: Property of FRP bars.

Model Density (g/cm3) Section area (cm2) Yield strength (MPa) Tensile modulus (GPa) Debonding strength (MPa)
FRP-8 3.16 0.56 707.5 64.0 >15MPa
FRP-10 3.6 0.91 1027.5 89.0 >12Mpa
FRP-12 3.21 1.31 836.6 65.3 >10MPa

of the mixture. Concrete uses coarse aggregates (maximum
grain size 10mm), cement, water, and high-range SP.

When producing PPECC, the sand and cement aremixed
dryly first approximately for 30–60 seconds until the mixture
becomes homogeneous. Then water, fly ash, SP, and VMA
are added orderly. SP and VMA are used only when the
mixer cannot mix further. At the end the fibers are added
but the mixture can be mixed for only 30 s, otherwise it will
be very clumpy. Stress-strain curves of PP ECC from this
composition under uniaxial tension and compression were
demonstrated in Figure 2.

In this paper, a selection of five PP ECC and 1 concrete
beams involving FRP bars as reinforcing material is pre-
sented. FRP reinforcing bars with diameters of 8, 10, and
12mm are arranged symmetrically in the beams of cross
section of 150 × 200mm as longitudinal reinforcement. The
parameters under survey and specimen number are listed in
Table 1. The parameters include volume fraction of PP fiber
(1.5%–2.0%), curing age of specimen (30 and 60 days), and
FRP reinforcement ratio.

FRP bars of 8, 10, and 12mm diameter, respectively,
with characteristic yield strengths of 707.5MPa, 1027.5MPa,
and 836.6MPa were used as conventional reinforcement
satisfying the requirement of design code for minimum
reinforcement. The property of FRP bars is shown in Table 2.
Flexural failure of the beam was ensured by providing
necessary shear reinforcement (stirrup of 6mm diameter
with 200mm space). The geometry of the test specimen and
reinforcement details are shown in Figure 3.

3. Test Specimen

The behavior of FRP reinforced PP ECC beams was exper-
imentally investigated and compared to FRP reinforced
concrete beam.All the flexuralmembers were of cross section
of 150 × 200mm and a clear span of 1.2m. A clear protection
cover of 25mm was provided in all specimens

In this study, reinforced PP ECC beams with different
fiber volume fractions, bar diameters, and curing ages are

named as B1 to B5. A total of 5 PP ECC beams and 1 concrete
beam were cast with ECC mix proportions given in Table 3.
The coupon specimen of reinforced concrete beam is named
as B6.

4. Experimental Setup and Testing Procedure

Cyclic tests were performed using MTS Hydroplus Machine
withmaximum capacity of 100 kN in static loading and 80 kN
in dynamic loading. Schematic diagram of the experimental
setup is shown in Figure 4. This loading configuration was
chosen to promote a flexural deformation mode in all
specimens. In this way, the effect of PP ECC properties on
the expected plastic hinge region can be learned.

Lateral loading was applied through a MTS actuator
according to a displacement-controlled reverse cyclic loading
sequence. The loading rate was kept at 0.2mm/second for
imposed deflection. For each cycle, the imposed deflection
increased by 2mm or 4mm before or after it reached 24mm,
respectively. The experiment stopped once the applied load
dropped to 85% of the ultimate load.

In PP ECC specimen B1 with transverse reinforcement
(Figure 5), flexural cracking formed during the initial loading
cycles and extended up to 720mm specimen height at 28mm
drift. The debonding between FRP bars and ECC started
to occur. The approximate crack spacing was 40mm and
maximum crack width was below 0.1mm. Then the number
of flexural cracks increased significantly with crack forma-
tion up to 950mm specimen height. At this loading stage,
neither localization nor bond splitting of flexural cracks was
observed. The average crack spacing reduced to 20mm with
a maximum crack opening of 0.2mm at the cantilever base.
However, few minor shear cracks formed in the midsection
of the cantilever. At 32mm drift, the number of flexural
cracks stabilized and cracking localized at the cantilever base;
shear failure was not observed. Additional cracks extended
to 1080mm height at a 45 degree angle and interconnected
crackswhich already existed. Beyond 48mmdrift, a tendency
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Table 3: Mix proportions of ECC.

Cement Silica sand Fly ash Water Superplasticizer Fiber volume fraction (%) VMA
1.0 0.8 1.2 0.66 0.013% 2.0 0.03%

Table 4: Degeneration factor of load bearing capacity.

Degradation Displacement
24mm 28mm 32mm 36mm 40mm 44mm 48mm 52mm

Specimen
B1 0.91 0.91 0.96 0.93 0.9 0.87 0.89 0.91
B2 0.9 0.91 0.92 0.8 0.96 0.9 0.78 0.8
B3 0.9 0.92 0.88 0.82 0.85 0.91 0.9 0.9
B4 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.95 0.92 0.92 0.9 0.9
B5 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.92 0.9 0.91 0.92 0.93

Figure 5: Failure modes of PP ECC specimen.

Figure 6: Failure modes of concrete specimen.
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Figure 7: 𝑃 − Δ hysteresis curve of FRP reinforced PP ECC and concrete specimen.
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Figure 8: Influences of different parameters on 𝑃 − Δ hysteresis curve.

of rotational sliding and grinding between the foundation
and cantilever section along with interconnected flexural
crack plane occurred, while only minor crushing of ECC
observed.

The deformation behavior of Specimen B2–B5 was very
similar to that of specimen B1. A concentration of flexural
cracking was observed at the cantilever base and no obvious
crushing of ECC occurred. All the crack width remained
below 0.3mm. However, the distribution of flexural cracking
was more uniform with a larger average spacing and less
significant shear crack formation. As the load surpassed the
bearing capacity of the specimen, the width of the crack
increased until a horizontal main crack appeared in the
tension face near the cantilever base. Simultaneously, sound
of the PPfibers being pulled out and ruptured from thematrix

can be clearly heard. Upon unloading, all the crack width
returned to the state of initial loading cycles.

In beam B6 of reinforced concrete (Figure 6), nomultiple
cracking was observed and flexural cracking initiated at
the cantilever base in the first loading cycle. Individual
cracks propagated from the tension side and formed con-
necting crack paths upon reverse load. At deflection of
2mm, only flexural cracking was observed at an approx-
imate spacing of 100mm. The maximum crack width of
1mm was found on the tension face near the base of the
specimen.

As the load increased, the number of flexural cracks
slightly increased. Also the cracks extended to 840mm
height of the specimen with a maximum crack opening
of 2mm at the cantilever base. Additional cracks initiat-
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Figure 9: Influences of parameters on stiffness.

ing at the intersection of existing flexural cracks or lon-
gitudinal reinforcement became apparent at deflection of
4mm. Then the cracks propagated along the FRP rein-
forcement under the influence of compressive stress in the
reverse half-cycle. Due to further crushing of concrete in
the initial half-cycle at deflection of 10mm, the longitudi-
nal FRP reinforcement experienced excessive compressive
strain and ruptured by tension in the reverse half-cycle
(Figure 6).

Spalling of concrete cover is a common problem with
structural element subjected to reverse cyclic loading,
because each element comes alternatively in compression and
tension. In this experiment, the spalling of PP ECC cover
did not occur. However the spalling of concrete cover was
severe. It is due to the fact that before fibers break or slip from
the matrix, they always hold the cementitious matrix tight by
bridging the cracks. Reduction in the spalling of concrete by
the use of PP fibers in structural member subjected to reverse
cyclic loading can lead to less maintenance and rehabilitation
cost after earthquake.

5. Hysteretic Response

Structures are expected to enter elastoplastic range under
dynamic loading or strong earthquake, so hysteresis curve
is useful for analysis of seismic elastoplastic response.
Hysteresis loops (𝑃 − Δ) are load-displacement relation-
ships of structures under cyclic loading. Figure 7 shows
the lateral force (𝑃) versus top displacement (Δ) rela-
tionship for beams B1 to B6. For all specimens, maxi-
mum load during each cycle of imposed deflection was
recorded.

The hysteretic curve is linear at the initial loading cycle
for PP ECCbeams B1–B5. At 60%–70% load bearing capacity,
the hysteretic curves behaved nonlinearly as the specimens
entered elastoplastic stage. When the drift Δ equals 30mm,
the hysteretic loop changed from spindle to reversed S shape.
After that the loops began to flatten out, showing that less
force was required to maintain the same displacement in the
beam. Throughout the whole test, the loops became fatter
and fatter as the load increased.The enlarged hysteretic loops
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Figure 10: Influences of parameters on dissipated energy.

indicated an increase in energy dissipation. For reinforced
concrete beam B6, no obvious pinching phenomenon can be
observed in the hysteretic loop. As the top displacement Δ
reached 10mm, almost all the concrete protection cover near
the base are crushed.

6. Skeleton Curve

The influence of reinforcement ratio, curing age, and volume
fraction of PP fiber on skeleton curve is shown in Figure 8.
It is found in Figure 8(a) that the load bearing capacity of
PP ECC beams increased with higher reinforcement ratio. In
Figure 8(b), it is shown that the load bearing capacity of beam
B2 is higher than B3; however the ductility is obviously lower.
Therefore it can be stated that the longer curing age of PP
ECC, the higher load bearing capacity and lower ductility. It
is observed in Figure 8(c) that there is nomuch difference for
the skeleton curves of specimens B2 and B4. So the different
volume fraction of fibers 1.5% and 2% does not have much
effect on the ductility and load bearing capacity of reinforced

PP ECC beam. However, the shapes of skeleton curves of
specimens B2 and B6 are different. The top displacement of
PP ECC beam B2 especially is almost 3 times that of concrete
beam B6.Therefore, it is obvious that the ductility of PP ECC
is far better than concrete.

7. Degradation of Load Bearing
Capacity and Stiffness

The factor of load bearing capacity degradation is defined
as 𝜆 = 𝑃

2max/𝑃1max, namely, the ratio of peak load value
at 2nd cycle to that of 1st cycle at the same drift level. The
factor of load bearing capacity degradation of each hysteresis
curve is shown in Table 4. The difference for 𝜆 of the five
PP ECC specimens is not obvious, with 8% reduction at
most. So the parameters including volume fraction of PP fiber
(1.5%–2.0%), curing age of specimen (30 and 60 days), and
FRP reinforcement ratio do not havemuch effect on 𝜆.This is
mainly due to the fact that no coarse aggregates are utilized in
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PP ECC and more fibers are pulled out and ruptured during
the 2nd loading cycle.

Stiffness of the beam under reverse cyclic load decreases
as the load cycle number increases. Factor of stiffness degra-
dation can be defined as 𝐾 = ∑𝑃

𝑖
/∑Δ

𝑖
, namely, the ratio of

the sum of peak load value to the sum of top displacement
during every adjacent two cycles of the same drift. The
relationship of top displacement Δ and factor of stiffness
degradation𝐾 is shown in Figure 9.

It is obvious that lower reinforcement ratio corresponds
to lower stiffness of the beams. The degradation of PP
ECC and concrete beams started at 10mm and 18mm drift,
respectively. However the volume fraction of PP fiber does
notmakemuch difference to the stiffness degradation. Before
yielding, the stiffness degradation of the PP ECC beam is
almost the same at curing ages of 30 and 60 days. After
yielding, the stiffness degradation of PP ECC beams with
30 days curing age is more obvious than that of 60 days.
It is calculated that the original stiffness of concrete beam
is around 5 times that of PP ECC beams. However the
degradation of concrete is more serious at later stage.

8. Cumulative Dissipated Energy

Energy dissipation in a loading cycle is the area that hysteresis
loop encloses in the corresponding load-deflection curve.The
cumulative dissipated energy E is then determined by adding
the energy dissipated in consecutive loops throughout the test
(Figure 10). Overall speaking, the value of dissipated energy
is greater for specimens with FRP bars of bigger diameter.
The value of dissipated energy for specimens with different
volume fractions of fiber (1.5% and 2%) does not have much
difference. The value of dissipated energy for specimen of
longer curing age (60 days) is greater than that of shorter
curing age (30 days).The dissipated energy for concrete beam
is more than that of PP ECC specimen before the drift Δ
reached 10mm. The drifts Δ of beams B2 and B6 at load
bearing capacity are 35.8mm and 4.3mm, respectively. The
total dissipated energy of PP ECC beam is around 3.2 times
of coupon beam.

9. Conclusions

Through visual observations, it was found that reduction of
flexural crack width in PP ECC beams occurred. Moreover,
No spalling or crushing of ECC cover was observed. The top
displacement Δ of PP ECC beams upon yielding is around
3 times that of concrete beam. The bigger the diameter
of FRP bars, the bigger the load bearing capacity and the
energy dissipation capacity of PP ECC beam. The difference
of volume fraction of fiber does not have much effect on the
ductility, stiffness degradation of reinforced PP ECC beam.
However, the longer the curing age (60 days) of PP ECC, the
higher the load bearing capacity and the lower the ductility.
The curing age has limited effect on the stiffness degradation
and dissipated energy.The dissipated energy of PP ECC beam
is 2.9 times that of coupon concrete beam. Moreover, less
damage is observed in PP ECC since fibers always try to hold
the cementitious matrix by crack bridging.

During an earthquake, the structures are always required
to withstand seismic forces without significant reduction in
the strength and serviceability limit state. After the earth-
quake, rehabilitation and maintenance cost should be as
low as possible. It is obvious that FRP reinforced PP ECC
can improve load bearing capacity and energy dissipation
capacity of the beams. Therefore, PP ECC is promising for
future structures to behave more effectively against seismic
action.
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Evaluation of the liquefaction potential of a liquefaction-prone area is important for geotechnical earthquake engineering, both
for assessment for site selection and for planning and new constructions. The liquefaction potential index for the city of Duzce in
northwestern Turkey using the empirical relationships between the Standard Penetration Test (SPT) and the Shear Wave Velocity
Test (𝑉

𝑆

) was investigated in this study. After, 𝑉
𝑆

values based on SPT blow counts (𝑁) were obtained from the alluvial soils in
the city of Duzce. The liquefaction potential indexes of the soils were determined using the empirical relationships between the
Standard Penetration Test (SPT) and the Shear Wave Velocity Test (𝑉

𝑆

) calculating for a probable earthquake of𝑀
𝑊

= 7.2. In the
result of the study, the liquefaction potential index (LPI) values were interpreted and compared evaluating the SPT𝑁 blow count
values obtained from the study area. Based on the empirical relationships assumed for the soils, it was observed that there was not
a perfect agreement between the results of the two methods. The liquefaction potential index values using the SPT𝑁 blow counts
were found to be lower than those of the 𝑉

𝑆

method.

1. Introduction

The liquefaction resistance of soils can be evaluated using
laboratory tests such as the cyclic simple shear and cyclic
triaxial and cyclic torsional shear tests. Additionally, field
methods such as the Standard Penetration Test (SPT), Cone
Penetration Test (CPT), and Shear Wave Velocity Test (𝑉

𝑆
)

can be employed. The occurrence of liquefaction in soils
is often evaluated using the simplified procedure originally
developed and proposed by Seed and Idriss [1] based on
the SPT blow counts correlated with the cyclic stress ratio
(CSR), a parameter representing the seismic loading on the
soil. This procedure has undergone several revisions and
updates [2–4]. In addition to these, procedures have been
developed based on the Cone Penetration Test (CPT), Becker
Penetration Test (BPT), and small-strain ShearWaveVelocity
(𝑉
𝑆
) measurements. Youd et al. [2] provided and enhanced

a recent review of the Seed and Idriss simplified procedure
and the in situ test methods commonly used to evaluate the
liquefaction resistance of soils.

The use of 𝑉
𝑆
to determine the liquefaction resistance

is influenced by factors such as confining stress, plasticity,
and relative density [5–7]. In situ 𝑉

𝑆
can be measured by

several seismic tests, including cross hole, down hole, seismic
cone penetrometer (SCPT), suspension logger, and spectral
analysis of the surface waves (SASW) [8].

During the past two decades, several procedures have
been proposed to estimate liquefaction resistance based on𝑉

𝑆

[8].These procedureswere developed from laboratory studies
[8–15], analytical studies [16, 17], penetration 𝑉

𝑆
equations

[18, 19], and in situ𝑉
𝑆
measurements at earthquake sites [20–

22]. Some of these procedures follow the general approach
of the Seed-Idriss simplified procedure, in which the 𝑉

𝑆
is

corrected with the cyclic stress ratio. This paper presents
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Figure 2: View of the Duzce fault [24].

the results of the comparison between the 𝑉
𝑆
and SPT

methods of soil liquefaction potential evaluation carried out
in Duzce Province in Turkey. Furthermore, the liquefaction
potential indexes (LPI) for both aforementioned methods
were calculated using the procedure of Iwasaki et al. [23].

2. Study Area
Duzce Province is located in northwestern Turkey (Figure 1).
It is under the effect of the North Anatolian Fault Zone
(NAFZ) and is about 30 km distant from the Black Sea. The
provincial capital of Duzce is situated on an alluvial soil site.

2.1. Geomorphological and Geological Setting. The study area
is situated in an active seismic earthquake zone [24]. Duzce

has been affected by the active faults. The 1957 Bolu (𝑀 = 7)
and 1967 Adapazarı (𝑀 = 7.1) earthquakes occurred on the
Bolu-Abant Dokurcun segments of the NAFZ.The active and
probable active faults of Duzce, Hendek, and Çilimli are in
close proximity to the study area [25] (Figure 2).

During the (𝑀 = 7.4) earthquake of 1999, the 30 km
eastern segment of the 130 km fault rupture occurred on
the western part of the Duzce Fault reaching to Efteni Lake
[25]. Duzce plain is an active subsidence and deposition
area controlled by lateral strike slip faults surrounded by
pre-Quaterney-aged rocks. The oldest is the Yığılca Unit of
Eocene-aged caycuma. Formations include volcanic sand-
stone, rottenstone, andestic and basaltic lavas and volcanic
breccia [26]. Quaternary-aged fan, deltaic, and marsh type
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Figure 3: Geological map of the study area and some borehole locations [26].

deposits cover this unit, which consists of gravel, sand, silt,
and clay material (Figure 3).

Due to the elevation of the surrounding rocks and as a
result of the basin drainage, deposition occurred mostly in
the Duzce area and its surroundings (Figure 4). Little Melen
(Kucuk Melen) River discharges into the lake and continues
flowing towards the only discharge from the lake, the Big
Melen (Buyuk Melen) River. In addition, Aksu, Ugursuyu
and Aydınpınar Creeks deposit alluvial fans and join in the
lake basin. The surrounding rocks are extremely weathered
by eroding, allowing the increase in sedimentation. The
thickness of the sedimentation is about 260–300m. The
deposition areas have displaced laterally and the horizontal
stratigraphy has been altered [25] (Figure 4).

2.2. Seismotectonics of the Study Area. Duzce plain is a pull
apart type basin that is controlled by the lateral strike slip fault

Figure 4: View of the deposits in the Duzce area.

system in the NAFZ [28] (Figure 5). Paleo- and neotectonic
period active faults exist at the north and south of the plain.
There are several faults which are parallel and oblique to these
major faults. During the 12 November 1999’s earthquake,
the surface rupture ranged through Golyaka on the south
towards Kaynaşlı on the east, ending in the Asarsu Valley and
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Table 1: Magnitude and damage records of earthquakes around the study area [24].

Locations Date Epicenter 𝑀
𝑤

Total damage on structures Death Injury
Murefte 09.08.1912 40.60–27.20 7.3 5.540 216 466
Hendek 20.06.1943 40.85–30.51 6.6 No 336 No
Gerede 01.02.1944 41.41–32.69 7.2 20.865 3.959 No
Duzce 10.02.1944 41.00–32.30 5.4 900 No No
Mudurnu 05.04.1944 40.84–31.12 5.6 900 30 No
Yenice 18.03.1953 39.99–27.36 7.4 9.670 265 336
Abant 26.05.1957 40.60–31.20 7.1 4.201 52 100
Çınarcık 18.09.1963 40.77–29.12 6.3 230 1 26
Adapazarı 22.07.1967 40.60–30.89 7.2 5.569 89 235
Gelibolu 27.03.1975 40.45–26.12 6.4 980 7 No
Golcuk 13.09.1999 40.80–30.03 5.7 No No Unknown
Duzce 12.11.1999 40.79–31.21 7.2 15.389 845 4.948
Bolu 17.11.1999 40.83–31.51 5.0 No No No
Bolu 22.03.2000 40.94–31.58 5.4 No No No
Yigilca 26.08.2001 40.93–31.53 5.1 No No No
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Figure 5: Epicenters of the earthquakes and historical earthquakes in the region [25].

the Bolu Tunnel.The city of Duzce is situated in themiddle of
the plain on a pressure ridge type hill, probably tectonically
controlled. Major earthquake records are given in Table 1.
Historical earthquakes have been recorded on the Abant-
Bayramoren segment in the south.There were 12 earthquakes
between 1967 and 1890. The great earthquake of 17 August,
1668 (𝑀

𝑆
= 8), caused a disaster in Anatolia [29], with

aftershocks continuing for 6 months [30]. The Bolu-Gerede
earthquake (𝑀

𝑤
= 7.3) on January 2, 1944, was a major

one, recorded after the implementation of instruments for
scientific measurement of magnitude. It was noted that 2,381
people died and 50,000 houses were damaged [31]. Although
the 17 August, 1999, Marmara and 12 November, 1999, Duzce
earthquakes occurred on the western segment of the North
Anatolian Fault, themeasured average value of the horizontal
ground acceleration was 0.54 g in Duzce [32].

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Field Investigations. Geotechnical bore holes were drilled
at 40 locations. The depths of the boreholes ranged from
10 to 30m, which measured to a total of 296m. These
boreholes were utilized to determine the consistency of
fine-grained soils and the stiffness of the coarse soils, to

obtain undisturbed and disturbed samples and to measure
the groundwater level. A Standard Penetration Test (SPT)
[33] was carried out during the drillings and SPT N blow
counts were obtained in the boreholes. In situ unit weight
and moisture content values were obtained from the trial
pits.Then, representative soil samples were obtained in order
to determine the geomechanical properties of the soils. The
296m-thick alluvium was very heterogeneous and included
confined and umconfined aquifers. The groundwater level
was mostly at the surface and ranged between 1.5 and 3.9m.

In this study, the shear wave velocity (𝑉
𝑆
) measurements

were based on Andrus et al. [27] process for assessing lique-
faction potential; 𝑉

𝑆
values were calculated using empirical

equations between shear wave velocity and SPT blow count
(𝑁) for all types as follows [34]. The 𝑉

𝑆
values based on SPT

blow count (𝑁) were given below (Table 2):

𝑉
𝑆
= 61 ⋅ 𝑁

0.5

, (1)

𝑉
𝑆
= 97 ⋅ 𝑁

0.314

, (2)

𝑉
𝑆
= 76 ⋅ 𝑁

0.33

, (3)

𝑉
𝑆
= 121 ⋅ 𝑁

0.27

, (4)

𝑉
𝑆
= 22 ⋅ 𝑁

0.85

. (5)
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Table 2: Field data of Duzce Province.

Boreholes
number

SPT-𝑁
Depth (m) SPT-𝑁 Water Level

Shear Wave Velocity
Equation (1)
(61 ⋅ 𝑁0.5)

Equation (2)
(97 ⋅ 𝑁0.314)

Equation (3)
(76 ⋅ 𝑁0.33)

Equation (4)
(121 ⋅ 𝑁0.27)

Equation (5)
(22 ⋅ 𝑁0.85)

BH1 3 32 3.5 345.06 287.99 238.5 308.45 418.7
BH1 9 32 3.5 435.06 287.99 238.5 308.45 418.7
BH2 3 25 3 305 265.5 219.9 288.6 339.4
BH2 6 15 3 236.3 227.02 185.75 251.4 219.9
BH2 15 45 3 409.2 320.5 266.9 338.2 559.3
BH3 4.5 32 4.00 345.06 227.02 185.75 251.4 219.9
BH3 6.00 32 4.00 345.06 227.02 185.75 251.4 219.9
BH3 7.5 28 4.00 322.8 276.17 228.4 297.52 373.7
BH3 12 31 4.00 339.7 285.14 236.02 305.9 407.5
BH4 3.00 31 2.5 339.7 285.14 236.02 305.9 407.5
BH4 6.00 13 2.5 219.95 217.01 177.2 241.9 194.7
BH4 7.5 16 2.5 244 231.7 189.8 255.8 232.3
BH4 9.00 13 2.5 219.94 217.1 177.2 242 194.6
BH4 17.00 13 2.5 219.94 217.1 177.2 242 194.6
BH5 No No No No No No No No
BH6 3.00 28 2.5 322.8 276.2 228.24 297.52 373.7
BH6 4.5 23 2.5 292.54 260 213.9 282.2 316.2
BH6 7.5 21 2.5 279.6 252.3 207.56 275.3 292.7
BH6 12.00 32 2.5 345.06 252.3 207.56 275.3 292.7
BH7 No No No No No No No No
BH8 9.00 11 4.0 202.3 206 167.7 231.2 168.9
BH8 10.50 26 4.0 311.1 269.9 222.7 292 350.9
BH8 13.500 28 4.0 322.8 276.2 228.24 297.52 373.7
BH9 9.00 28 4.00 322.8 276.2 228.24 297.52 373.7
BH9 16.5 81 4.00 549 385.6 324.1 396.4 922
BH10 No No No No No No No No
BH11 7.5 14 3.5 228.3 222.2 182 246.7 207.4
BH11 10.5 40 3.5 386 308.9 256.7 327.6 506.1
BH12 4.5 32 3.25 345.1 252.3 207.56 275.3 292.7
BH12 6.0 36 3.25 366 298.9 248 318.5 463
BH12 10.5 42 3.25 395.4 313.7 260.9 331.9 527.8
BH13 No No No No No No No No
BH14 3.0 15 3.5 236.3 227.02 185.8 251.4 219.9
BH14 4.5 37 3.5 372 302 250.1 320.8 473.6
BH14 6 26 3.5 132.6 269.9 222.8 291.7 350.9
BH14 7.5 30 3.5 334.5 282.3 233.5 303.2 396.7
BH15 No No No No No No No No
BH16 4.5 22 2.5 286.2 256.1 210.8 278.8 304.5
BH17 3.0 13 3.5 219.94 217.1 177.2 242 194.6
BH17 4.5 10 3.5 192.9 199.9 162.5 225.4 155.8
BH17 6.0 21 3.5 279.6 252.3 207.56 275.3 292.7
BH17 7.0 26 3.5 311.1 269.9 222.7 292 350.9
BH18 15 34 4.5 355.7 293.6 243.4 313.6 440.1
BH19 3.0 13 3 219.94 217.1 177.2 242 194.6
BH19 4.5 18 3 258.9 240.1 197.3 264.1 256.7
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Table 2: Continued.

Boreholes
number

SPT-𝑁
Depth (m) SPT-𝑁 Water Level

Shear Wave Velocity
Equation (1)
(61 ⋅ 𝑁0.5)

Equation (2)
(97 ⋅ 𝑁0.314)

Equation (3)
(76 ⋅ 𝑁0.33)

Equation (4)
(121 ⋅ 𝑁0.27)

Equation (5)
(22 ⋅ 𝑁0.85)

BH19 7.5 25 3 305 266.6 219.9 288.6 339.4
BH19 13.5 27 3 317 273 255.6 294.9 362.4
BH20 No No No No No No No No
BH21 No No No No No No No No
BH22 No No No No No No No No
BH23 4.5 29 2.0 328.5 279.3 230.8 300.35 385.1
BH23 9.0 8 2.0 172.6 186.4 8.96 212.2 128.9
BH23 10.5 10 2.0 192.9 199.9 162.5 225.4 155.8
BH23 13.5 9 2.0 183 194 157 219 142.5
BH23 15.0 12 2.0 211.4 211.7 172.6 236.7 181.9
BH24 7.5 14 3.5 228.3 222.2 182 246.7 207.4
BH24 10.5 40 3.5 385.8 308.9 256.8 327.6 506.1
BH25 3.0 44 4.5 404.7 318.3 264.9 336.2 548.8
BH25 4.5 14 4.5 228.3 222.2 182 246.7 207.4
BH25 7.5 9 4.5 183 194 157 219 142.5
BH25 10.5 19 4.5 265.9 244.6 200.9 267.9 268.9
BH25 12.0 22 4.5 286.2 256.1 210.8 278.8 304.5
BH26 6.0 13 2.0 219.94 217.1 177.2 242 194.6
BH26 9.0 32 2.0 345.1 252.3 207.56 275.3 292.7
BH27 NO No No No No No No No
BH28 No No No No No No No No
BH29 7.5 27 3.5 317 273 255.6 294.9 362.4
BH29 10.5 23 3.5 292.54 260 213.9 282.2 316.2
BH29 12.0 50 3.5 431.2 331.2 276.4 347.95 612
BH30 No No No No No No No No
BH31 No No No No No No No No
BH32 4.5 7.0 3.0 161.3 178.8 144.5 204.7 115.1
BH32 6.0 32 3.0 345.1 252.3 207.56 275.3 292.7
BH32 9.0 40 3.0 385.8 308.9 256.8 327.6 506.1
BH32 12 54 3.0 448.3 339.5 283.5 355.3 653.1
BH33 No No No No No No No No
BH34 3.0 20 3.0 272.9 248.5 204.3 271.7 280.74
BH34 4.5 21 3.0 279.6 252.3 207.56 275.3 292.7
BH35 3.0 9 2.5 183 194 157 219 142.5
BH35 4.5 8 2.5 172.6 186.4 150.9 212.2 128.9
BH35 7.5 10 2.5 192.9 199.9 162.5 225.4 155.8
BH35 12 12 2.5 211.4 211.7 172.6 236.7 181.9
BH36 3 16 3.5 244 232 189.8 255.8 232.3
BH36 4.5 16 3.5 244 232 189.8 255.8 232.3
BH37 No No No No No No No No
BH38 No No No No No No No No
BH39 No No No No No No No No
BH40 3 20 2.25 272.9 248.5 204.3 271.7 280.74
BH40 4.5 49 2.25 427 329.3 274.5 346.1 602
BH40 9 16 2.25 244 232 189.8 255.8 232.3
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Figure 6: Identification of seismic sources within 100 km radius of
the study area.

3.2. Calculation of Seismic Hazard Design Parameters. The
Duzce Fault Zone is situated 13 km south of the study area,
the North Anatolian Fault Zone is located 73 km south of the
study area, and the Hendek Fault is found 29 km north-west
of the study field (Figure 6). The fault zone with the highest
possible acceleration in the study site is the North Anatolian
Fault Zone. A circle with a radius of 100 km was drawn
around the study area in order to identify the seismic design
parameters.Within this circle, active seismic sources thought
to affect the study field were vertically connected to calculate
the shortest routes to the study field in km (Figure 6). These
investigations and measurements showed that there were
three main fault zones inside the circle. Then, the horizontal
flying distances to the study field were calculated as 13 km for
the Duzce Fault, 29 km for the Hendek Fault, and 73 km for
the North Anatolian Fault [35].

Themap of Turkey’s active faults published by theMineral
Research and Exploration Institute indicates the total length
of the Duzce, Hendek, and North Anatolian Faults as 85 km,
60 km, and 200 km, respectively [35]. The DuzceFault, which
is the shortest distance to the study area and has the potential
to produce an earthquake, was taken into consideration in
the main objective of the study when estimating the next
earthquake expected to occur.

According toMark [39], it is assumed that 1/3 of this fault
zone could be ruptured. Therefore, the moment size of the
probable seismic design was calculated by using the equation
of Wells and Coppersmith [40], as seen below (6):

𝑀 = 4.86 + 1.32Log𝐿, (6)

where𝑀 ismoment magnitude and 𝐿 is fault length (km).
According to this approach, moment magnitude was

calculated to be 7.2 in the case of a rupture of 1/3 of the fault
length.

Horizontal earthquake acceleration (peak ground accel-
eration, PGA) was calculated by using the attenuation

relationship (7) developed for faults based on the earthquakes
in Turkey [41]:

PGA = 2.18𝑒0,0218(33,3𝑀𝑤−Re+7.8427𝑆𝐴+18.9282𝑆𝐵), (7)

where 𝑆
𝐴
= 0 and 𝑆

𝐵
= 1 values are used for soft soils, Re

is the shortest horizontal flying length to the respective fault
zone from the settlement, and 𝑀

𝑤
is the magnitude of the

earthquake.The peak horizontal earthquake acceleration that
can be created by the seismic design was found to be 0.28 g.

4. Assessment of Liquefaction Potential

Prediction of the liquefaction potential of soils is based on
cyclic laboratory testing on soil samples and use of in-situ
tests and empirical methods. However, the use of laboratory
testing is complicated due to difficulties associated with sam-
ple disturbance during both sampling and reconsolidation.
Thus, empirical approaches based on the in-situ penetration
test results have gained popularity in engineering practice as
well as in engineering codes [42].

In this study, after obtaining the in situ test results, the
evaluation of the liquefaction procedure was begun. The
evaluation procedures based on the Standard Penetration
Test (SPT) [43] and measurement of shear wave velocity (𝑉

𝑆
)

[27] require the measurement of three parameters: (1) the
level of cyclic loading on the soil caused by the earthquake,
expressed as an acyclic stress ratio (CSR); (2) the stiffness
of the soil, expressed as over burden stress (corrected SPT
blow count) due to shear wave velocity; and (3) the resistance
of the soil to liquefaction, expressed as a cyclic resistance
ratio (CRR). Guidelines for calculating each parameter are
presented below [44].

4.1. Cyclic Stress Ratio (CSR). The cyclic stress ratio (CSR)
characterizes the seismic demand induced by a given earth-
quake, and it can be determined from peak ground surface
acceleration that depends upon site-specific ground motions
[45]. The expression for the CSR induced by earthquake
ground motions formulated by Idriss and Boulanger [46] is
as follows:

CSR = 0.65
𝑎max
𝑔

𝜎
𝑉

𝜎


𝑉

𝑟
𝑑

1

MSF
1

𝐾𝜎

, (8)

where 0.65 is a weighing factor to calculate the equivalent
uniform stress cycles required to generate the same pore
water pressure during an earthquake; the 𝑎max is the peak
horizontal ground acceleration; 𝑔 is the acceleration of
gravity; 𝜎

𝑉
and 𝜎

𝑉

are total vertical overburden stress and
effective vertical overburden stress, respectively, at a given
depth below the ground surface; 𝑟

𝑑
is the depth-dependent

stress reduction factor; MSF is the magnitude scaling factor;
and𝐾𝜎 is the overburden correction factor.

The stress reduction factor (𝑟
𝑑
) accounts for the dynamic

response of the soil column and represents the variation of
shear stress amplitude with depth. Idriss and Boulanger [46]
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formulated the following expressions to calculate the stress
reduction factor (𝑟

𝑑
) (9)–(11):

𝑟
𝑑
= exp [𝛼 (𝑧) + 𝛽 (𝑧)𝑀

𝑤
] , (9)

𝛼 (𝑧) = −1.012 − 1.126 sin( 𝑧

11.73

+ 5.133) , (10)

𝛽 (𝑧) = 0.106 + 0.118 sin( 𝑧

11.28

+ 5.142) , (11)

where 𝑧 is the depth (m) and𝑀
𝑤
is the moment magnitude.

The arguments inside the sine terms in (10) and (11) are in
radians. The above expression for 𝑟

𝑑
is valid up to a depth of

𝑧 ≤ 34m, and the depths of the boreholes considered in the
present analysis were less than 34m.

The values of CSR that pertain to the equivalent uniform
shear stress induced by an earthquake of magnitude,𝑀

𝑤
=

7.5, were adjusted to an equivalent CSR for an earthquake
of magnitude 𝑀

𝑤
= 7.5 through the introduction of the

magnitude scaling factor (MSF), which accounts for the
duration effect of ground motions. The MSF for 𝑀

𝑤
< 7.5

is expressed as follows (12):

MSF = 6.9 exp(−
𝑀
𝑤

4

) − 0.058 ≤ 1.8. (12)

Since the liquefaction resistance increases with increasing
confining stress, the overburden correction factor (𝐾𝜎) was
applied such that the values of CSR were adjusted to an
equivalent overburden pressure 𝜎

𝑉

of 1 atmosphere equations
(13)-(14):

𝐾𝜎 = 1 − 𝐶𝜎(

ln
𝜎V
) ≤ 1.0, (13)

where

𝐶
𝜎
=

1

18.9 − 2.5507√(𝑁
1
)
60

≤ 0.3 (14)

𝑃
𝑎
is the atmospheric pressure (= 00 kPa).

4.2. Corrected SPT Blowcount and Shear Wave Velocity. In
this study, themeasured SPT𝑁 values (𝑁) were corrected for
overburden stress, energy ratio, diameter of boreholes, length
of sampling rod, and the type of sampler by introducing a
series of correction factors.𝑁

60
is the corrected𝑁

𝑚
value for

a 60% energy ratio with an assumption that 60%of the energy
was transferred from the falling hammer to the SPT sampler.
The corrected (𝑁

1
)
60

values were calculated as follows (15):

(𝑁
1
)
60

= 𝑁
𝑚
𝐶
𝑁
𝐶
𝐸
𝐶
𝐵
𝐶
𝑅
𝐶
𝑅
, (15)

where𝐶
𝑁
is a factor to normalize𝑁

𝑚
to a common reference

effective overburden stress; 𝐶
𝐸

is the correction for the
hammer energy ratio (𝐸

𝑅
); 𝐶
𝐵
is the correction factor for

borehole diameter; 𝐶
𝑅
is the correction factor for rod length;

and 𝐶
𝑆
is the correction for samplers with or without liners.

The value of𝐶
𝑁
was calculated as per (15) andwas limited to a

maximum value of 1.7. 𝐶
𝑆
, 𝐶
𝐵
, and 𝐶

𝐸
were assumed to be 1.1,

Table 3: The rod length correction with respect to the depth.

Depth Correction for rod length
𝑑 𝐶

𝑅

𝑑 < 3m 0.75
𝑑 = 3-4m 0.8
𝑑 = 4–6m 0.85
𝑑 = 6–10m 0.95
𝑑 = 10–30m 1.0m

1.0, and 0.6, respectively. Rod length correction with respect
to the depth (𝐶

𝑅
) at each borehole location was corrected as

shown in Table 3, as suggested by Youd and Idriss [47].
The overburden correction (𝐶

𝑁
) factor to normalize

(𝑁
1
)
60

to a common reference effective overburden stress is
as follows (16)-(17):

𝐶
𝑁
= (

𝑃
𝑎

𝜎


𝑉

)

𝛼

≤ 1.7, (16)

where

𝛼 = 0.784 − 0.0768√(𝑁
1
)
60

. (17)

It can be observed from (16) and (17) that (𝑁
1
)
60

and 𝐶
𝑁

are interdependent. A series of iterations were carried out
to determine (𝑁

1
)
60

and 𝐶
𝑁

until the difference between
successive iteration values was less than 0.001.

In addition, shear wave velocities had to be corrected. In
the procedure of liquefaction potential evaluation proposed
by Andrus et al. [27], shear wave velocity was corrected to
overburden stress and (18) was suggested:

𝑉
𝑆1
= 𝑉
𝑆1
(

𝑃
𝑎

𝜎


𝑉

)

0.25

(

0.5

𝐾


𝑂

)

0.125

, (18)

where 𝑉
𝑆
is the shear wave velocity (m/s); 𝑉

𝑆1
is the stress-

corrected shear wave velocity (m/s); 𝑃
𝑎
is the atmosphere

pressure equal to 100 kPa; 𝜎
𝑉

shows the the effective overbur-
den stress; and𝐾

𝑂

is the coefficient of effective earth pressure
(in this study assumed equal to 0.5) [44].

4.3. Evaluation of the Cyclic Resistance Ratio (CRR). Determi-
nation of the cyclic resistance ratio (CRR) requires fines con-
tent (FC) of the soil to correct updated SPT blow count (𝑁

1
)
60

to an equivalent clean sand standard penetration resistance
value (𝑁

1
)
60cs. Idriss andBoulanger [46] determined theCRR

value for cohesionless soil with any fines content using the
following expression (19)–(21):

CRR = exp{
(𝑁
1
)
60cs

14.1

+ (

(𝑁
1
)
60cs

126

)

2

− (

(𝑁
1
)
60cs

23.6

)

3

+(

(𝑁
1
)
60cs

25.4

)

3

−

2.8

1

} ,

(19)

(𝑁
1
)
60cs = (𝑁1)60 + Δ(𝑁1)60, (20)
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where Δ(𝑁
1
)
60

is the correction for fines content in percent
(FC) present in the soil and is expressed as

Δ(𝑁
1
)
60

= exp (1.63 +

9.7

FC + 0.1
− (

15.7

FC + 0.1
)

2

) . (21)

Separately, as regarding the use of 𝑉
𝑆
as an index of liquefac-

tion resistance, it has been illustrated by several authors. The
most popular CRR-𝑉

𝑆
correlation (Figure 7) was proposed

by Andrus and Stokoe [22] for uncemented Holocene-age
soils, based on a database including 26 earthquakes andmore
than 70 test sites. The CRR is obtained as a function of
an overburden-stress corrected shear wave velocity 𝑉

𝑆1
=

𝑉
𝑆
(𝑃
𝑎
/𝜎


𝑉0

)

0.25, where 𝑉
𝑆
= measured shear wave velocity,

𝑃
𝑎
= atmospheric pressure (≈ 100 kp

𝑎

), and 𝜎
𝑉0

= initial
effective vertical stress (same units as 𝑃

𝑎
). Andrus et al.

[27] introduced age correction factors to extend the original
correlation of Andrus and Stokoe [22] to soils older than
Holocene.Their CRR-VS1 relationship (curves in Figure 7, for
various fines contents) is approximated by:

CRR = [0.022(
𝐾
𝑎1
𝑉
𝑆1

100

)

2

+ 2.8 (

1

𝑉
∗

𝑆1

− 𝐾
𝑎1
𝑉
𝑠1

−

1

𝑉
∗

𝑆1

)]

× 𝐾
𝑎2
,

(22)

where 𝑉∗
𝑆1

= the limiting upper value of 𝑉
𝑆1

for liquefaction
occurrence (𝑉∗

𝑆1

= 200m/s for the curve for fines content
≥35%); 𝑉∗

𝑆1

= 215m/s for the curve for fines content ≤5%; 𝑉∗
𝑆1

varies linearly from 200 to 215m/s for fines content between
35 and 5%; 𝐾

𝑎1
= factor to correct for high 𝑉

𝑆1
values caused

by aging; and 𝐾
𝑎2
= Factor to correct for influence of age

on CRR. Magnitude scaling factors should be used to scale
(22) (for magnitude 𝑀

𝑤
= 7.5 earthquakes) to different

magnitudes. Both 𝐾
𝑎1

and 𝐾
𝑎2

are 1 for uncemented soils of
Holocene age. For older soils, suggested𝐾

𝑎1
values (mostly in

Table 4: The level of liquefaction severity.

LPI Iwasaki et al.
[23]

Luna and Frost
[37]

MERM
[38]

LPI = 0 Very low Little to none None
0 < LPI < 5 Low Minor Low
5 < LPI < 15 High Moderate Medium
15 < LPI Very high Major High

the range 0.6 to 0.8) are derived from SPT-𝑉
𝑆1

relationships
(e.g. Ohta and Goto [48], Rollins et al. [49], or site specific).
Lower-bound values of 𝐾

𝑎2
(1.1 to 1.5) are based on the study

by Arango et al. [50]. However, Andrus et al. [27] noted the
associated high uncertainty and the need for additional work
to quantify the influence of age on CRR, as well as on 𝑉

𝑠
.

4.3.1. Determination of the Factor of Safety. The factor of
safety against liquefaction (FS) is commonly used to quantify
liquefaction potential.The factor of safety against liquefaction
(FS) can be defined as follows:

FS =
(CRR)

𝑀
𝑤
=7.5

(CSR)
𝑀
𝑤
=7.5,𝜎



𝑉

MSF. (23)

Both CSR and CRR vary with depth and, therefore, the
liquefaction potential is evaluated at corresponding depths
within the soil profile.

4.3.2. Determination of the Liquefaction Potential Index. The
liquefaction potential index (LPI) is a single-valued parame-
ter to evaluate regional liquefaction potential.The LPI at a site
is computed by integrating the factors of safety (FS) along the
soil column up to a depth of 20m. A weighting function is
added to give more weight to the layers closer to the ground
surface. The liquefaction potential index (LPI) proposed by
Iwasaki et al. [36, 51] is expressed as follows (24). The criteria
of the level of liquefaction severity indexes were given below
(Table 4):

LPI = ∫
20

0

𝐹
(𝑧)
𝑊
(𝑧)
𝑑
𝑧
, (24)

where 𝑧 is the depth of the midpoint of the soil layer (0
to 20m) and 𝑑

𝑧
is the differential increment of depth. The

weighting factor, 𝑊(𝑧), and the severity factor, 𝐹(𝑧), are
calculated as per the following expressions (25):

𝐹 (𝑧) = 1 − FS for FS < 1.0,

𝐹 (𝑧) = 0 for FS ≥ 1.0,

𝑊 (𝑧) = 10 − 0.5𝑧 for 𝑧 < 20m,

𝑊 (𝑧) = 0 for 𝑧 > 20m.

(25)

For the soil profiles with depths of less than 20m.TheLPIwas
calculated using the following expression [37] (26)-(27):

LPI =
𝑛

∑

𝑖=1

𝑊
𝑖
𝐹
𝑖
𝐻
𝑖

(26)
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Figure 8: Borehole 23 was chosen to check and compare for liquefaction potential as a sample according to shear wave velocity values.

with
𝐹
𝑖
= 1 − FS

𝑖
for FS

𝑖
< 1.0,

𝐹
𝑖
= 0 for FS

𝑖
≥ 1.0,

(27)

where𝐻
𝑖
is the thickness of the discretized soil layers; 𝑛 is the

number of layers; 𝐹
𝑖
is liquefaction severity for 𝑖th layer; FS

𝑖
is

the factor of safety for 𝑖th layer;𝑊
𝑖
is the the weighting factor

(= 10 − 0.5𝑍
𝑖
); and 𝑍

𝑖
is the depth of 𝑖th layer (m).

5. Assessment of the Liquefaction
Potential Index

Thecity of Duzce has been reconstructed since the 12Novem-
ber earthquake of 1999. The general form of construction
had typically been a 4-5-storey reinforced-concrete frame and
masonry structure. After the 12 November Duzce earthquake
experience, regulations were changed to limit construction
to 2-3-storey buildings. The city is located over deep alluvial
deposits. The main soils deposited at this site are comprised
of alluvial sand and silt. The boreholes in Duzce were drilled
around the Efteni Lake at a depth of 200m and did not reach
bedrock. The shallow soils at approximately 10m are recent
deposits laid down by theAksu andMelenRivers that flooded
the area.

Turkey is located in the active tectonic region of the Alp
Himalayan Earthquake Zone, so this area is an active region
seismologically. There are several active tectonic sections
in Turkey, such as the North Anatolian Fault Zone, the
East Anatolian Fault Zone, the West Anatolian Grabens, the
Ecemiş Fault Zone, and the Tuzgolu Fault Zone [52]. Duzce
Province is located near theDuzce Fault segment of theNorth
Anatolian Fault Zonewhich is active in theWestern Black Sea
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Figure 9: Borehole 23 was chosen to check and compare for
liquefaction potential as a sample for shear wave velocity.

Region. Furthermore, this area consists of granular alluvial
deposits which are loose to the surface. The groundwater
is between 2.5 and 4m below the surface and changes
seasonally. For the analysis of the liquefaction potential index
of Duzce Province, a total of 40 geotechnical boreholes were
drilled by the General Directorate of Mineral Research and
Exploration. The field data of the works were assessed for
the liquefaction potential index for Duzce Province. The
SPT samples were implemented at depth intervals of 1.5m
from the first to the last of the boreholes, and the disturbed
samples were used to describe the grain size distribution and
Atterberg limits of the soils.The boundaries of the soil layers,
SPT-𝑁 values, fines content, and the liquid limit for all layers
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values.

throughout the boreholes were employed as input parameters
to determine the liquefaction potential index.

In addition, the magnitude of the earthquake and the
maximum horizontal acceleration of those parameters to be
created due to local faults were used here for evaluating the
liquefaction potential index. The Duzce Fault Zone of the
North Anatolian Fault Zone and surrounding zones were
generated and showed an average of 7.2 moment magnitudes.
For this reason, the magnitude of the projected earthquake
was found by using 7.2 for the calculations. In this context, the
typical computation of factors of safety against liquefaction
for earthquakes (𝑀

𝑤
= 7.2) yielded by the Duzce Fault Zone

was carried out at the chosen borehole using (2) through (20).
The LPI at this particular site was calculated from the FS

values based on the expression by Luna and Frost [37]. The
LPI values were computed at the study site for magnitudes of
𝑀
𝑤
= 7.2.
Great effort was taken in the analysis of the other

input parameter for determining the liquefaction poten-
tial, the maximum ground acceleration (𝑎max). However,
some researchers have offered empirical equations for the
maximum ground acceleration [41, 53, 54]. In particular,
the comprehensive study of Ulusay et al. [41] should be
mentioned as it relates to the iso-acceleration map of Turkey.
In this study, the 𝑎max values were calculated as approximately
502 gal for the Duzce Fault Zone segment. The liquefaction
potential index indices for 40 boreholes were calculated and
are given in Table 5 and Figures 8, 9, 10, and 11. In addition,
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Table 5: Liquefaction potential index results.

Boreholes number The level of liquefaction severity (LPI)
Equation (1) Equation (2) Equation (3) Equation (4) Equation (5)

BH1 0 0 0 0 0
BH2 0 0 14.14 19.79 0
BH3 0 0 35.63 0 0
BH4 30.32 13.35 39.17 0 28.97
BH5 Not performed 0 Not performed Not performed Not performed
BH6 0 0 23.09 0 0
BH7 Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed
BH8 46.83 33.46 26.34 5.82 40.87
BH9 0 0 0 0 0
BH10 Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed
BH11 5.43 0 0.8 0 24.39
BH12 0 0 0 0 0
BH13 Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed
BH14 0 9.14 0 0 0
BH15 Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed
BH16 0 0 0 0 0
BH17 10.5 5.37 0 0 8.90
BH18 0 0 0 0 0
BH19 0 0 24.17 0 0
BH20 Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed
BH21 Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed
BH22 Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed
BH23 23.86 36.96 35.26 42.53 40.84
BH24 1.5 0 19.89 35.34 26.39
BH25 17.85 14.52 14.68 8.48 19.94
BH26 5.68 0 41.81 0 22.44
BH27 Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed
BH28 Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed
BH29 0 8 9.51 0 0
BH30 Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed
BH31 Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed
BH32 33.05 22.94 32.74 0 30.74
BH33 Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed
BH34 0 0 0 0 0
BH35 66.53 31.64 56.95 2.84 59.78
BH36 0 0 9.67 0 0
BH37 Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed
BH38 Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed
BH39 Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed Not performed
BH40 0 0 18.88 0 0
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Figure 12: Pie charts showing the areas of the potential zones.

the distributions of liquefaction potential indexes are pre-
sented in Figure 12 as a pie chart.

6. Results and Conclusions

The evaluation of the liquefaction potential of a liquefaction-
prone area is of vital importance in geotechnical earthquake
engineering, both for assessment for site selection and for
planning and construction. This study investigated two field
methods used to evaluate the liquefaction potential of soils,
the Standard Penetration Test (SPT) and the Shear Wave
Velocity Test (𝑉

𝑆
), based on the empirical relationships

between them. Attempts were made to evaluate the factors of
safety against liquefaction (FS) and corresponding liquefac-
tion potential indices (LPI) for a local fault zone in order to
produce the seismic movement for the province using SPT-
N-based semiempirical procedures.

The concept of the liquefaction potential index was used
in this study for liquefaction susceptibility, as proposed by
Iwasaki et al. [36]. The distribution of the LPI was generated
in order to predict the occurrence of damaging liquefaction
for an earthquake to be yielded by the local fault zone in
Duzce Province in the Western Black Sea Region of Turkey.
This study area is under the effect of theNorthAnatolian Fault
Zone through its segment, the Duzce Fault Zone, which was
evaluated for producing the liquefaction potential indices by
calculating for a probable earthquake of𝑀

𝑤
= 7.2.

The comparison of the safety factors and liquefaction
potential indexes reveal that the severity of liquefaction

occurrences in the study area based on the 𝑉
𝑆
methods

(Equation (1) = 43.86, equation (2) = 40.84, equation (3) =
42.53, equation (4) = 36.96, equation (5) = 43.86) are bigger
than the one based on the SPT method (35,36). Moreover,
it can be observed that the relationships between the SPT
method and the shear wave velocity are not suitable. Because
the relationships used in the present study are dependent on
soil type, fines content, type of tests, and their accuracy, it
might be more valid to perform both methods for the same
place and then compare the results in order to evaluate the
liquefaction potential.

Finally, a very high susceptibility category of liquefaction
was observed for the potential earthquake of 𝑀

𝑤
= 7.2;

however, 3.8–10.2% of the study area is in the highly suscep-
tible liquefaction class in five distribution charts according to
(1)–(5). The percentage that is moderately susceptible takes
up the least area from the other class: 1.2–4.1% for all locations
in the distribution charts. The low susceptibility areas are
28.76–65%, respectively.

In conclusion, the areas developed on reclaimed land hav-
ing large, thick deposits of soft soil and shallow groundwater
levels were observed to be more prone to liquefaction. This
paper reveals that some of the areas are more highly prone
to liquefaction due to the greater thickness of the soft soil
deposits and groundwater table at shallow depths. It can be
observed from the distribution of the LPI that a high degree
of liquefaction would occur at several sites in the Province
of Duzce during a seismic event. These LPI distributions will
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help the structural designers and city planners to check the
vulnerability of the area against liquefaction.
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Determination of the residual crack extension resistance curves (𝐾
𝑅

-curves) associatedwith cohesive force distribution on fictitious
crack zone of complete fracture process is implemented in present research. The cohesive force distributes according to bilinear
softening traction-separation law proposed by Petersson. Totally ten temperatures varying from 20∘C to 600∘C and the specimen
size of 230 × 200 × 200mmwith initial-notch depth ratios 0.4 are considered. The load-crack mouth opening displacement curves
(P-CMOD) of postfire specimens are obtained by wedge-splitting method from which the stress intensity factor curves (𝐾-curves)
are calculated. In each temperature, with the distribution of cohesive force along the fracture process zone, the residual fracture
toughness𝐾

𝑅

(Δ𝑎) increases with increasing crack length Δ𝑎, whereas the𝐾
𝑅

-curves decrease with increasing temperatures 𝑇
𝑚

for
the thermal damage induced. The stability analysis on crack propagation demonstrates that when the residual 𝐾

𝑅

-curve is higher
than 𝐾-curve, the crack propagates steadily; otherwise, the crack propagates unsteadily.

1. Introduction

To describe the crack propagation in concrete structures,
the crack extension resistance in terms of 𝐾

𝑅
has been

measured and the related characteristics were investigated
by Hilsdorf and Brameshuber in 1984 [1], Mai in 1984
[2], and Karihaloo and Shah in 1987 [3] as well as Xu
and Reinhardt in 1999 [4] which was calculated using the
conventional approach proposed by Irwin et al. in the early
1960s. Xu and Reinhardt in 1998 [5] proposed an analytical
method to determine the crack extension resistance (𝐾

𝑅
-

curve) according to the cohesive force on the fictitious crack
zone that is described directly by the softening traction-
separation law. The basic principle of the approach is that
the crack extension resistance is composed of two parts. One
part is the inherent toughness 𝐾ini

Ic , which resists the initial
propagation of an initial crack under loading.Thismeans that
a crack does not propagate when the stress intensity factor at
the initial crack tip is less than the inherent toughness 𝐾ini

Ic .
Another part is induced by the cohesive force distributed on
the fictitious crack during crack propagation. Therefore, it is

a function of the cohesive force distribution 𝑓(𝜎), the tensile
strength 𝑓

𝑡
of the material, and the length of the propagating

crack.
The main requirement for determining crack extension

resistance curve based on cohesive force distribution during
crack propagation is to know the load-crack mouth opening
displacement (P-CMOD) curve a priori. Some characteris-
tics of 𝐾

𝑅
-curve were investigated numerically on standard

TPBT specimen for different concrete strength and specimen
sizes [6]. It was observed that 𝐾

𝑅
-curve was dependent

on compressive strength of concrete and had almost the
same S-shape. It increased with increasing crack length and
increasing strength of concrete.The obtained𝐾

𝑅
-curves were

almost independent of the specimen sizes. However, it was
found that some difference could be noticed on the gained
𝐾
𝑅
-curve by using bilinear [7] and nonlinear [8] softening

functions of concrete. The influence of specimen geometry
(TPB and CT specimens) on the 𝐾

𝑅
-curves is considered

by Kumar and Barai [9], and the influence of the specimen
geometry on the𝐾

𝑅
-curveswas not observed for the specified

specimen size and initial-crack length/depth ratio.
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Figure 1: Four stages of crack propagation during the fracture process.

The influence of temperature on the fracture properties
was considered by several researchers, mainly on the fracture
energy and material brittleness [10–14], relative fewer discus-
sions on the fracture toughness [15, 16], notmention the crack
extension resistance of the complete fracture process. For
the stability analyses of crack propagation, the comparison
between 𝐾

𝑅
-curves and the corresponding stress intensity

factor curves (𝐾-curves) can be taken as a crack propagation
criterion to judge the stability of the crack in the loaded
structures. This criterion could also be used in the analysis
of the stability of structures that suffered high temperature or
fire in a real situation.

The main objective of this research is to determine the
residual crack extension resistance (𝐾

𝑅
-curve) of postfire

concrete based on the cohesive force distributed on the
fictitious crack zone, and the influence of temperatures on
the 𝐾

𝑅
-curve is discussed. The wedge-splitting experiments

of a total of ten temperatures varying from 20∘C to 600∘C and

the specimens size 230 × 200 × 200mm with initial-notch
depth ratios of 0.4 are implemented.

2. Determination of Residual 𝐾
𝑅

-Curve
Based on Cohesive Stress Distribution

2.1. Background. According to 𝐾
𝑅
-curve criterion [5], the

crack extension resistance of a cracked solid consists of
the inherent toughness 𝐾ini

Ic and the cohesive toughness
𝐾
𝑐
(Δ𝑎) which increases with the increasing amount of crack

extension. The cohesive toughness depends upon cohesive
stress distribution 𝑓(𝜎) which is a function of crack opening
displacement 𝑤 and tensile strength of concrete 𝑓

𝑡
and the

propagating crack length 𝑎. At the onset of unstable crack
propagation, the stress intensity factor 𝐾 at the tip of the
propagating crack is expressed as

𝐾 = 𝐾
𝑅
(Δ𝑎) , (1)
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Figure 2: The bilinear softening traction-separation law.

where 𝐾
𝑅
(Δ𝑎) is the crack extension resistance at crack

extension length Δ𝑎 = 𝑎 − 𝑎
0
. Also 𝐾

𝑅
(Δ𝑎) is expressed in

the following relation:

𝐾
𝑅
(Δ𝑎) = 𝐾

ini
Ic + 𝐾𝑐 (Δ𝑎) , (2)

𝐾
𝑐
(Δ𝑎) = 𝐹

1
(𝑓
𝑡
, 𝑓 (𝜎) , Δ𝑎) . (3)

In order to develop the 𝐾
𝑅
-curve for complete fracture

process considering the cohesive stress in fictitious fracture
zone, the value of cohesive toughness 𝐾

𝑐
at every stage of

loading is important to determine.During crack propagation,
four different stages are considered with the help of three
characteristic crack lengths (𝑎

0
, 𝑎
𝑐
, and 𝑎

𝑤𝑐
) as represented

in Figure 1 in which 𝑟
𝑢
is the undamaged portion of the

ligament, 𝑎
0
is initial crack length, 𝑎

𝑐
is crack length at critical

condition of unstable crack propagation, and 𝑎
𝑤𝑐

is the length
of fully developed fictitious fracture zone after which the
stress-free crack propagation will begin.

2.2. Softening Traction-Separation Law of Postfire Concrete.
The softening traction-separation law is a priori to deter-
mine the 𝐾

𝑅
-curve, at room temperature, and many expres-

sions have been proposed based on direct tensile test
[8, 17–20]. Based on numerical studies, simplified bilin-
ear expressions for the softening traction-separation law
(Figure 2 )were suggested by Petersson in 1981 [17], Hilsdorf
and Brameshuber in 1991 [19], and Phillips and Zhang in 1993.
The area under the softening curvewas defined as the fracture
energy𝐺

𝐹
by Hillerborg et al. in 1976 [21].Therefore, one can

get the following equation:

𝐺
𝐹
=

1

2

(𝑓
𝑡
𝑤
𝑠
+ 𝜎
𝑠
𝑤
0
) . (4)

As a consequence, a general form of the simplified
bilinear expression of the softening traction-separation law
is given as follows:

𝜎 =

{
{
{
{
{
{
{

{
{
{
{
{
{
{

{

𝑓
𝑡
− (𝑓
𝑡
− 𝜎
𝑠
) 𝑤

𝑤
0

0 ≤ 𝑤 ≤ 𝑤
𝑠
,

𝜎
𝑠
(𝑤
0
− 𝑤)

(𝑤
0
− 𝑤
𝑠
)

𝑤
𝑠
≤ 𝑤 ≤ 𝑤

0
,

0 𝑤 ≥ 𝑤
0
.

(5)

Different values of the break point (𝜎
𝑠
, 𝑤
𝑠
) and the crack

width 𝑤
0
at stress-free point were used for the expression

proposed by different researchers. In present work, the
bilinear softening function of concrete proposed by Petersson
is used for postfire specimens as follows:

𝜎
𝑠
=

𝑓
𝑡

3

,

𝑤
𝑠
=

0.8𝐺
𝐹

𝑓
𝑡

,

𝑤
0
=

3.6𝐺
𝐹

𝑓
𝑡

.

(6)

2.3. Analytical Method. The standard Green function [22] for
the edge cracks with finite width of plate subjected to a pair
of normal forces is used to evaluate the value of cohesive
toughness. The general expression for the crack extension
resistance for complete fracture associated with cohesive
stress distribution in the fictitious fracture zone for Mode I
fracture is given as follows:

𝐾
𝑅
(Δ𝑎) = 𝐾

ini
Ic + ∫

𝑎

𝑎
0

2𝜎 (𝑥) 𝐹 (𝑥/𝑎, 𝑎/ℎ)

√𝜋𝑎

𝑑𝑥, (7)

where

𝐹(

𝑥

𝑎

,

𝑎

ℎ

) =

3.52 (1 − 𝑥/𝑎)

(1 − 𝑎/ℎ)
3/2

−

4.35 − 5.28𝑥/𝑎

(1 − 𝑎/ℎ)

+

{
{

{
{

{

1.30 − 0.30(𝑥/𝑎)
3/2

√1 − (𝑥/𝑎)
2

+ 0.83 − 1.76

𝑥

𝑎

}
}

}
}

}

× {1 − (1 −

𝑥

𝑎

)

𝑎

ℎ

} .

(8)

Equation (7) is employed according to the conditions of four
stages of crack propagation as mentioned below.

2.3.1. Case 1: When 𝑎 = 𝑎
0
. There is no advancement in

the initial notch length at this stage of loading and the
body remains in elastic condition, subjected to small load
(up to 𝑃ini) without any slow crack growth. Hence, cohesive
stress 𝜎(𝑥) = 0; the crack growth resistance remains equal to
initiation toughness of the material. From (7), it is expressed
as

𝐾
𝑅
= 𝐾

ini
Ic . (9)
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Figure 3: Two different situations for CTODc and 𝑤𝑠.
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Figure 4: The cohesive distribution of crack propagation stage II.

2.3.2. Case 2: When 𝑎
0
≤ 𝑎 ≤ 𝑎

𝑐
. The stable slow crack

growth will take place until the effective crack extension 𝑎
𝑐

corresponding to the maximum load 𝑃
𝑢
is achieved. The

cohesive force will start acting across the fictitious fracture
zone resulting in the increase of crack extension resistance.

(a) For specimens subjected to temperatures less than
120∘C, the critical CTODc corresponding to maximum load
𝑃
𝑢
is less than 𝑤

𝑠
, as shown in Figure 3(a). The distribution

of cohesive stress along the fictitious fracture zone is approx-
imated to be linear, as shown in Figure 4(a). The variation
of cohesive stress along the fictitious fracture zone for this
loading condition, that is, 𝑎

0
≤ 𝑎 ≤ 𝑎

𝑐
or 0≤CTOD≤CTODc,

is written as

𝜎 (𝑥) =

𝜎 (𝑤) + (𝑓
𝑡
− 𝜎 (𝑤)) (𝑥 − 𝑎

0
)

(𝑎 − 𝑎
0
)

, (10)

where 𝜎(𝑤) and 𝑤 are the values of cohesive stress and
crack opening displacement, being at the tip of initialnotch,

respectively.The value of𝜎(𝑤) is determined by using bilinear
softening function as follows:

𝜎 (𝑤) = 𝜎
𝑠
(𝑤
𝑠
) +

𝑤
𝑠
− 𝑤

𝑤
𝑠

(𝑓
𝑡
− 𝜎
𝑠
(𝑤
𝑠
)) . (11)

The crack extension resistance in this case is evaluated using
(7) and (8).

(b) For specimens subjected to temperatures higher than
120∘C, the critical CTODc corresponding to maximum load
𝑃
𝑢
is wider than𝑤

𝑠
, as shown in Figure 3(b).The distribution

of cohesive stress along the fictitious fracture zone is approx-
imated to be bilinear, as shown in Figure 4(b). The variation
of cohesive stress along the fictitious fracture zone for this
loading condition, also, 𝑎

0
≤ 𝑎 ≤ 𝑎

𝑐
or 0 ≤ CTOD ≤ CTODc,

is written as

𝜎
1
(𝑥) = 𝜎 (𝑤) + (𝜎

𝑠
(𝑤
𝑠
) − 𝜎 (𝑤))

(𝑥 − 𝑎
0
)

(𝑎s − 𝑎0)
𝑎
𝑠
≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑎

0
,

𝜎
2
(𝑥) = 𝜎

𝑠
(𝑤
𝑠
) + (𝑓

𝑡
− 𝜎
𝑠
(𝑤
𝑠
))

(𝑥 − 𝑎s)

(𝑎 − 𝑎
𝑠
)

𝑎
𝑠
≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑎.

(12)
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The value of 𝜎(𝑤) is determined by using bilinear softening
function as follows:

𝜎 (𝑤) =

𝑤
0
− 𝑤

𝑤
0
− 𝑤
𝑠

𝜎
𝑠
(𝑤
𝑠
) . (13)

The limits of integration of (7) should be taken in two steps:
𝑎
0
≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑎

𝑠
for cohesive stress 𝜎

1
(𝑥) and 𝑎

𝑠
≤ 𝑥 ≤

𝑎 for cohesive stress 𝜎
2
(𝑥), respectively. The same Green’s

function 𝐹(𝑥/𝑎, 𝑎/ℎ) for a given effective crack extension will
be determined using (8). The calculated formula is listed as
follows:

𝐾
𝑅
= 𝐾

ini
Ic + ∫

𝑎
𝑠

𝑎
0

2𝜎
2
(𝑥) 𝐹 (𝑥/𝑎, 𝑎/ℎ)

√𝜋𝑎

𝑑𝑥

+ ∫

𝑎

𝑎
𝑠

2𝜎
3
(𝑥) 𝐹 (𝑥/𝑎, 𝑎/ℎ)

√𝜋𝑎

𝑑𝑥.

(14)

The effective crack length at break point 𝑎
𝑠
(as shown

in Figure 4(b)) is computed from the following nonlinear
expression [23] by substituting COD(𝑎

𝑠
), CMOD, 𝑎, and ℎ:

COD (𝑎
𝑠
) = CMOD{(1 −

𝑎
𝑠

𝑎

)

2

+ (1.018 − 1.149

𝑎

ℎ

)

× [

𝑎
𝑠

𝑎

− (

𝑎
𝑠

𝑎

)

2

]}

1/2

,

(15)

where COD(𝑎
𝑠
) is the crack opening displacement at 𝑎

𝑠
, 𝑎

is the effective crack length (according to (18)), and ℎ is the
specimen height.

2.3.3. Case 3: When 𝑎
𝑐
≤ 𝑎 ≤ 𝑎

𝑤0
. During this stage of the

applied load for all temperatures, corresponding CTOD and
effective crack length have increased more than maximum
load 𝑃

𝑢
, CTODc, and critical effective crack extension 𝑎

𝑐
,

respectively. The cohesive stress distribution for this case will
take a bilinear shape, as shown in Figure 4(b). It is the same
situation as case 2 part (b), and the crack extension resistance
𝐾
𝑅
at this stage would be calculated according to (14). This

case is shown in Figure 5.

2.3.4. Case 4: When 𝑎 ≥ 𝑎
𝑤0
. This situation of loading

corresponds to the descending portion of P-CMOD curve.
At the effective crack extension, 𝑎

𝑤0
, full shape of cohesive

stress distribution is allowed to develop, and beyond further
extension in crack during loading, a new stress-free crack in
front of the initial notch tip will form. This case is shown

ft

𝜎(w)

𝜎(x)

a0

x a

D

as

𝜎s(ws)

Figure 5: Crack propagation stage III.
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Figure 6: Crack propagation stage IV.

in Figure 6 and the stress distribution is expressed with the
following relation:

𝜎
1
(𝑥) = 0 𝑎

0
≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑎

𝑤0
,

𝜎
2
(𝑥) = 𝜎

𝑠
(𝑤
𝑠
)

(𝑥 − 𝑎
𝑤0
)

(𝑎
𝑠
− 𝑎
𝑤0
)

𝑎
𝑠
≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑎

𝑤0
,

𝜎
3
(𝑥) = 𝜎

𝑠
(𝑤
𝑠
) + (𝑓

𝑡
− 𝜎
𝑠
(𝑤
𝑠
))

(𝑥 − 𝑎
𝑠
)

(𝑎 − 𝑎
𝑠
)

𝑎
𝑠
≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑎.

(16)

Similar to (15), the effective crack length 𝑎
𝑤0

corre-
sponding to zero stress of new fictitious fracture zone as
shown in Figure 6 is computed from the following nonlinear
expression:

COD (𝑎
𝑤0
) = CMOD{(1 −

𝑎
𝑤0

𝑎

)

2

+ (1.018 − 1.149

𝑎

ℎ

)

× [

𝑎
𝑤0

𝑎

− (

𝑎
𝑤0

𝑎

)

2

]}

1/2

,
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COD (𝑎
𝑠
) = CMOD{(1 −

𝑎
𝑠

𝑎

)

2

+ (1.018 − 1.149

𝑎

ℎ

)

× [

𝑎
𝑠

𝑎

− (

𝑎
𝑠

𝑎

)

2

]}

1/2

.

(17)

The evaluation of crack extension resistance in this case is also
done using (7) and (8).

2.4. Determination of Equivalent Crack Extension

2.4.1. Assumption. Linear asymptotic superposition assump-
tion [5, 6] is considered to introduce the nonlinearity effect in
P-CMOD curves during loading of concrete test specimens.
This assumption enables us to introduce linear elastic frac-
ture mechanics (LEFM) for calculating fracture parameters
during every stage of loading in concrete structures. The
hypotheses of the assumption are given as follows.

(1) The nonlinear characteristic of the P-CMOD curve is
caused by fictitious crack extension in front of a stress-
free crack.

(2) An effective crack consists of an equivalent-elastic
stress-free crack and equivalent-elastic fictitious crack
extension.

2.4.2. Equivalent Crack Extension for WS Specimen. The
equivalent-elastic crack length for WS specimen is expressed
as [24]

𝑎 = (ℎ + ℎ
0
) {1 − (

13.18

CMOD𝐸𝑡/𝑃 + 9.16
)

1/2

} − ℎ
0
. (18)

The empirical expression (18) is valid within 2% accuracy for
0.2 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 0.8. The residual Young’s modulus 𝐸 is calculated
using the P-CMOD curve as

𝐸 =

1

𝑡𝑐
𝑖

[13.18 × (1 −

𝑎
0
+ ℎ
0

ℎ + ℎ
0

)

2

− 9.16] , (19)

where 𝑐
𝑖
= CMOD/P, the segment compliance; 𝑡 is the

specimens thickness; ℎ is the specimens height; and ℎ
0
is the

thickness of clip gauge holder. The value of equivalent-elastic
crack length 𝑎 and residual 𝐸 is listed in Table 1.

2.4.3. Calculation of Crack Opening Displacement. The crack
opening displacement at position 𝑥 along the fictitious crack
line COD(𝑥) is computed from the known value of CMOD
using the following expression [23]:

COD (𝑥) = CMOD{(1 − 𝑥
𝑎

)

2

+(1.018 − 1.149

𝑎

ℎ

) [

𝑥

𝑎

− (

𝑥

𝑎

)

2

]}

1/2

.

(20)
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Figure 7: Geometry of specimens.

Also, the value of cohesive stress along the fictitious frac-
ture zone corresponding to crack opening displacement
at all stages of loading is evaluated using bilinear stress-
displacement softening law as given in (3).

2.5. Calculation of Double-𝐾 Fracture Parameters. The
parameters like initiation toughness 𝐾ini

Ic and stress intensity
factors (SIF) are required to be calculated to judge the stability
of a propagating crack in a loaded structure using 𝐾

𝑅
(Δ𝑎)

curve analysis. The LEFM formula for the corresponding test
specimen geometries is used for this purpose.

The SIF for WS test specimens is written as [24]

𝐾 (𝑃, 𝑎) =

𝑃 × 10
−3

𝑡ℎ
1/2

𝑓 (𝛼) , (21)

𝑓 (𝛼) =

3.675 × [1 − 0.12 (𝛼 − 0.45)]

(1 − 𝛼)
3/2

, 𝛼 =

𝑎

ℎ

. (22)

The empirical expression (21) is valid within 2% accuracy for
0.2 ≤ 𝛼 ≤ 0.8.

3. Experimental Research

3.1. Experimental Program and Experimental Phenomena. To
obtain the complete P-CMOD curves, the wedge-splitting
tests were implemented. A total of 50 concrete speci-
mens with the same dimensions 230 × 200 × 200mm
were prepared, the geometry of the specimens is shown
in Figure 7 (b = 200mm, d = 65mm, h =200mm, f =
30mm, 𝑎

0
= 80mm, and 𝜃 = 15∘). The concrete mix ratios

(by weight) were Cement : Sand : Coarse aggregate :Water =
1.00 : 3.44 : 4.39 : 0.80, with common Portland cement-mixed
medium sand and 16mm graded coarse aggregate. All the
specimens had a precast notch of 80mm height and 3mm
thickness, achieved by placing a piece of steel plate into
the molds prior to casting. Each wedge splitting specimen
was embedded with a thermal couple in the center of the
specimens for temperature control.

Nine heating temperatures, ranging from 65∘C to 600∘C
(𝑇
𝑚

= 65∘C, 120∘C, 200∘C, 300∘C, 350∘C, 400∘C, 450∘C,
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Table 1: Experimental results of fracture parameters.

Specimen Temperature 𝑃ini
(kN)

CMODini
(mm)

𝑃
𝑢

(kN)
CMOD

𝑐

(mm)
CTOD

𝑐

(mm)
𝐸

(GPa)
𝑎
𝑐

(h)
𝐾

ini
Ic

(MPa⋅m1/2)
𝐾

un
Ic

(MPa⋅m1/2)
𝐺
𝐹

(N/m)

WS1

20∘C

6.19 0.068 8.33 0.174 0.065 15.30 0.53 0.505 1.061 234.15

WS2 6.28 0.047 9.81 0.120 0.039 20.51 0.48 0.523 1.070 483.66

WS3 7.26 0.063 10.40 0.210 0.079 20.66 0.57 0.610 1.497 438.22

WS4 7.02 0.086 7.92 0.152 0.060 18.88 0.56 0.357 1.091 219.39

WS5 5.65 0.060 9.39 0.237 0.096 15.45 0.54 0.503 1.213 321.05

Average 6.55 0.065 9.17 0.178 0.068 18.16 0.54 0.498 1.186 339.30

WS6

65∘C

6.98 0.055 11.31 0.195 0.078 21.73 0.56 0.550 1.594 425.91

WS7 3.88 0.050 8.23 0.163 0.100 24.79 0.66 0.303 1.664 482.62

WS8 6.88 0.078 10.41 0.212 0.087 19.43 0.57 0.557 1.518 487.75

WS9 7.94 0.052 10.71 0.164 0.087 23.25 0.60 0.511 1.685 480.51

WS10 6.32 0.056 11.67 0.229 0.086 16.60 0.54 0.562 1.507 522.36

Average 6.42 0.058 10.47 0.193 0.088 21.16 0.59 0.480 1.594 479.83

WS11

120∘C

5.03 0.064 8.37 0.191 0.056 10.65 0.47 0.518 0.900 396.52

WS13 4.69 0.093 8.25 0.224 0.084 11.87 0.53 0.417 1.058 517.82

WS12 4.71 0.070 7.53 0.357 0.152 9.48 0.60 0.419 1.202 654.73

WS14 2.79 0.030 7.53 0.198 0.083 15.42 0.58 0.249 1.107 345.46

WS15 — — — — — — — — — —

Average 4.31 0.064 7.92 0.243 0.094 11.86 0.55 0.401 1.067 478.63

WS21

300∘C

1.89 0.182 3.40 0.653 0.283 2.45 0.61 0.168 0.556 437.92

WS22 3.48 0.185 5.53 0.667 0.280 3.49 0.59 0.309 0.841 611.47

WS23 1.82 0.121 3.38 0.672 0.271 1.91 0.57 0.162 0.480 341.77

WS24 2.61 0.194 4.97 0.577 0.262 1.99 0.52 0.232 0.589 564.12

WS25 2.03 0.096 4.17 0.651 0.361 4.03 0.68 0.175 0.913 549.99

Average 2.37 0.156 4.29 0.644 0.291 2.78 0.59 0.209 0.676 501.05

WS36

450∘C

1.52 0.126 3.37 1.009 0.544 1.41 0.62 0.135 0.582 611.53

WS37 — — — — — — — — — —

WS38 1.52 0.163 3.26 1.419 0.660 1.46 0.62 0.135 0.527 482.45

WS39 1.12 0.296 3.07 1.348 0.617 1.34 0.64 0.100 0.563 663.10

WS40 0.99 0.105 2.94 1.394 0.666 1.58 0.68 0.088 0.659 678.79

Average 1.29 0.172 3.16 1.293 0.622 1.48 0.64 0.115 0.583 608.97

WS46

600∘C

0.76 0.443 1.13 1.482 0.684 0.47 0.65 0.067 0.221 228.23

WS47 0.53 0.139 1.48 2.082 0.684 0.48 0.64 0.063 0.277 395.06

WS48 0.81 0.324 1.65 1.908 0.813 1.14 0.76 0.072 0.550 539.22

WS49 0.58 0.436 1.14 1.687 0.973 0.38 0.65 0.052 0.225 331.99

WS50 0.62 0.279 1.48 2.082 0.727 0.38 0.62 0.068 0.213 273.07

Average 0.62 0.324 1.38 1.848 0.799 0.57 0.67 0.064 0.297 353.51
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500∘C, and 600∘C), were adopted with the ambient tem-
perature as a reference. Because it was recognized that the
fracture behavior measurements were generally associated
with significant scatter, five repetitions were performed for
each temperature. An electric furnace with net dimensions
300 × 300 × 900mm was used for heating. When the
designated 𝑇

𝑚
was reached, the furnace was shut down, and

the specimens were naturally cooled for 7 days prior to the
test.

A closed-loop servocontrolled hydraulic jack with a
maximum capacity of 1000 kN was employed to conduct
the wedge splitting test. Two clip-on extensometers were
suited at the mouth and the tip of the crack to mea-
sure the crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD) and
crack tip opening displacement (CTOD). To obtain the
complete P-CMOD curves (as shown in Figure 8), the test
rate was fixed at 0.4mm/min, such that it took approxi-
mately 20 minutes to complete a single test of specimens
subjected to less than 300∘C and 30 minutes for beyond
300∘C.

3.2. Experimental Results and Discussion. The recordedmax-
imum load 𝑃

𝑢
, the recorded crack mouth opening dis-

placement CMOD
𝑐
at 𝑃
𝑢
, the calculated crack tip opening

displacement CTOD
𝑐
based on (20), the initial cracking load

𝑃ini determined by graphical method, the calculated residual
Young’s modulus 𝐸 based on (18), the double-𝐾 fracture
parameters, that is, 𝐾ini

Ic and 𝐾un
Ic , and the residual fracture

energy 𝐺
𝐹
are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 8 shows typical complete load-displacement
curves for different heating temperatures up to 600∘C. The
figure shows that the ultimate load 𝑃

𝑢
decreases significantly

with increasing temperatures 𝑇
𝑚
, whereas the crack mouth

opening displacement (CMOD) increases with 𝑇
𝑚
. The

initial slope of ascending branches decreases with heating
temperatures and the curves become gradually shorter and
more extended.

From Table 1, it is found that the initial load 𝑃ini, ultimate
load 𝑃

𝑢
, the residual Young’s modulus 𝐸, and the double-

𝐾 fracture parameters decrease with the increasing temper-
atures, whereas the CMODini, CMODc, CTODc, and 𝑎𝑐/ℎ
increase with 𝑇

𝑚
. The 𝐺

𝐹
sustains a hold-increase-decrease

tendency with𝑇
𝑚
; the detailed explanation could be found in

our previous work [25].

4. Residual Crack Extension Resistance Curves
(𝐾
𝑅

-Curves) and Stability Criterion

4.1. Crack Extension Resistance at Various Temperatures.
Since the 𝐾

𝑅
-curve is considered as a criterion for complete

description of crack propagation in structure, it is regarded as
the material properties of the complete fracture process. The
procedure to calculate the crack extension resistance curves
(𝐾
𝑅
-curves) is programmed using the analytical expressions

given in Section 3. The P-CMOD curves shown in Figure 8
are used. The 𝐾

𝑅
-curves at different temperatures with crack

extension from 65∘C to 600∘C are plotted in Figures 9(a)∼
9(c).
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Figure 8: Load versus CMOD curves of specimens with tempera-
tures.

When temperatures are less than 200∘C, the 𝐾
𝑅
-curves

have almost the same S-shape, which have a good coincidence
with existed literature [5].

4.2. The Influence of Temperatures on Residual 𝐾
𝑅
-Curves.

Figure 10 plots the 𝐾
𝑅
-curves of all temperatures; it is con-

cluded that the 𝐾
𝑅
-curves decrease with increasing temper-

atures. Generally, temperatures under 120∘C appear not to
induce much thermal damage to concrete; the 𝐾

𝑅
-curves of

20∘C, 65∘C, and 120∘C are close. Between 200∘C and 600∘C,
higher temperatures cause more damage to the concrete, and
the 𝐾
𝑅
-curves drop significantly. When temperature reaches

600∘C, the 𝐾
𝑅
-curve almost increases linearly with a small

margin.

4.3. The Stability Analysis of Crack Propagation. The 𝐾
𝑅
-

curve presents the material properties of the complete frac-
ture process. So, the 𝐾

𝑅
-curve can be taken as a criterion for

describing the crack propagation in a structure or a structural
component.

On the contrary, the stress intensity factor curve (𝐾-
curve) during the crack propagation in the structure or
the structural component must be calculated already. At an
arbitrary loading stage on a wedge-splitting specimen, the
stress intensity factor at the tip of a propagating crack can
be evaluated by inserting the load 𝑃 and the length of the
propagating crack 𝑎 into formula (21). For the complete
fracture process, the stress intensity factor at the tip of the
propagating crack caused by the external load 𝑃 can be
plotted as a curve using formula (21).

Herein, the length of the propagating crack is taken as a
horizontal axis, and the crack extension resistance 𝐾

𝑅
(Δ𝑎),

the stress intensity factor 𝐾, and the corresponding load 𝑃
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Figure 9: 𝐾
𝑅

-curves with crack extension length of various temperatures.

are plotted on the vertical axis in Figures 11(a)∼11(d). From
those figures, the stability analysis of the crack propagation
during the complete fracture process could be carried out.

From the initial point B to the critically unstable point C
during the crack propagation, the toughness of the material
increases with increasing crack extension from the inherent
toughness 𝐾ini

Ic to the value of the crack extension resistance

at the critically unstable point which is denoted by 𝐾
𝑅
(Δ𝑎
𝑐
).

The difference between 𝐾
𝑅
(Δ𝑎
𝑐
) and 𝐾ini

Ic is caused by the
cohesive force on the fictitious crack zone during the crack
propagation.

A common character of Figures 11(a)∼11(d) is that when
the maximum load 𝑃max is reached, the stress intensity factor
curve (𝐾-curve) coincideswith the crack extension resistance
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Figure 10: 𝐾
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-curves with crack extension length of all tempera-
tures.

curve (𝐾
𝑅
-curve) at the point atwhich the value of the vertical

coordinate is equal to the value of the unstable fracture
toughness 𝐾un

Ic . All of them correspond to the related critical
crack length 𝑎

𝑐
.

Furthermore, it can be seen that when the curve of
the stress intensity factor is lower than the crack extension
resistance curve, the crack propagates steadily which can
be observed in the region between point B and point C.
Otherwise, when the𝐾-curve coincideswith or is higher than
the 𝐾

𝑅
-curve, the crack propagates unsteadily. The stability

analysis can be expressed mathematically as given below:

𝐾
ini
Ic < 𝐾 (𝑃, 𝑎) < 𝐾

un
Ic crack propagates steadily,

𝐾 (𝑃, 𝑎) > 𝐾
un
Ic crack propagates unsteadily.

(23)

5. Conclusions

The residual crack extension resistance 𝐾
𝑅
(Δ𝑎) associated

with cohesive stress distribution in fictitious crack zone
is evaluated for wedge-splitting specimens using analytical
method. The analytical formulations of the residual 𝐾

𝑅
(Δ𝑎)

for the complete fracture process are presented which consist
of two parts. One part is the initiation toughness of the
material 𝐾ini

Ic , and the other part is an overall value of stress
intensity factor𝐾𝑐Ic caused by the cohesive stress along the fic-
titious crack zone that increases with the crack extension Δ𝑎.
The distributions of the cohesive forces along the fictitious
crack zone for varied loading stages are determined according
to the softening traction-separation law of the concrete
materials.

In the calculation of residual crack extension curves (𝐾
𝑅
-

curves) of wedge-splitting specimens subjected to different
temperatures, it is found that in each temperature, the
fracture toughness 𝐾

𝑅
(Δ𝑎) increases with increasing crack

length Δ𝑎, while the 𝐾
𝑅
-curves decrease with increasing

temperatures. Generally, temperatures under 120∘C appear
not to induce much thermal damage to concrete; the 𝐾

𝑅
-

curves of 20∘C, 65∘C, and 120∘C are close. Between 200∘C
and 600∘C, high temperatures cause more thermal damage
to the concrete, and the 𝐾

𝑅
-curves drop significantly. When

temperature reaches 600∘C, the 𝐾
𝑅
-curve increases almost

linearly with a small margin.
For the stability analyses of crack propagation, the com-

parison between 𝐾
𝑅
-curves and the corresponding stress

intensity factor curves (𝐾-curves) shows that 𝐾
𝑅
-curves can

be taken as a crack propagation criterion to judge the stability
of the crack in the loaded structures; that is, when the stress
intensity factor 𝐾(𝑃, 𝑎) is smaller than the crack extension
resistance 𝐾

𝑅
(Δ𝑎), the crack propagates steadily. Contrarily,

when 𝐾(𝑃, 𝑎) is larger than 𝐾
𝑅
(Δ𝑎), the crack propagates

unsteadily.

Nomenclature

𝑎: Equivalent-elastic crack length
𝑎
𝑐
: Critical notch depth of the specimen
𝑎
𝑠
: Effective crack length corresponding to 𝑤

𝑠

𝑎
𝑤0
: Effective crack length corresponding to

zero stress of new fictitious fracture zone
CMOD: Crack mouth opening displacement
CTOD: Crack tip opening displacement
𝐸: Residual Young’s modulus
𝐺
𝐹
: Fracture energy: N/m

ℎ: Height of wedge-splitting specimens
𝐾
𝑅
: Crack extension resistance

𝐾
𝑐
(Δ𝑎): Cohesive toughness

𝜎(𝑤): Cohesive stress at the tip of initial notch

𝜎(𝑥): Cohesive stress at equivalent-elastic crack
length 𝑥

𝑃
𝑢
: Maximum load

𝑤
0
: Crack width at stress-free point

𝑤: Crack opening displacement at the tip of
initial notch

𝑎
0
: Initial notch depth of the specimen

Δ𝑎: Crack extension length

𝑎
𝑤𝑐
: Fully developed fictitious fracture zone

length

CMOD
𝑐
: Critical crack mouth opening

displacement
CTODc: Critical crack tip opening displacement
𝑓(𝜎): Cohesive force distribution
𝑓
𝑡
: Tensile strength
ℎ
0
: Thickness of the clip gauge holder

𝐾
ini
Ic : Initial fracture toughness
𝐾: Stress intensity factor

𝜎
𝑠
(𝑤
𝑠
): Cohesive stress at the break point of

softening curve
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Figure 11: Stability analysis of crack propagation of various temperatures.

𝑃ini: The initial cracking load
𝑇
𝑚
: Heating temperatures

𝑤
𝑠
: Crack width at break point of softening
curve.
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The influence of different cooling regimes (quenching in water and cooling in air) on the residual mechanical properties of ECC
(engineered cementitious composites) exposed to high temperature up to 800∘C was discussed in this paper. The specimens
quenching in water gained better mechanical properties than the ones cooling in air. The strengthening effect of quenching for
specimens subjected to 800∘C was more significant than for the ones subjected to 400∘C. The microstructural characterization is
examined before and after exposure to fire deterioration by using scanning electron microscopy. Results from the microtest well
explained the mechanical properties variation of postfire specimens.

1. Introduction

Concrete is the most widely used construction material in
the world. Although it was primarily designed for carrying
compressive loads, concrete in real field conditions is also
subjected to tensile stresses because of structural loading,
shrinkage (if the shrinkage is restrained), chemical attack,
and thermal deformations. The tensile strength of concrete
is only approximately 10% of its compressive strength, and
brittle concrete cracks when subjected to tensile stresses. In
recent years, the effort tomodify the brittle nature of ordinary
concrete has resulted in modern concepts of ultrahigh per-
formance fiber-reinforced cementitious composites (UHP-
FRCC), which are characterized by tensile strain-hardening
after first cracking. Depending on its composition, its tensile
strain capacity can be up to several hundred times those of
normal and fiber-reinforced concrete. ECC is a special type of
UHP-FRCC designed based on micromechanical principles
to strain-harden in tension. It offers high ductility under
uniaxial tensile loading and improved durability due to an
intrinsically tight crack width of less than 100𝜇m [1, 2].
During the last decade, the use of ECC has considerably
grown up, and it was used in a variety of structures in various
regions [3, 4].

Significant attention has been brought to the study of
its rheological, mechanical, and durability related properties
of ECC. With an increase in the application of ECC, the

risk of exposure to elevated temperatures increases as well.
The behavior of ECC exposed to high temperature has to be
evaluated in particular.

For normal cement based composite, high tempera-
tures caused physical and chemical changes, resulting in
its mechanical property deterioration, such as compressive
strength andmodulus of elasticity. Different cooling regimes,
that is, cooling in air, quenching in water, or water spraying,
also had a significant influence on the residual mechanical
properties of postfire composite [5, 6]. Gencel [7] researched
the effect of heating duration and cooling regimes on
mechanical properties of high strength concrete containing
different proportions of hematite. Researchers [8] studied the
mechanical and physical properties of lightweight concrete
after high temperature. The residual properties of ECC after
exposure to high temperatures have also been studied by
several researchers, mainly on the heating temperatures and
mineral admixtures of fly ash and fiber influence [9, 10]. But
there are still some aspects remaining to be studied.Themain
objective of this research is to gain a better understanding
of the influence of cooling regimes on the postfire ECC
specimens subjected to high temperature up to 800∘C.

2. Experimental Studies

2.1. Materials, Mix Proportions, and Basic Mechanical Prop-
erties. Thematerials used in the production of ECC mixture
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Table 1: Mixture properties of ECC.

ECC
Cement (C) (kg/m3) 650
Fly ash (FA) (kg/m3) 325
Water (W) (kg/m3) 375
PVA fiber (kg/m3) 26
Sand (kg/m3) 480
HRWR (kg/m3) 12
HPMC (kg/m3) 1.90
W/(C + FA) 0.38
FA/C 50%

were Type I Portland cement (C), Class F fly ash (FA), sand,
water, polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) fibers, a polycarboxylic ether
type high-range water-reducing admixture (HRWR), and
hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC).Themix details are
given in Table 1. Unlike typical fiber-reinforced cementitious
composites, the component characteristics and proportions
within the ECC are carefully determined with the use of
micromechanical design tools to achieve the desired strain-
hardening response [11, 12].The PVAfibers with a diameter of
39 𝜇mand a length of 8mmare purposelymanufacturedwith
a tensile strength (1620MPa), elastic modulus (42.8GPa),
and maximum elongation (6.0%) matching those needed for
strain-hardening performance. Additionally, the surface of
the PVA fibers is coated with a proprietary oiling agent 1.2%
by mass to tailor the interfacial properties between fiber and
matrix for strain-hardening performance [11].

To characterize the direct tensile behavior of the ECC
mixtures, the dog-bone specimens were used. Direct tensile
tests [13] were conducted under displacement control at a
loading rate of 0.005mm/s. The typical tensile stress-strain
curves of the ECC mixtures at 28 days are shown in Figure 1.
The ECC composites exhibited a strain capacity of 4.4% at 28
days, with an ultimate strength of about 5MPa.

2.2. Test Specimen Preparation and Testing. Specimens were
removed from the molds at 1 day and kept in a water tank
until the age of 28 days. Five specimens were tested under
compression immediately after conditioning; these control
specimens will be referred to as those tested after exposure
to normal curing condition (unheated).

Computer controlled furnace was used for the heating of
specimens with constant heating rate of about 13.3∘C/min to
reach the prescribed 200, 400, 600, and 800∘C temperature
levels. The temperature was measured in the air at a position
above the specimen inside the furnace. The temperature was
maintained constant for an hour to achieve the thermal steady
state condition after the target temperature was reached. It
was expected that because of small size of specimens used
in this study, the temperature in the center of the specimen
reached the target temperature during the one-hour stabiliza-
tion phase. The heating regime is shown in Figure 2. After
heating, the samples were subjected to two cooling regimes as
given in Table 2. After cooling, the specimens were sealed for
7 days before the compressive test. The compressive test [14]
was performed under displacement control at a loading rate

Table 2: Two cooling regimes for different curing age ECC speci-
mens.

Temperature Cooling in room temperature Quenching in water
200∘C √ None
400∘C √ √

600∘C √ None
800∘C √ √
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Figure 1: Typical tensile stress-strain response of ECC at 28 days.
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Figure 2: Heating regime for ECC specimens.

of 0.005mm/s on a closed-loop controlled material testing
system with 100 kN capacity. During the compressive tests,
the load and the deflection values (obtained from a pair
of LVDT’s attached to the test set-up) were recorded on a
computerized data acquisition system. Four samples were
tested for each heating temperature and cooling regime.

The specimens are named as follows: temperature-
cooling regime, for example, 400A(W); here A means cool-
ing in air and W means cooling in water for 5 minutes.
The weight of each specimen was also measured before and
after exposure to calculate the mass loss of fire-deteriorated
specimens.
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Figure 3: Color changes and surface cracks of postfire specimens.
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Figure 4: Mass loss of specimens of all curing ages with tempera-
tures.

3. Experimental Results and Discussions

3.1. Surface and Internal Characteristics. It is observed that
when the ECC specimenswere exposed to high temperatures,
some changes in color occurred. Figure 3 shows that the color
of ECC specimens changed from gray at 20∘C to light yellow
at 800∘Cdue to the loss of water and chemical decomposition.
The specimens are small and we cannot write many words on
them, so the specimens with “W” mean cooling in water and
without “W” mean cooling in air. The color of the specimens
subjected to 800∘C and then quenching in water turned to
dark gray which may be due to the further hydration of the
composite.

Surface crack patterns of ECC specimens due to the high
temperature exposure were almost the same up to 800∘C.
Cracks became apparent after 400∘C, and hairline crackswere
monitored above 400∘C. Increasing the exposure temperature
to 800∘C increased the size of microcracking as consistent
with pore structure variation of the specimens. However,
quenching in the watermay help to heal the surface crack due
to the further hydration.

3.2. Mass Loss. The deterioration of specimens subjected to
various elevated temperatures was also assessed by mass loss
measurements. Figure 4 shows the relation between mass

loss (𝑀
0
−𝑀
𝑖
)/𝑀
0
(in percentage) and temperature of heat-

exposed ECC. 𝑀
𝑖
is the mass after a specific thermal heat

exposure, and𝑀
0
is initial mass, prior to heat exposure. As

seen in Figure 4, the mass loss increased with the increasing
temperature of thermal exposure, a result mainly associated
with the liberation of free and physically bound water. At
higher temperatures of 600 and 800∘C, the weight change of
ECC was caused by the dehydration of paste [15]. During a
heat treatment up to 400∘C, the weight of the melted fibers
also had an influence on mass loss.

3.3. Microstructure Characterization by Using SEM Obser-
vations. The microstructure of specimens was investigated
using scanning electron microscope (SEM) observation. The
results of themicroscopic investigations gave a good explana-
tion of the change in macrobehavior of ECC in comparison
to ECC matrix mixtures.

To study the behavior of fibers andmatrixmicrostructure
after various elevated temperatures, observations with an
SEMwere performed on samples taken from the core of post-
fire ECC specimens that had been exposed to a temperature
between 200 and 800∘C for one hour.The specimens that had
been quenched in the water for 5minutes were also observed.
Figure 5 shows the SEM micrographs of various postfire
ECC specimens exposed to different heating temperature
and cooling regimens. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the SEM
micrographs of ECC specimens for 200A and 400A. The
fiber did not melt when the specimens were subjected to
200∘C. After exposure to 400∘C, PVA fibers melt completely,
creating additional interconnected pores and small channels
in the matrix, and fibers alone constitute a connected net
work. Therefore, the use of PVA fiber clearly affects porosity
at high temperatures. After exposure to 400∘C, the number
and width of microcracks increase obviously compared to
specimens subjected to 200∘C from the SEM observation.
From Figure 5(c), it can be seen that the hydration products
did not decompose totally. For the specimens exposure to
800∘C (Figure 5(d)), almost all hydration products appear
as ill-crystallized or amorphous structures by losing the
characteristic crystal structure. From Figures 5(e) and 5(f),
we can see the typical crystal structure of specimens quench-
ing in water and curing for 7 days. The produce of new
crystal enhances the strength of specimens which would
be discussed in the following section. Additionally, there
are more new generated crystals in 800W specimens than
in 400W specimens, which results in a more significant
mechanical increase in 800W specimens.

3.4. Residual Compressive Strength and Stress-Strain Curves.
Figure 6 shows the influence of temperature on the compres-
sive strength and stiffness of postfire ECC specimens. Relative
strength, stiffness, and displacement were the ratios of the
strength, stiffness, and displacement of specimens after high
temperature to those of the control (unheated) specimens.
Each point in Figure 6 was obtained from the average of at
least four test specimens. The coefficient of variance (COV)
values for the compressive strength values ranged from 2%
to 9%. The narrow range of COV values is an indication of
the consistent repeatability of the compressive strength test
method even for fire-deteriorated specimens.
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(a) 200A (b) 400A

(c) 600A (d) 800A

(e) 400W (f) 800W

Figure 5: SEMmicrograph of ECC specimens subjected to different heating temperatures and cooling regimes.

As seen in Figure 6 and as expected, exposure to high
temperature influenced the residual compressive strength
of ECC specimens substantially. However, percent variation
in compressive strength can be classified in four distinct
patterns of strength loss, 23–200∘C, 200–400∘C, 400–600∘C,
and 600–800∘C. Temperature no more than 200∘C seems
to help the strength increase. Mean compressive strength of
28-day ECC specimens increases by 1% after exposure to
200∘C. The influence of high temperature exposure on the
residual compressive strength is not prominent up to 400∘C
with the mean compressive strength decreased by 32% after
exposure to 400∘C. This might be due to the less sensitivity
of compressive strength to minor microcracks. Heating up
to 400∘C generated a relatively small amount of cracking,
which did not cause any immediate loss of carrying capacity
in compression because the slightly cracked concrete could
work as a highly redundant structure [12]. Beyond 400∘C,

however, compressive strength dropped drastically by 62%
and 77% at 600∘C and 800∘C, respectively. According to the
variation of the residual compressive strength, temperature
of 600∘C and abovemight be regarded as critical temperature
range for the strength loss of ECC.The present test results are
in line with the findings of previous studies [9, 10].

Residual compressive strength variations are consistent
with the pore structure variations in previous studies [16, 17].
The total intruded porosity and percent of pore size between
50 nm and 500 nm increased slightly with the increase in
temperature up to 400∘C. The increase in porosity up to
400∘C is most likely due to the small channels created in ECC
by melting PVA fibers with the diameter of 39 𝜇m. However,
after exposure to 600∘C, the main causes of deterioration in
compressive strengthmight be attributed both to the physical
transformation of the matrix and to chemical transformation
of hydration products. When the temperature was raised
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Figure 6: Compressive strength, stiffness, and displacement corre-
sponding to peak load with temperatures.
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Figure 7: Influence of cooling regimes on compressive strength,
stiffness, and displacement corresponding to peak load.

to 600∘C, decomposition of the major hydrate, known as
tobermorite (gel), was inevitable [18], causing severe increase
in the microstructure of its matrix and the loss of binder
property.

From Figure 6, it can be seen that the stiffness of postfire
specimens shares a similar but more sensitive tendency
[19, 20] with exposure temperatures, which also could be
classified into four stages. The mean compressive stiffness of
ECC specimens increased by 0.5% after exposure to 200∘C,
while it decreased by 46%, 78%, and 85% after exposure to
400, 600, and 800∘C.

Figure 7 shows the influence of cooling regimes on the
residual mechanical properties. Relative strength, stiffness,
and displacement were the ratios of the strength, stiffness,
and displacement of specimens cooling in water to those of
the specimens cooling in air. For the specimens subjected
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Figure 8: Relationship of strength and stiffness to mass loss.

to heating temperature of 400∘C, the compressive strength
and stiffness of specimens quenching in water increased by
0.5% and 14% compared to the ones cooling in air, while, for
800∘C, the compressive strength and stiffness of specimens
quenching in water were 1.10 and 1.62 times to the ones
cooling in air. As mentioned in Section 3.3, there are more
new generated crystals in 800W specimens than in 400W
specimens, which results in a more significant mechanical
increase in 800W specimens.The result again shows that the
stiffness ismore sensitive than strength tomicrocracks, which
could also be seen from the result of Figure 8.Themeaning of
relative ratio is the samewith that in Figure 6.Meanwhile, the
displacement corresponding to the peak load of 400W and
800W decreased by 4% and 24% compared to the specimens
cooling in air.

The stress-strain curves of ECC specimens at room
temperature and elevated temperatures are compared in
Figure 9. Ultimate stress decreased with the increasing
temperature, particularly for temperatures exceeding 400∘C,
while the strain corresponding to the peak strength increased
with temperature. The slope decreased with the increase in
exposure temperature up to 800∘C, indicating a reduction
in the stiffness of the ECC. The reduction in ECC stiffness
was relatively low up to 400∘C; however, beyond 400∘C, a
dramatic reduction was monitored in the ECC stiffness. As
expected, with the increase in exposure temperature, the
postpeak stress of the ECC specimens dropped faster, result-
ing in a smaller postpeak area under the curve.This behavior
becomes more evident when the exposure temperature level
reaches 800∘C: ECC specimens failed soon after reaching
their peak strength. This means that increasing the exposed
temperature level tends the ductile nature of ECC to brittle
nature.

4. Conclusions

The influence of cooling regimes on the mechanical proper-
ties of ECC specimens subjected to elevated temperatures was
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Figure 9: Stress-strain curves of ECC specimens for different curing ages.

investigated in this paper and the following conclusions can
be drawn.

(1) The color of ECC specimens changed from gray
at 20∘C to light yellow at 800∘C; the specimens
quenching in water turned to dark grey. Hairline
cracksweremonitored above 400∘Cand quenching in
thewater helps to heal the surface crack.Themass loss
increased with the increasing temperature of thermal
exposure.

(2) The compressive strength can be classified into
four distinct patterns of strength loss: 23–200∘C,
200–400∘C, 400–600∘C, and 600–800∘C. From 23
to 200∘C, the compressive strength of specimens
increases with temperature. The influence of high
temperature exposure on the residual compressive
strength is not prominent up to 400∘C.Beyond600∘C,
ECC specimens showed severe deterioration.

(3) The cooling regime of quenching in water helped
the strength and stiffness recovery. Ultimate stress
decreases with the increasing temperature, while the
strain corresponding to the peak strength increases
with temperature. High temperature causes a reduc-
tion in the stiffness of ECC. Increasing the exposed
temperature level tends the ductile nature of ECC to
brittle nature.
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Research on the application of ultraductile engineered cementitious composite (ECC) as overlay in the repair of deteriorated
concrete structures is performed in this paper. Also, interfacial crack kinking and trapping mechanism experimentally observed in
ECC/concrete overlay repair system are described by comparison of toughness and energy release rate. The mechanism involves
cycles of extension, kinking, and arrest of interfacial crack into the overlay. Experimental testing of overlay repair system reveals
significant improvements in load carrying capacity and ductility over conventional concrete overlay. The commonly observed
overlay system failure mode of delamination or spalling is eliminated when ECC is applied. These failure modes are suppressed
when ECC is used as an ideal and durable candidate overlay repair material.

1. Introduction

A large number of existing concrete structures worldwide,
including previously repaired ones, suffer from deterioration
or distress under combined mechanical and environmental
loading conditions. These structures are in urgent need of
repair.Therefore, it is of research significance and challenge to
develop effective and durable repairs, which can fundamen-
tally solve the underlying concrete deterioration problems
and protect the old concrete from aggressive environments
on the long run.

Concrete repair failure results from a combination of
physical, chemical, and mechanical processes. Generally, it
is due to repair surface cracking or interface delamination
between the overlay and the substrate which are causes of
many repair durability problems. Bonded interface between
two dissimilarmaterials is often separated by crack. At certain
instance, crack kinks out of the interface and will advance
in one of the two materials. It is pointed out in [1, 2]
that questions, such as whether the crack lies on interface
or advances along the interface or would kink out of the
interface, are important in the design of the interface between
overlay and substrate.

By utilization of analytical solutions and experiments, the
present research investigates the performance of ECC as a
repair material to improve durability of concrete structures.
It is stated [3] that engineered cementitious composite (ECC)
is a fiber reinforced cement based composite micromechani-
cally tailored to exhibit metal-like tensile response with ultra-
high tensile strain capacity of 3–5%, which is about 300 to 500
times the tensile strain capacity of normal concrete and FRC
(Figure 1).The superiority of ECC has been brought about by
the micromechanics approach and the development in fiber,
matrix, interface, and composites processing technology. As
demonstrated [4, 5], micromechanics relates macroscopic
properties to the microstructure of a composite and forms
the backbone of material design theory. Especially, it allows
systematicmicrostructure tailoring of ECC aswell asmaterial
optimization which can lead to extreme composite ductility.

It is reported by Forbes [6] self-healing phenomenon
of PVA (polyvinyl alcohol) ECC which is commented as
a novel composite to bring revolution to civil engineering.
Although failure mode of small scale connections and frames
of PVA ECC is analyzed [7], the tremendous cost has limited
its application. The cost of PVA ECC is around 5 times
that of ECC using PP (polypropylene) fibers. Therefore, it
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Figure 1: Four-point bending test of plain PP ECC.
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Figure 2: Geometry of a crack propagating along and kinking out
of the interface.

is necessary to utilize cheap polypropylene fibers to produce
ECC with extraordinary properties.

In this paper, findings from experimental and analytical
studies carried out on layered repair systems under different
surface preparations are reported. For either interpretation
of trapping in interface or in the ECC, improvement in
mechanical performance is unequivocally demonstrated to
exist in the concrete/ECC bimaterial system. The durability
of repaired concrete structure using ECC as a repair material
is demonstrated in several practical road works.

1.1. Problem Formulation of Propagation and Kinking of
Interfacial Crack. For the problem of crack propagating and
kinking out of an interface (Figure 2), the two different semi-
infinite isotropic elastic materials (overlay as 1 and substrate
as 2) are bonded along the positive part of the 𝑥

1
-axis. The

main crack lies on the interface and a straight crack segment
of length 𝑎 and inclination angle 𝜔 kinks into material 2.

In overlay repair applications, tensile stress is developed
in the repair layer, and a combination of tensile and shear
stresses is built up along the interface between the repair
and the concrete substrate. Tensile stress at repair/substrate
interface is the 𝑥

2
direction stress that opens the interface,

which delaminates the interface in the 𝑥
2
direction. Shear

stress at repair/substrate interface is the 𝑥
1
direction stress

that causes the repair layer to slide along the surface of the
substrate, which delaminates the interface in 𝑥 direction.
These stresses can cause repair surface cracking and/or
interface delamination. Crack width and delamination mag-
nitude determine the transport properties through this repair
system; therefore, they are closely related to repair durability.

The overlay material toughness and interface toughness
are Γ
𝑐
and Γ
𝑖𝑐
, respectively. Fracture along the interface ismore

likely to occur than damage of the overlay material if

Γ
𝑐

Γ
𝑖𝑐

>

𝐺
0

𝐺
𝑖

, (1)

where 𝐺
0
and 𝐺

𝑖
are energy release rates of kinking crack

and interface crack, respectively. The stress intensity factors
𝐾
𝐼
and 𝐾

𝐼𝐼
for the kinked crack and 𝐾

1
and 𝐾

2
for the

interfacial crack are dependent on the kinking angle 𝜔 and
material moduli. The stress field prior to kinking (𝑎 → 0) is
the singularity field of an interface crack characterized by a
complex stress intensity factor:

𝐾 = 𝐾
1
+ 𝑖𝐾
2
. (2)

1.2. Problem of Interfacial Crack Propagating along the Surface
of Bimaterial. Thenear tip stress field for the specific problem
of crack lying along dissimilar isotropic bimaterial interface
is a linear combination of two types of fields. The first is
coupled oscillatory field defined by 𝐾 as shown in (2), while
the second is nonoscillatory field scaled by a real mode stress
intensity factor 𝐾

3
:

𝜎
𝑖𝑗

=

1
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(3)

where 𝑟 and 𝜃 are polar coordinates and indices 𝑖, 𝑗 refer to
coordinates 𝑥

1
, 𝑥
2
, and 𝑥

3
, respectively.

Σ
1,2,3

𝑖𝑗

(𝜃) are the angular functions corresponding to
tensile stress, in-plane shear stress, and antiplane shear stress
across the interface, respectively [8].

The parameter 𝜀 called the bielastic constant or the oscil-
latory index is given by

𝜀 =

1

2𝜋

ln(

1 − 𝛽

1 + 𝛽

) . (4)

The Dundurs parameters are defined, respectively, as
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(5)

Both𝛼 and𝛽 vanishwhen thematerials are identical.𝜇
𝑖
and ]
𝑖

are shearmodulus andPoisson’s ratio, respectively; 𝜅
𝑖
= 3−4]

𝑖

for plane strain and 𝜅
𝑖
= (3 − ]

𝑖
)/(1 + ]

𝑖
) for plane stress.
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Table 1: Property of concrete base and repair material.

Material Elastic modulus
𝐸 (Gpa)

Shear modulus
𝜇 (Gpa) Passion’s ratio 𝛼 𝛽 Γ

𝑐

[N/mm]

Concrete base 25.8 10.75 0.2 0 0 0.09
Concrete
overlay 24.9 9.96 0.25 −0.006 0.019 0.09

PVA ECC 21.3 8.24 0.27 −0.012 0.013 1.587
PP ECC 18.0 6.82 0.32 −0.028 0.009 1.164

Subscripts 1 and 2 refer to materials 1 and 2, respectively. The
complex stresses at distance 𝑟 ahead of the crack tip take the
following form:

(𝜎
22

+ 𝑖𝜎
12
)
𝜃=0

=

𝐾𝑟
𝑖𝜀

√2𝜋𝑟
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23
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3
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.

(6)

It is clear that Σ1,2,3
𝑖𝑗

(𝜃) correspond to modes 1, 2, and 3 of
crack growth. When all three modes are present, the mode
mixity is fully specified by two solid angles Ψ and 𝜙 in (𝐾

1
,

𝐾
2
, 𝐾
3
) space:
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2

2

+ 𝐾
2

3

, (7)

where Ψ is called the phase angle of the complex stress
intensity factor or the phase angle of the applied load. It
is dependent on applied load, ratio of elastic moduli, and
characteristic dimensions of the cracked body.

The complex stress intensity factor for the interfacial
crack of the bimaterial is

𝐾 = 𝐾
1
+ 𝑖𝐾
2
. (8)

Therefore, it follows that the stress intensity factors are,
respectively,

𝐾
1
= Re (𝐾ℎ

𝑖𝜀

) , (9a)

𝐾
2
= Im (𝐾ℎ

𝑖𝜀

) . (9b)

For the special case that 𝛽 = 0 and 𝜀 = 0, 𝐾
1
and 𝐾

2

measure the normal and shear component of the traction
singularity acting on the interface.

The stress field on the straight line (𝑥
1

> 0, 𝑥
2

= 0) ahead
of the kinked crack tip is characterized by combination of the
standard mode 𝐼 and mode 𝐼𝐼 stress intensity factors 𝐾

𝐼
and

𝐾
𝐼𝐼
:
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where 𝑥


1

𝑥


2

is the coordinate system centered at the tip of the
kinked crack.

The stress intensity factors of the kinked crack 𝐾
𝐼
and

𝐾
𝐼𝐼
have dimensions of stress (length)1/2. The relationship

between them and the prescribed complex stress intensity
factor 𝐾 can be written as

𝐾
𝐼
+ 𝑖𝐾
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, (11)

where () denotes complex conjugation. All information for
crack kinking out of an interface can be derived from 𝑐(𝜔)

and 𝑑(𝜔):
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Since the crack has been taken to kink upward, the
loading combinations which result in an opening at both the
interfacial and kinking crack tip generally require𝐾

𝐼
> 0 and

Ψ ≥ 0.
The relationship between the energy release rate𝐺

𝑖
of the

interfacial crack and complex interface stress intensity factor
𝐾 = 𝐾

1
+ 𝑖𝐾
2
is

𝐺
𝑖
= (

𝜅
1
+ 1

𝜇
1

+

𝜅
2
+ 1

𝜇
2

)

𝐾𝐾

16𝑐ℎ
2

(𝜀𝜋)

. (13)

The energy release rate 𝐺
0
of the kinked crack (𝑎 > 0) is

given by

𝐺
0
=

𝜅
2
+ 1

8𝜇
2

(𝐾
2

𝐼

+ 𝐾
2

𝐼𝐼

) . (14)

Using (13), one obtains

𝐺
0
=

𝜅
2
+ 1

8𝜇
2

[|𝑐|
2

+ |𝑑|
2

𝐾𝐾 + 2Re (𝑐𝑑𝐾2𝑎2𝑖𝜀)] . (15)

2. Trapping Mechanism Experiment
Verification of the Overlay System

Besides the PVA and PP ECC/concrete bimaterial system,
one additional concrete/concrete systemwas tested as coupon
specimen. All involve base concrete as Material 2, while the
overlay systems have concrete, PVA, or PP ECC asMaterial 1.
The concrete (Material 2) was five weeks old when the other
material (Material 1) was cast on it.The bimaterial system had
two weeks curing before testing. The material compositions
and Dundar’s elastic mismatch parameters are tabulated in
Table 1. The difference of elastic modulus between base
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Table 2: The property of four interfaces with different preparation methods.

Specimen number Repair material Surface preparation 𝜏
𝑥𝑦

(Mpa) Γ
𝑖𝑐

[N/mm]
1 Concrete Coupon untouched 0.776 0.0772
2 PVA ECC Coupon untouched 2.287 1.002
3 PP ECC Sandblast and moisture 1.138 0.881
4 Sandblast and scrape 2.238 0.507

1
0
0

5
0

5
0

Overlay ECC

Substrate 4

500

50 Debonding area

Initial defect

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Test setup.

concrete (Material 1) and concrete for Material 2 is due to
differences in their age of curing.

The specimen includes an initial defect of length 50mm
in the form of an interfacial crack between the base material
and the repairMaterial 1 as well as a joint in the basematerial.
The four-point bending setup is illustrated in Figure 3 and
loading speed is 0.3mm/min.

Different surface roughening strategies together with a
coupon untouched surface were investigated and shown in
Table 2. The necessity of having various surface preparation
methods is to obtain different bond strengths which are
suitable for various requirements of applications.

The different substrate surface roughening techniques
exploited during tests are as follows.

(1) Coupon surface is created by the substrate surface as
cast against the mould. In fact, it is a mechanically
untouched surface for reference purposes.

(2) Sandblast and moisture surface is a roughening of
the substrate surface with sandblasting until the
coarse aggregate is exposed to about one millimeter
clearance. Later, water is put on the surface to make it
moist.

(3) Sandblast and scrape surface is a roughening of the
substrate surface with sandblasting and then a sharp
edged scraping plate is used to scrape the thin,
weaker outer layer of the substrate surface and expose
the tougher inner material to increase roughness
on a micro level. Both the chemical adhesion and

10
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4

2

0
1 2 3 4

Displacement (mm)

Lo
ad

 (k
N

)

Specimen 1

Specimen 2

Specimen 3

Specimen 4

Figure 4: Load-deflection curve of four repair overlay specimen: (a)
Specimen 1, (b) Specimen 2, (c) Specimen 3, and (d) Specimen 4.

mechanical interlocking between the two materials
on a mesoscale are enhanced. The ratio of toughness
Γ
𝑐
/Γ
𝑖𝑐
can bemeasuredwhile the overlay repair system

is loaded.

2.1. Experimental Result and Analysis. The load-deflection
curve of the four specimens is shown in Figure 4 to compare
the effect of different repair material and surface preparation
method on the ultimate bearing capacity of the overlay
system. It is obvious that the ultimate bearing capacity
of Specimen 1 is maximum and reached 9.1325 kN. The
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: Damage pattern of concrete and ECC repair overlay system. (a) Concrete overlay system, (b) PVA ECC, (c) PP ECC sandblast and
moisture, and (d) PP ECC sandblast and scrape.

ultimate bearing capacity of PVA ECC repair overlay system
is 7.7935 kN. It is shown that the larger the elastic modulus
of the repair system, the larger the ultimate bearing capacity.
Although the elastic modulus and shear modulus of PP ECC
are smaller, the deflection of PP ECC reached 3.3824mm and
1.3556mm, respectively.

As expected, the concrete/ECC bimaterial system shows
the distinctive trapping mechanism under this experimen-
tal condition. The failure process with trapping mecha-
nism shows tremendous differences compared with those
of the control specimens (Figure 5). In Figure 5(a), the
concrete/concrete overlay system damaged without obvi-
ous deflection and only one macrocrack with large width
occurred.

The brittle feature is demonstrated by large crack opening
displacement of the kinking crack.The concrete/ECC system
shows macroscopic strain-hardening response. The concept
of interface crack trapping mechanism is introduced, and its
existence is confirmed in experimental investigations. In the
concrete/ECC system, the initial interface crack propagated
along the interface by about 5mm, followed by kinking out
from the interface. Subsequently, the kinked crack appeared
trapped inside the ECC and the mother crack (interface
crack) propagated along the interface again (about 27mm).
Then, the interface crack kinked and was trapped again.
After several times of cracking and kinking, the final failure
occurred due to the large opening of a flexural crack in the
middle of the specimen. In the PVA ECC overlay system
(Figure 5(b)), the angle of kinking crack is around 90∘. In

the PP ECC overlay system with sandblast and moisture
surface (Figure 5(c)), many kinking microcracks emerged
around the interface crack and the phase angle is at the range
of 45∘–90∘. While the kinking crack number is less for the
PP ECC overlay system with sandblast and scrape surface
(Figure 5(d)), it is obvious that the overlay system did not
absorb much energy during the damaged process. It can
be stated that PP ECC with super toughness and ductility
can make the overlay system possess more load bearing
capacity and durability than common concrete repair overlay.
This dramatic improvement in terms of strength, deflection,
energy absorption capacity, and ultimate failure mode is not
feasible without the trapping mechanism.

2.2. Analysis of Trapping Mechanism. While the phase angle
Ψ is small, the value of Γ

𝑐
is also not big. Under this status, the

interfacial crack does not kink easily and vice versa. For the
experiment performed in this paper, the value of Ψ for the
different specimen is 54.2, 28.9, 32.7, and 43.8. In Figure 6,
the relationship between 𝐺

0
/𝐺
𝑖
and kinking angle for the

specimen is illustrated.

3. Conclusions

By utilization of analytical solutions and experiments, the
present research investigates the performance of ECC as a
repair material to improve durability of concrete structures.
The condition of whether the crack is going to propagate into
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the substrate or into the upper overlay material is defined.
Values of the energy release rate, the stress intensity factor,
and mode mixity parameter are determined in terms of
dimensionless factor-kinking angle 𝜔, which is a function
of geometry and materials elastic properties. The results for
the kinked crack can be used to assess whether an interface
crack will propagate in the interface or whether it will
kink out of the interface. Findings from experimental and
analytical studies carried out on layered repair systems under
different surface preparations are reported. For interpretation
of trapping either in interface or in the ECC, improvement
inmechanical performance is unequivocally demonstrated to
exist in the concrete/ECC bimaterial system.
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Based on multiscale methods the mechanical behavior for the interface of carbon nanotube and 𝛼-alumina is analyzed. The stress
transfer between nanotube and alumina is provided by van der Waals interaction. Using cohesive law the relationship between
normal stress (shear stress) and displacement is studied, as well as the stress intensity. The stress distribution of the interface is
obtained by improved COXmodel.The strain rate of nanotube-composite is presented when the interfacial slip occurs through the
van der Waals interaction.

1. Introduction

Themain goal of computational materials science is the rapid
and accurate prediction of properties of newmaterials before
their development and production. In order to develop new
materials and composites with designed new properties, it
is essential that these properties can be predicted before
preparation, processing, and characterization.

In recent years, a new field in the improvement of ceramic
brittle has been opened up by using short fiber as the
reinforcement, and there aremore andmore experiments and
theoretical research publishing the toughening effect by using
carbon nanotube (CNTs) as the ceramic reinforcement [1–
4]. However, carbon nanotubes do not bond well to ceramic,
and their interactions are due to van der Waals force, which
is much weaker than covalent bonds. This leads to sliding of
CNTs in the ceramic-matrix when subjected to loading.

Nanocomposites possess a large amount of interfaces due
to the small size of reinforcements.The interface behavior can
significantly affect the mechanical properties of nanocom-
posites. Chowdhury and Okabe [5] studied the mechanical
behavior of the interface of CNTs and polymer by using
molecular dynamics method that there are chemical cross-
links in it. Chen et al. [6] analyzed the failure mode and
designed optimal toughness of carbon nanotube-reinforced
composites when there is chemical bond in the interface.

Liu et al. [7] used the pull-out model which, based on
both van derWaals and electrostatic interaction, numerically
studied the interfacial mechanical behavior of CNTs and
alumina, but this method is limited to temporal and spatial
scales and can only be used to solve the fraction of the
interfacial mechanical behavior.

Both Jiang et al. [8, 9] and Lu et al. [10, 11] established
the nonlinear cohesive law for the CNT/polymer interfaces
directly from the Lennard-Jones potential for van der Waals
interactions. Chen et al. [12] used COX model to analyse
the interfacial characteristics of CNTs reinforced aluminum
oxide nanocomposites. Xiao and Zhang [13] analyzed the
stress transfer efficiency of a single-walled carbon nanotube
in epoxy matrix and manifested that a smaller tube diameter
has amore effective reinforcement and there exists an optimal
tube length at which reinforcement ismaximized, and there is
a greater stress transfer efficiency compared with solid fiber.

In this paper, a micromechanics model is provided to
predict the interfacial behavior of multiwall carbon nan-
otubes (MWCNTs) and the crystal lattice structure of 𝛼-
alumina since MWCNTs are widely used as reinforcements
in nanocomposites. The van der Waals interactions between
a carbon atom and a 𝛼-AlO

2
unit are given, as well as

between a pair of carbon atoms.The effect ofMWCNT radius
is neglected to establish a cohesive law between multilayer
parallelled graphenes and 𝛼-alumina based on van der Waals
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Figure 1: Crystal structure of 𝛼-alumina. (a) The crystal structure cell, 𝑎 = 0.4759 nm, 𝑏 = 0.4759 nm, and 𝑐 = 1.2991 nm; (b) the crystal
structure of 𝛼-alumina, the oxygen atom cluster and aluminum atom cluster.

interactions. The stress distribution and the stress intensity
are obtained by improved COX model. From cohesive low
and COX model, the strain rate of nanotube-composite is
given when the interfacial slip begins to occur through van
der Waals interaction.

2. The Stress Transfer Efficiency between
SWCNTs and Matrix

As the reinforcement of hard brittle material, such as Alu-
mina, the weak connected effect of the interface between
CNTs and 𝛼-Alumina plays an important role. Generally,
the interaction of atoms between CNTs and 𝛼-alumina
is provided by long-range potential, such as Lenard-Jones
potential, as follows:

𝑉 (𝑟) = 4𝜀(

𝜎
12

𝑟
12

−

𝜎
6

𝑟
6

) , (1)

where 𝑉 is the potential energy when the distance of two
atoms is 𝑟, 6√2𝜎 is the equilibrium distance between the
atoms, and 𝜀 is the bond energy at the equilibrium distance.

The crystal structure cell of 𝛼-alumina is shown in
Figure 1(a); the values of 𝜌Al and 𝜌O are obtained; 𝜀C–O and
𝜀C–Al can be achieved from 𝜀A–B = √𝜀A𝜀B, respectively. The
crystal structure of 𝛼-alumina was divided into two parts,
oxygen atom cluster and aluminum atom cluster, as shown
in Figure 1(b), and then we can analyze the cohesive model,
respectively.

Using the RVE as shown in Figure 2(a), the different cohe-
sive model is established from both nonboundary interface,
Figure 2(b), and boundary interface, Figure 2(c), respectively;
the cohesive energy is representative via van der Waals force.

For nonboundary interface,

Φ = ∫

−ℎ

−∞

2𝜋𝜌C𝜌Al
2
O
3

𝜀𝜎
2

(

2𝜎
10

5𝑧
10

−

𝜎
4

𝑧
4

)𝑑𝑧

= 2𝜋𝜌C𝜌Al𝜀C–Al𝜎C–Al
3

(

𝜎C–Al
3

3ℎ
3

−

2𝜎C–Al
9

45ℎ
9

)

+ 2𝜋𝜌C𝜌O𝜀C–O𝜎C–O
3

(

𝜎C–O
3

3ℎ
3

−

2𝜎C–O
9

45ℎ
9

) .

(2)

For boundary interface, the cohesive energy is obtained
by a banding area of CNT.

Given 𝐿 is the overlapping length.
Consider

ΦLine = ∫
−ℎ

−∞

2𝜋𝜌C𝜌Al𝜀C–Al𝜎C–Al (
2𝜎C–Al

10

5𝑧
10

−

𝜎C–Al
4

𝑧
4

)𝐿

× [1 + (

ℎ
4

𝐿
4

)]𝑑𝑧

+ ∫

−ℎ

−∞

2𝜋𝜌C𝜌O𝜀C–O𝜎C–O (
2𝜎C–O

10

5𝑧
10

−

𝜎C–O
4

𝑧
4

)𝐿

× [1 + (

ℎ
4

𝐿
4

)]𝑑𝑧.

(3)

Ignoring the higher order indefinite small value of (3), (2)
and (3) have the same result of equilibrium spacing ℎ and can
be given as

ℎ = 0.429 (𝜎C–Al + 𝜎C–O) . (4)
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Figure 2: SWCNT-alumina composites. (a) Representative volume element, (b) nonboundary interface, and (c) boundary interface.

If a displacement (𝑢, V) is given, (2) and (3) are changed as

Φ = 2𝜋𝜌C𝜌Al𝜀C–Al𝜎C–Al
3

(

𝜎C–Al
3

3(ℎ + V)3
−

2𝜎C–Al
9

45(ℎ + V)9
)

+ 2𝜋𝜌C𝜌O𝜀C–O𝜎C–O
3

(

𝜎C–O
3

3(ℎ + V)3
−

2𝜎C–O
9

45(ℎ + V)9
) ,

(5)

Φline (𝑢, V)

= 2𝜋𝜌C𝜌Al𝜀C–Al𝜎C–Al
3

(

𝜎C–Al
3

3(ℎ + V)3
−

2𝜎C–Al
9

45(ℎ + V)9
) (𝐿 − 𝑢)

+ 2𝜋𝜌C𝜌O𝜀C–O𝜎C–O
3

(

𝜎C–O
3

3(ℎ + V)3
−

2𝜎C–O
9

45(ℎ + V)9
) (𝐿 − 𝑢) .

(6)

The partial derivatives of (𝑢, V) are easily deduced from
(5) and (6), respectively. The normal stress of nonboundary
and boundary interface is given as

𝜎cohesive = 2𝜋𝜌C𝜌Al𝜀C–Al𝜎C–Al
2

(

2𝜎C–Al
10

5(ℎ + V)10
−

𝜎C–Al
4

(ℎ + V)4
)

+ 2𝜋𝜌C𝜌O𝜀C–O𝜎C–O
2

(

2𝜎C–O
10

5(ℎ + V)10
−

𝜎C–O
4

(ℎ + V)4
) .

(7)

The shear stress of nonboundary interface is 0. For
boundary interface, the shear force of bonding area is given
as

𝐹tangent =
𝜕Φline (𝑢, V)

𝜕𝑢

= 2𝜋𝜌C𝜌Al𝜀C–Al𝜎C–Al
3

(

2𝜎C–Al
9

45(ℎ + V)9
−

𝜎C–Al
3

3(ℎ + V)3
)

+ 2𝜋𝜌C𝜌𝑂𝜀C–O𝜎C–O
3

(

2𝜎C–O
9

45(ℎ + V)9
−

𝜎C–O
3

3(ℎ + V)3
) .

(8)

So the average shear stress of boundary interface is given as

𝜏cohesive =
𝐹tangent

𝐿 − 𝑢

= 2𝜋𝜌C𝜌Al𝜀C–Al𝜎C–Al
2

× (

2𝜎C–Al
9

45(ℎ + V)9
−

𝜎C–Al
3

3(ℎ + V)3
)

𝜎C–Al
𝐿 − 𝑢

+ 2𝜋𝜌C𝜌O𝜀C–O𝜎C–O
2

× (

2𝜎C–O
9

45(ℎ + V)9
−

𝜎C–O
3

3(ℎ + V)3
)

𝜎C–O
𝐿 − 𝑢

,

(9)

where 𝜌C = 4/3√3𝑙C
2 and 𝑙C = 0.142 nm. 𝜌Al = 6.969/nm3

and𝜌O = 6.195/nm
3 are the volume density of aluminumand

oxygen atoms number of alumina, respectively [14]. 𝜎C–Al =
0.4028 nm, 𝜎C–O = 0.392 nm [15], 𝜀C–Al = 0.0038 ev, and
𝜀C–O = 0.0058 ev [16].

The cohesive stress of the interface of CNTs and alumina
is achieved by substituting the above parameters into (7)
and (9), respectively. For short fiber reinforcement, there is
only one free edge produced on each CNT’s end, and the
material can be supposed as an infinite along the 𝑥-axis. So
the practical value of shear stress is only 1/2 of the result of
(9).

From Figures 3 and 4, we can find that the normal stress
intensity of CNTs and aluminamaterial is about 240MPa, the
average shear force of bounding area is about 27.5MPa⋅nm,
and the cohesive shear force is concentrated in CNTs’ ends.
The normal and shear stress intensity of the interface that is
provided by van der Waals force can be achieved through the
above analysis.

3. Stress Distribution of CNTs and
Alumina with Shear-Lag Model

A RVE is taken from nanocomposites. Considering a perfect
interfacial bonding, the COXmodel is changed by a hollow of
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on van der Waals force.
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Figure 4: The relationship of shear stress and displacement based
on van der Waals force.

SWCNTs, as shown in Figure 5.The stress of CNTs along tube
length is 𝜎

𝑡
and the shear stress of interface is 𝜏 as follows:

𝜎
𝑡
= 𝐸
𝑡
𝑒 [1 −

cosh𝛽 (𝐿/2 − 𝑥)
cosh𝛽 (𝐿/2)

] , (10)

𝜏 =

𝐸
𝑡
𝑒𝐴
𝑡
𝛽

2𝜋𝑟
2

×

sinh𝛽 (𝐿/2 − 𝑥)
cosh𝛽 (𝐿/2)

, (11)

𝛽 = √(

𝐺
𝑚

𝐸
𝑡

)(

2𝜋

𝐴
𝑡
ln (𝑅/𝑟

2
)

), (12)

where 𝑒 is the strain along CNT’s length, 𝐿 is the length
of CNT, 𝐺

𝑚
is the shear modulus of matrix material, 𝐸

𝑡
is

Young’s modulus of CNT, 𝑅 is the radius of RVE, 𝐴
𝑡
=

𝜋(𝑟
2

2

− 𝑟
1

2

) is the cross-sectional area, and the value is
2.8413 nm2 with the parameters of 𝑑 = 3 nm, 𝑟

1
= 1.16 nm,

and 𝑟
2
= 1.5 nm. The above formulae will reduce to the

original COX model when the value of 𝑟
1
is zero.

In the following calculations, we take 𝐸
𝑡
= 1.0TPa, 𝐺

𝑚
=

143.44GPa, and 𝑒 = 0.0686%, which is the ultimate strain
of alumina material [17], and 𝑅/𝑟

2
= 7.236 from 𝑅/𝑟

2
=

(𝜋/4𝑉
𝑓
)
1/2, where 𝑉

𝑓
= 1.5% is the volume content of CNTs

in composites. 𝑡 = 𝑟
2
− 𝑟
1
is the thickness of CNTs, where

𝑡 = 0.34 nm.
Figure 6 shows the tensile stress distributions in various

tube lengths. There is a maximum value when the length
is longer than 30 nm, and the value exists in the middle of
CNTs. The shear stress of the interface between CNTs and
alumina is concentrated in the end of CNTs. In the condition
of the strain rate of material achieved to ultimate strain, the
shear stress of CNTs beard is about 0.06GPa.The shear stress
distribution of the end is not effected by the length of CNTs
(shown in Figure 7).

In order to compare to the maximum value that van der
Waals force can afford, we make an integral of shear stress to
the bonding area along the tube length as follows:

𝐹line = ∫
𝐿/2

0

𝜏𝑑𝑥. (13)

And then

𝐹line = 28.69MPa ⋅ nm > 27.5MPa ⋅ nm. (14)

Equation (14) shows that shear stress in perfect interfacial
bonding is more beyond than that afforded by van der
Waals force, and slipping has occurred. So the ultimate stress
afforded by van der Waals force is defined as the static stress
limit.

Substituting the result 𝐹line = 27.5MPa ⋅ nm into (13),
we can obtain a simulated result from (11) and (13); the strain
limit of nanocomposites is taken out as follows:

𝑒
1
= 0.0091%. (15)

The tensile stress of CNTs and shear stress of interface are
shown in Figures 8 and 9 when the strain rate is smaller than
0.0091%.

Figure 10 shows the relationship between volume content
of CNTs and tensile stress. Figure 10(a) shows that the tensile
stress is decreasing with the increasing of radius of CNTs
when the volume content is constant. Figure 10(b) shows that
the maximum tensile stresses value can be achieved when the
length of CNTs is longer than the effective length.

4. Conclusions

Based on multiscale method, the interfacial mechanical
behavior of CNTs-alumina composites is analyzed.The inter-
facial stress is discussed by using cohesive law, which was
reformed by using the crystal lattice of SWCNTs and 𝛼-
alumina. Based on van derWaals force, themaximumnormal
and shear stress are achieved, respectively. The tensile and
shear stress distribution is achieved by using improved COX
model. Giving a perfect interfacial bonding and long enough
tube, there is a maximum value (0.68GPa) of tensile stress
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Figure 6: Tensile stress distributions at various tube lengths (𝑑 =
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Figure 10: Effects of tube diameter 𝑑 on the tensile stress, (a) 𝐿 =
10 nm and (b) 𝐿 = 100 nm.

under the biggest strain (0.686%) that the matrix can afford.
Themaximum value of shear stress exists in the end of CNTs.
The integral of shear stress to the bonding area along the tube
length is made and compared with the shear stress provided
by van der Waals force. The result shows that the ultimate
stress afforded by van derWaals interaction is achieved when
the strain rate is 0.0091%, and the interfacial slip begins to
occur. The simple analysis is used as a basis of regulating
suitable interaction to adapting to different situations.
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The in-plane damage behavior and material properties of the composite material are very complex. At present, a large number of
two-dimensional failure criteria, such as Chang-Chang criteria, have been proposed to predict the damage process of composite
structures under loading. However, there is still no good criterion to realize it with both enough accuracy and computational
performance. All these criteria cannot be adjusted by experimental data. Therefore, any special properties of composite material
cannot be considered by these criteria. Here, in order to solve the problem that the criteria cannot be adjusted by experiment, new
two-dimensional polynomial failure criteria with four internal parameters for composite laminates are proposed in the paper, which
include four distinct failure modes: fiber tensile failure, fiber compressive failure, matrix tensile failure, and matrix compressive
failure. In general, the four internal parameters should be determined by experiments. One example that identifies parameters of
the new failure criteria is given.Using the new criteria can reduce the artificialness of choosing the criteria for the damage simulation
of the failure modes in composite laminates.

1. Introduction

Fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) composites are widely
applied in aerospace, marine, and many other industries due
to their lightweight, high stiffness, strength, and damping
properties [1]. In order to get strong and reliable structures,
it is very important to study the mechanical behavior of
FRP. In the studies, the finite element method is proved to
be effective and successful which can predict the behavior
of composite structures under various loading conditions.
From the literatures, many researches can be found on
the behavior of composites, such as buckling loads, modal
characteristics, damage, and failure. Zhang and Yang [2]
gave comprehensive reviews and some of the future research
on composite laminated plates. Orifici et al. [3] also gave
a critical review to assess the state of the art in material
constitutive modeling and composite failure theories. They
summarized the various theories and approaches within the
context of the dissipated energy framework. The dissipated
energy function, with units of energy per unit volume, could

be determined from experimental testing and was postulated
to be a property of the material. Based on the continuum
damage mechanics (CDM), Liu and Zheng [4] reviewed
the damage constitutive modeling, the failure criteria, and
the finite element implementation in the progressive failure
analysis which predicted the stiffness degradation and failure
strengths of composite laminates. Specially, the methodolo-
gies to solve the numerical convergence problems due to the
loss of element stiffness in the finite element analysis were
discussed.

The failure behavior and damage analysis of the com-
posite laminated structures by the finite element method
are paid the most attention by researchers. Michopoulos’s
work [5] shows that there is a relationship among many
criteria. Hinton et al. [6–11] listed 19 theories of failure criteria
proposed for composite laminates and gave a comparison
of their predictive capabilities. They showed similarities
and differences between the predictions of the 19 theories
by comparing the initial and final failure envelopes and
representative stress-strain curves. They also explained the
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differences between the predictions. They did not intend
to prove which theory is the best but just clarified their
differences between their predictions.

Despite a large number of published papers on the
damage and failure behavior of the composite laminates
under various loadings, a very effective criterion to pre-
dict the failure behavior of composites has not achieved
yet. Several widely used phenomenological failure criteria,
such as the maximum stress, Hoffman, Tsai-Wu, and Tsai-
Hill failure criteria [8, 11–14], are proposed to describe the
whole ply failure of composite material structures. Other
popular phenomenological failure criteria, such as Hashin
criteria, Hou criteria, Chang-Chang criteria, Linde criteria,
LaRC04 criteria, and Maimı́ criteria [15–21], can describe
the damage process of composite structures in detail, such
as fiber breakage, fiber buckling, matrix cracking, therefore,
matrix compression. All these criteria cannot be adjusted by
experiments. Therefore, any special properties of composite
material cannot be considered by these criteria. By study-
ing the problems of dynamic bending failure of composite
laminated beams, Santiuste et al. [22] suggested that Hashin
criteria may be suitable for ductile composite material, and
Hou criteria may be suitable for brittle material in unidi-
rectional laminated beams. Therefore, for different material
and different structures, just one failure criterion which
cannot be adjusted by experiments could not satisfy various
requirements.

When we use some known criteria in our study directly,
it has used a supposition that material properties used in
your own engineering are the same as that in the study
which proposed the known criteria. In fact, the failure
criteria should be decided by experiments. If one criterion
is decided by experiments, the criterion can consider special
properties of any material used in engineering. And also,
you can use the new failure criteria in numerical simulation
to get better numerical results. Here we try to propose new
two-dimensional polynomial failure criteria, which can be
adjusted by experiments.

New two-dimensional polynomial failure criteria with
four internal parameters for composite laminates are pro-
posed in the paper. Four distinct failure modes including
fiber tensile failure, fiber compressive failure, matrix tensile
failure, and matrix compressive failure are considered in the
extended criteria. Meanwhile, when some special values are
given to the four internal parameters, the extended criteria
will become some classical failure criteria such as Chang-
Chang criteria, Hashin criteria, and Hou criteria in two
dimensional case. Finally, the features of the failure criteria
are discussed in detail. And one example that chooses proper
values for the parameters in the criteria is given.

2. New Two-Dimensional Failure Criteria

The damage of composite laminates under loading includes
intraply failure and interply failure [23]. Intraply failure
modes are fiber kinking, fiber fracture, matrix cracking, and
matrix-fiber debonding. Interply failure modes are interface
cracks between plies.

New two-dimensional polynomial failure criteria for
composite laminates are with four internal parameters. And
each failure mode has a parameter. Therefore, four failure
modes all can be adjusted by experiments. And almost special
properties of each failure mode can be considered. New
two-dimensional polynomial failure criteria are obtained by
comparing common and characteristic parts of the present
failure criteria, such as Chang-Chang criteria, Hou Criteria,
Hashin criteria, and Linde criteria.

2.1. Definition of Variables. The related variables include
stress components, 𝜎

1
, 𝜎
2
, 𝜎
12
; the tensile damage variable

of fiber, 𝑑
𝑓𝑡
; the compressive damage variable of fiber, 𝑑

𝑓𝑐
;

the tensile damage variable of matrix, 𝑑
𝑚𝑡
; the compressive

damage variable of matrix, 𝑑
𝑚𝑐
; some material properties:

longitudinal failure stress strength,𝑋
𝑇
, 𝑋
𝐶
; transverse failure

stress strength, 𝑌
𝑇
, 𝑌
𝑐
; in-plane shear failure stress strength,

𝑆
12
; the subscripts “𝑇” and “𝐶” refer to tension and compres-

sion.

2.2. Fiber Tensile Failure. Under tension loading, fiber is the
main portion to carry load. In composites with high fiber
volume fraction and those whose failure strain of the matrix
is higher than that of the reinforcing fiber, such as carbon-
epoxy composites, longitudinal failures start by isolated fiber
fractures in weak zones [20]. The localized fractures increase
the normal and interfacial shear stresses in adjoining fiber,
and the local stress concentration promotes matrix cracking
and fiber and matrix debonding [24].

Fiber failure criteria in tension are the most simple dam-
age form for composite laminates. After the accumulation
of fracture energy, individual fiber will fail until that the
whole ply failure happens. And the whole laminates will carry
any loads. In general, the maximum stress strength or strain
strength is used to predict fiber failure.

A new fiber failure criterion in tensile is

𝑑
𝑓𝑡
= 𝑘
1
∗ (

𝜎
1

𝑋
𝑇

)

2

+ (1 − 𝑘
1
) ∗

𝜎
1

𝑋
𝑇

+ 𝛽
1

𝜎
2

12

/2𝐺
12
+ 3/4𝛼𝜎

4

12

𝑆
2

12

/2𝐺
12
+ 3/4𝛼𝑆

4

12

≥ 1, 𝜎
1
≥ 0,

(1)

where 𝑘
1
is a parameter of the criteria of fiber failure; 𝛽

1

is used to consider the interaction form involving in-plane
shear, which can take two values: 0 or 1; 𝛼 is a parameter for
the shear nonlinear effect, which can take two values: 0 or 1.

2.3. Fiber Compressive Failure. Under fiber compression
loads, laminate failure modes are complex and depend on
the material properties. The modes may be microbucking,
kinking, and fiber failure [25, 26]. The structures may be in
the state of collapse.

The criteria for fiber compressive failure are almost
the same as the fiber tensile failure, although the failure
phenomenon of fiber compressive failure is more complex
than the fiber tensile failure.
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A new fiber failure criterion in compression is

𝑑
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2
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+ 𝛽
2
∗ (

𝜎
12

𝑆

)

2

≥ 1, 𝜎
1
≤ 0,

(2)

where 𝑘
2
is a parameter; 𝛽

2
is used to consider the interaction

form involving in-plane shear, which can take two values: 0
or 1; 𝛾 is a parameter which can take two values: 1 and 0.

2.4. Failure Criteria for Matrix. Under transverse loading,
the behavior of the material is more complex than the fiber
failure. A nonlinear stress-strain response will be observed
if the laminate is loaded in the transverse direction or in
the shear direction.The famous Chang-Chang failure criteria
considered the nonlinear shear effects and introduced a
coefficient to characterize the nonlinearity. The nonlinear
constitutive relation proposed by Richard and Blacklock [27]
introduced an exponential degradation form. In general, the
fracture plane is perpendicular to the mid-plane of the ply
under transverse tensile load. But the angle of the fracture
plane will change if transverse stress increases under the
compressive load. Generally, for carbon-epoxy and glass-
epoxy composites loaded in pure transverse compression, the
fracture plane is at an angle of 53∘ ± 3∘ with respect to the
thickness direction [20, 28].The LaRC04 criteria consider the
alterative influence of the angle. However, the computational
efficiency decreases if the fracture angle changes frequently,
so Maimı́ et al. assumed that the fracture angle can only take
one of the two discrete values: 0∘ or 53∘ [20].

Here, two-dimensional matrix failure criteria for com-
posite materials are expressed by a quadratic polynomial.
They will also not include the variable of the mutative
fractural angle.

2.4.1. Matrix Tensile Failure. The criteria for matrix tensile
failure involve an interaction between the tensile normal and
in-plane shear stresses.

A new matrix failure criterion in tension is
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where 𝑘
3
is a parameter; 𝛼 is used to consider the nonlinear

interaction form involving in-plane shear.

2.4.2. Matrix Compressive Failure. The criteria for matrix
tensile failure are complex in Hashin criteria, Hou criteria,
and Chang-Chang criteria. The coefficients of quadratic
polynomials are different. Therefore, it is advisable to define
the matrix failure criterion in compression with parameters.
Parameters should be chosen by experiments.

A new matrix failure criterion in tension is as follows:
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where 𝑘
4
is a parameter; 𝛼 is used to consider the nonlinear

interaction form involving in-plane shear.
So far, the two-dimensional failure criteria for composite

materials are given.

3. Features of the New Criteria

3.1. Unified Expression of Fiber and Matrix Failure Criteria.
The new failure criteria for primary damage failure behavior
are given above. In fact, the new criteria can be rewritten as a
tensor form as follows:
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where 𝑘
𝑖
is a parameter; 𝛽

𝑖
is used to consider the interaction

form involving in-plane shear; 𝛾
𝑖
is a parameter which can

take two values: 1 and 0; ‖ is the sign of the absolute value; 𝑖
is used to denote the damage category: fiber or matrix; 𝑙 is for
the stress direction: tensile or compression.

3.2. Some Special Forms of the New Criteria. In fact, Chang-
Chang criteria, Hou criteria, and so forth are proposed from
some special materials, such as carbon/epoxy and graphite
epoxy. Therefore, the validity of parameters in these criteria
is very limited. All these known criteria are just good at
simulating some special material. If more accurate numerical
results are needed, the failure criteria of everymaterial should
consider their own material properties and be given one set
of special values of parameters. And all these parameters
are from experiments. When some special values got by
experiments are given to four parameters of the new criteria,
it will get good numerical results. Meanwhile, when some
special values are given to the four internal parameters, the
new criteria will become these classical failure criteria such
as Chang-Chang criteria, Linde criteria, Hashin criteria, and
Hou criteria in two dimensional case.

When 𝑘
1
= 1, 𝛽

1
= 1, 𝛼 = 0; 𝑘
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2
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3
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𝑐
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in two-dimensional case as follows:
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+ (

𝜎
12

𝑆

)

2

≥ 1, 𝜎
1
≥ 0,

𝑑
𝑓𝑐
= (

𝜎
1

𝑋
𝑇

)

2

+ (

𝜎
12

𝑆

)

2

≥ 1, 𝜎
1
≤ 0,

𝑑
𝑚𝑡
= (

𝜎
22

𝑌
𝑇

)

2

+ (

𝜎
12

𝑆
12

)

2

+ (

𝜎
23

𝑆
23

)

2

, 𝜎
22
≥ 0,

𝑑
𝑚𝑐
=

1

𝑌
𝑐

[(

𝑌
𝑐

2𝑆
12

)

2

− 1]𝜎
22
+

𝜎
2

22

4𝑆
2

12

+ (

𝜎
12

𝑆
12

)

2

≥ 1, 𝜎
22
< 0.

(7)

When 𝑘
1
= 𝑋
𝑇
/𝑋
𝑐
, 𝛽
1
= 0, 𝛼 = 0; 𝑘

2
= 𝑋
𝑐
/𝑋
𝑇
, 𝛽
2
= 0,

𝛾 = 1; 𝑘
3
= 𝑌
𝑇
/𝑌
𝑐
; 𝑘
4
= 𝑌
𝑐
/𝑌
𝑇
, the new criteria will become

Linde criteria in two dimensional case as follows:

𝑑
𝑓
= (

1

𝑋
𝑇

−

1

𝑋
𝑐

)𝜎
1
+

1

𝑋
𝑇
𝑋
𝑐

𝜎
2

1

,

𝑑
𝑚
= (

1

𝑌
𝑇

−

1

𝑌
𝑐

)𝜎
2
+

1

𝑌
𝑇
𝑌
𝑐

𝜎
2

2

+ (

𝜎
12

𝑆
12

)

2

.

(8)

When 𝑘
1
= 1, 𝛽

1
= 1, 𝛼 = 1; 𝑘

2
= 1, 𝛽

2
= 0, 𝛾 = 0; 𝑘

3
= 1;

𝑘
4
= 1, the new criteria will become Chang-Chang criteria as

follows:

𝑑
𝑓𝑡
= (

𝜎
1

𝑋
𝑇

)

2

+

𝜎
2

12

/2𝐺
12
+ 3/4𝛼𝜎

4

12

𝑆
2

12

/2𝐺
12
+ 3/4𝛼𝑆

4

12

≥ 1, 𝜎
1
≥ 0,

𝑑
𝑓𝑐
= (

𝜎
1

𝑋
𝑐

)

2

≥ 1, 𝜎
1
≤ 0,

𝑑
𝑚𝑡
= (

𝜎
22

𝑌
𝑇

)

2

+

𝜎
2

12

/2𝐺
12
+ 3/4𝛼𝜎

4

12

𝑆
2

12

/2𝐺
12
+ 3/4𝛼𝑆

4

12

, 𝜎
22
≥ 0,

𝑑
𝑚𝑐
= (

𝜎
22

𝑌
𝑐

)

2

+

𝜎
2

12

/2𝐺
12
+ 3/4𝛼𝜎

4

12

𝑆
2

12

/2𝐺
12
+ 3/4𝛼𝑆

4

12

, 𝜎
22
≤ 0.

(9)

Table 1: Failure strengths of T300/914C.

𝑋
𝑇

/Mpa 𝑋
𝐶
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Table 2: Failure strengths of E-glass/Ly556/HT907/DY063 epoxy.

𝑋
𝑇
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𝐶
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𝐶
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/Mpa 𝐺
𝐼

/J/m2

1500 900 27 200 80 165

When 𝑘
3
= 𝐺
𝐼𝑐
/𝐺
𝐼𝐼𝑐
, 𝛼 = 0, (3) will be one part of the

failure criteria LaR04, shown in (10).𝐺
𝐼𝑐
, 𝐺
𝐼𝐼𝑐

are the fracture
toughness of Mode I and Mode II, respectively,

𝑑
𝑚𝑡
=

𝐺
𝐼𝑐

𝐺
𝐼𝐼𝑐

(

𝜎
2

𝑌
𝑇

)

2

+ (1 −

𝐺
𝐼𝑐

𝐺
𝐼𝐼𝑐

)

𝜎
2

𝑌
𝑡

+ (

𝜎
12

𝑆
12

)

2

, 𝜎
2
≥ 0.

(10)

From (5)–(9), we find that the new criteria with four
parameters have enough capability to match the failure
criteria which are used widely in the damage analysis of
composite materials.

The parameters of the new failure criterion can be defined
by experimental data to get better numerical results.

4. Identifying Parameters of
the New Failure Criteria

The process of identifying parameters of the new failure
criteria by experiments is shown here.

Biaxial tests of E-glass and carbon fiber reinforced com-
posite laminates were performed by Soden et al. [29]. In
biaxial tests, just 𝜎

1
, 𝜎
2
, and 𝜎

12
can be obtained. There-

fore, just parameters 𝑘
1
, 𝑘
2
, 𝑘
3
, and 𝑘

4
can be identified by

experimental data. The other parameters 𝛽
1
, 𝛽
2
, 𝛼, 𝛾 in the

new criteria are not the main items. In fact, 𝛾 is used to
consider the influence of linear item, 𝜎

1
, to the fiber tensile

damage; 𝛽
1
is used to consider the influence of shear stress,

𝜎
12
, to the fiber tensile damage; 𝛽

2
is used to consider the

influence of shear stress,𝜎
12
, to the fiber compressive damage;

𝛼 is used to consider the influence of nonlinear factor of
material. The corresponding real values of the parameters of
𝛽
1
, 𝛽
2
, 𝛼, 𝛾 in Chang-Chang criteria, Linde criteria, Hashin

criteria, and Hou criteria in two dimensional case are almost
the same. Therefore, based on the four failure criteria above,
the parameters, 𝛽

1
= 1, 𝛽

2
= 1, 𝛼 = 0, 𝛾 = 1, are assumed.

In order to reduce the complexity of identifying parameters,
𝑘
1
, 𝑘
2
, 𝑘
3
, 𝑘
4
, we just choose the corresponding coefficients

of those parameters from Hashin, Hou, Linde, and Chang-
Chang criteria, such as 𝑘

1
= 1, 𝑋

𝑇
/𝑋
𝐶
; 𝑘
2
= 1, (𝑋

𝑐
/𝑋
𝑇
)
2

and 𝑋
𝑐
/𝑋
𝑇
; 𝑘
3
= 1, 𝑌

𝑇
/𝑌
𝑐
and 𝐺

𝐼𝑐
/𝐺
𝐼𝐼𝑐
; 𝑘
4
= (𝑌
𝑐
/2𝑆
12
)
2, 1 or

𝑌
𝑐
/𝑌
𝑇
.

4.1. Experiments. E-glass and carbon fiber reinforced com-
posite laminates were used in biaxial tests [29].Theirmaterial
properties are listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

Biaxial failure for unidirectional T300/914C carbon/ep-
oxy lamina is expressed under combined longitudinal and
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Figure 1: Fiber tensile failure envelope.

shear loading (𝜎
1
versus 𝜎

12
).The specimens were in the form

of axially wound tubes made from prepreg T300/BSL914C
carbon/epoxy. The tubes were tested under combined axial
tension or compression and torsion. All the tubes were end
reinforced and grips were used to transmit the torque to the
tubes [29].

Biaxial failure for unidirectional E-glass/Ly556/HT907/
DY063 epoxy lamina is expressed under combined trans-
verse and shear loading (𝜎

2
versus 𝜎

12
). The tubes with

filament wound by circumferentially wound were 60mm
in internal diameter and 2mm in thickness and were
constructed from 62% by volume Vetrotes 21∗K43 E-glass
fiber (Gevetex) rovings and a Ciba-Geigy epoxy resin sys-
tem Ly556/HT907/DY063 mixed in weight proportions of
100 : 85 : 4. The tubes were cured at 100∘C for 2 h and
postcurved at 150∘C for 2 h [29].

4.2. Determination of Parameters. The parameters, 𝛽
1
= 1,

𝛽
2
= 1, 𝛼 = 0, 𝛾 = 1, are assumed, which are based

on Chang-Chang criteria, Linde criteria, Hashin criteria, and
Hou criteria in two dimensional case. And (1)–(4) of the new
criteria should be rewritten as follows.

4.2.1. For Fiber Tensile Failure. Consider

𝑑
𝑓𝑡
= 𝑘
1
∗ (

𝜎
1

𝑋
𝑇

)

2

+ (1 − 𝑘
1
) ∗

𝜎
1

𝑋
𝑇

+ (

𝜎
12

𝑆
12

) ≥ 1, 𝜎
1
≥ 0,

(11)

where 𝑘
1
is a parameter which can take two values: 1 and

𝑋
𝑇
/𝑋
𝐶
.The curves of (11) are shown in Figure 1.The curve of

𝑘
1
= 1 and the curve of 𝑘

1
= 𝑋
𝑇
/𝑋
𝐶
are both lying between

the experimental data, which are both effective. However,
the curve of 𝑘

1
= 𝑋
𝑇
/𝑋
𝐶
is close to a large number of

experimental data above in Figure 1. Therefore, the curve
of 𝑘
1
= 𝑋
𝑇
/𝑋
𝐶
is used for failure analysis of T300/914C

carbon/epoxy lamina.

4.2.2. For Fiber Compressive Failure. Consider

𝑑
𝑓𝑐
= 𝑘
2
∗ (

𝜎
1

𝑋
𝑐

)

2

+ (𝑘
2
− 1) ∗

𝜎
1

𝑋
𝑐

+ (

𝜎
12

𝑆
12

) ≥ 1, 𝜎
1
≤ 0,

(12)
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where 𝑘
2
is a parameter which can take three values: 1,

(𝑋
𝑐
/𝑋
𝑇
)
2, and 𝑋

𝑐
/𝑋
𝑇
. The curves of (12) are shown in

Figure 2. The curve of 𝑘
2
= 1 is outmost among all curves

in Figure 2, and the experimental data is almost out of
the envelope of all curves. The difference of the curve of
𝑘
2
= 1 with the data is minimal. Therefore, the value

𝑘
2
= 1 should be used for failure analysis of T300/914C

carbon/epoxy lamina.

4.2.3. For Matrix Tensile Failure. Consider

𝑑
𝑚𝑡
= 𝑘
3
∗ (

𝜎
22

𝑌
𝑇

)

2

+ (1 − 𝑘
3

) ∗ 𝜎
22
+ (

𝜎
12

𝑆
12

)

2

, 𝜎
22
≥ 0,

(13)

where 𝑘
3
is a parameter which can take three values: 1, 𝑌

𝑇
/𝑌
𝑐
,

and 𝐺
𝐼𝑐
/𝐺
𝐼𝐼𝑐
. The curves of (13) are shown in Figure 3. The

number of the experimental data is just five.The curve of 𝑘
3
=

𝑌
𝑇
/𝑌
𝐶
is nethermost. Three data are just in the curve of 𝑘

3
=

𝑌
𝑇
/𝑌
𝐶
, and the difference of the curve 𝑘

3
= 𝑌
𝑇
/𝑌
𝐶
isminimal.

Therefore, the value 𝑘
3
= 𝑌
𝑇
/𝑌
𝐶
should be used for failure

analysis of E-glass/Ly556/HT907/DY063 epoxy lamina.
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4.2.4. For Matrix Compressive Failure. Consider

𝑑
𝑚𝑐
= 𝑘
4
(

𝜎
22

𝑌
𝑐

)

2

+ (𝑘
4
− 1)

𝜎
22

𝑌
𝑐

+ (

𝜎
12

𝑆
12

)

2

≥ 1, 𝜎
22
< 0,

(14)

where 𝑘
4
is a parameter which can take three values:

(𝑌
𝑐
/2𝑆
12
)
2, 1, or 𝑌

𝑐
/𝑌
𝑇
. The curves of (14) are shown in

Figure 4. Because of the difference between the strength
obtained through experiments and that used in material
property, three curves are all not perfect. From Figure 4, the
curve of 𝑘

4
= 𝑌
𝑐
/𝑌
𝑇
is close to experimental data. Therefore,

the value of 𝑘
4
= 𝑌
𝑐
/𝑌
𝑇
should be used in failure analysis of

E-glass/Ly556/HT907/DY063 epoxy lamina.
From the discussion above, it is found that it is not

enough for the damage criterion that has only one set of
the parameters. The failure criteria should be adjusted by
experimental data for the materials to meet higher accurate
requirement.

5. Conclusions

In this work, new two-dimensional failure criteria with four
parameters for composite materials are given. The new crite-
ria include fiber failure criteria in tension and compression
and matrix failure criteria in tension and compression.

The new criteria can be adjusted with four parameters
to consider different material properties in engineering. In
general, when we use some known criteria in our study, it
has to assume that our material properties are the same as
that in the study which proposed the known criteria. Those
problems above can be solved by the new criteria proposed in
this paper. Meanwhile, when some special values are given to
the four internal parameters, the new criteria have the same
expression as some classical failure criteria, such as Chang-
Chang criteria, Hashin criteria, Linde criteria, and Hou
criteria in two dimensional case, which are used frequently in
the research of damage process for the composite structures.

In general, the four internal parameters should be chosen
by experiments. One example that chooses proper values for
the parameters is given, which also validates that there is no
one and only set of value for the parameters in any criterion.
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The experimental investigation on the effects of granular fill and geogrid reinforced granular fill on the behaviour of the static
liquefaction potential of the subsoil is reported in this study. A series of plate load test were carried out with different thickness of the
granular fill, number of geogrid layers, and size/dimension of the footing.The test results were presented in terms of bearing capacity
and subgrade modulus for the settlement of 𝛿

10

, 𝛿
15

, and 𝛿
20

. The experimental results revealed that the introduction of granular
fill significantly increases the bearing capacity and effectively control the settlement behaviour of the footing. The introduction of
geogrid in granular fill enhanced the Percentage of Control in Settlement and Bearing Capacity Ratio by a maximum of 328.54%
and 203.41%, respectively. The introduction of geogrid in granular fill interrupts the failure zone of the granular fill and enhances
the subgrade modulus of the footing by a maximum of 255.55%; in addition subgrade modulus of the footing was increased with
an increase in the number of geogrid layers. Based on the test results it is suggested that the footing with large size has beneficial
improvement on the reinforced granular fill.

1. Introduction

The liquefaction behaviour of soil during earthquakes has
severely damaged the various buildings, roads, and other
structures. Static liquefaction of loose and very loose satu-
rated sands is a modern classical mechanics subject and the
sudden increase in pore water pressure causes subsidence of
foundations and damage to earth structures. Therefore, it is
very important to consider the liquefaction potential of dams,
embankments, slopes, foundation materials, and placed fills
[1] in addition to the fact that a new stabilization method
should be identified to efficiently combat this problem. The
traditional improvement methods to prevent the liquefac-
tion of granular soils are draining and densification tech-
niques such as dynamic compaction, vibro techniques, stone
columns, and compaction grouting [2]. Another technique to
enhance the strength of the soil is using chemical admixtures
like calcium carbonate powder, cement, lime, fly ash, and so
forth [3, 4]. Even though these techniques have been shown to
be successful in practice, densification and draining of deep

soil profiles are often ineffective [5] and they required heavy
equipment. Recently reinforcing of soil using geocomposites
has been emerged and the tension and lateral confinement
provided by reinforcement significantly increase the strength
properties of the soil and also the reinforced soil effectively
sustains the applied loads [6].Themain advantages of mixing
discontinuous fibers with a soil mass are the absence of
potential planes of weakness that can develop parallel to
oriented reinforcement [7]. However, compared with these,
reinforcing of soil using geogrid is very simple and the
primary advantages of the geogrid are providing lateral and
vertical restraint to the soil mass and significantly reduce the
settlement [8]. In the past few decades, the application of
geogrids in soil reinforcing has been widely carried out and
reported.

Alawaji [9] studied the effects of width and depth of the
geogrid on the behaviour of collapse settlement, deforma-
tion modulus, and bearing capacity of collapsible soil. The
increase in geogrid width and decrease in depth increase the
efficiency of the geogrid system. The geogrid having a width
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of four times the diameter of loaded areas and a depth of 0.1𝐷
is recommended as an efficient and economical reinforce-
ment. Liu et al. [10] conducted a large scale, shear test to study
the interface shear strength of different soils (sand, gravel,
and laterite) against PET-yarn geogrids of various tensile
strengths and the test results had shown that the soil/PET-
yarn geotextile interface has significantly lower shear strength
than soil strength. Phanikumar et al. [11] conducted a series of
laboratory plate load tests on fine, medium, and coarse sand
beds reinforced with different layers of circular geogrids of
120mm diameter. Test results had shown that the increase
in the number of geogrid layers and decrease in spacing
between them improve the load-settlement response and
Load Improvement Ratio (LIR) further.The large scale direct
shear test on geogrid reinforced fresh and fouled ballast
indicated that the geogrid considerably increases the shear
strength and apparent angle of shearing resistance [12]. Field
test using seven different footing diameters and different
granular fill layer thicknesses was conducted by Ornek et al.
[13]. The test results indicated that the use of granular fill
layers over natural clay soil has a considerable effect on the
bearing capacity characteristics. Demir et al. [14] carried
out sixteen field tests to evaluate the effects of replacing
natural clay soil with a stiffer granular fill layer and single-
multiple layers of geogrid reinforcement. The test results had
shown that use of granular fill and geogrid for reinforced
soil footings (RSF) has considerable effects on the subgrade
modulus and bearing capacity. Very recently Kolay et al. [15]
investigated the improvement in the bearing capacity of silty
clay soil with thin sand layer on top and placing geogrids
at different depths. The test results revealed that the bearing
capacity for the soil increases with the increase in number of
geogrid layers.

The research carried out so far focused on increasing the
shear strength capacity of the soil using geogrid and also
none of these studies demonstrated the influence of geogrid
sheets in improving liquefaction resistance of granular soil.
In addition, studies that are related to large scale field test on
bearing capacity of geogrid reinforced soil are very limited.
The main objective of this study is to experimentally inves-
tigate the effects of granular fill and geogrid multiple layers
in the behaviour of bearing capacity and static liquefaction
resistance. Plate load tests were conducted using model foot-
ing to evaluate the granular fill and geogrid multiple layers
in liquefaction resistance of soil in terms of bearing capacity
and settlement behaviour.The experimental parameters were
thickness of the granular fill (0.30𝐷, 0.45𝐷, 0.60𝐷, 0.75𝐷,
and 0.90𝐷), number of geogrid layers (one and two), and
size/dimension of the footing (0.5𝐷 and 0.75𝐷).

2. Experimental Program

2.1. Material Properties

2.1.1. Subsoil Characterization. The entire testing program
was carried out in the coastal area located in Nagapattinam
Taluk, Thanjavur District, Tamilnadu, India. Geotechnical
site investigation both laboratory and in situ tests were

Table 1: Properties of geogrid.

1 Structure Bidirectional
2 Aperture shape Square
3 Mesh aperture size 10 × 10mm
4 Raw material Polypropylene
5 Colour Black
6 Thickness of sheet 4mm
7 Tensile strength 15 kN/m
8 Elongation at nominal strength 22.7%

conducted to explore the soil properties in the experimental
test area [16]. In situ tests such as borehole drillings and test
pit excavation were performed to identify the soil profile of
the experimental test area and four types of subsoil were
identified [17]. A layer of transported soil having a depth of
1m was observed initially. After that a layer of silty clay marl
was observed between the depths of 1m and 5m. Stiffened
clay later was observed below the silty clay marl between the
depths of 5m and 9m. After 9m depth, the soil layer was
changed from clay to hard strata. The excavation continued
up to the depth of 12m, a layer of limestone profile was
observed at the depth of 12m. The standard penetration test
[18] was conducted during the drilling process and “𝑁” value
was varied in the range of 5𝑁 to 50𝑁 as shown in Figure 1.
The specific gravity values of the soils were determined from
the laboratory test [19] and the value varies in the range
of 2.6 to 2.71 along the entire depths which is shown in
Figure 2. Unconfined shear strength (𝑐

𝑢
) of the soil samples

was evaluated [20] through an unconfined compression test
and the value varies between 60 and 75 kN/m2 as shown in
Figure 3.

2.1.2. Granular Fill Material. Silty gravel obtained from
Karaikudi, Sivagangai District, Tamilnadu, India was used
as a granular fill material in this study. The conventional
laboratory tests were conducted to obtain the engineering
properties of the granular fill [21]. The specific gravity value
[19] of the granular fill was about 2.64. From the standard
proctor compaction test [22] the optimum moisture content
and maximum dry unit weight were obtained and the values
were about 7% and 21.7 kN/m3, as shown in Figure 4. The
direct shear test [23] was performed and the obtained internal
friction angle and the cohesion of the granular fill were 43∘
and 15 kN/m2. In order to keep the homogeneity granular fill
passing through 4.75mm was used in both laboratory and
field tests.

2.1.3. Geogrid. Netlon 121 CE was used as horizontal geogrid
reinforcement in this study. It is a bidirectional polypropylene
sheet having a thickness of 4mm. The maximum tensile
strength of the sheet was 15 kN/m2 with a square aperture
size of 100mm2 (10 × 10mm). The typical geogrid sheet is
shown in Figure 5. The physical and mechanical properties
of the geogrid provided by the manufacturer are summarized
in Table 1.
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Figure 1: Typical SPT (𝑁) values obtained from borehole drillings.
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Figure 2: Specific gravity distribution of subsoil.

2.2. Experimental Setup and Procedures. After the laboratory
and in situ test, the reaction loading framewas installed at the
site. After that the 1.6m depth of soil was removed and the
surface of the test area was leveled. For granular fill initially,
the amount of granular fill and water required for each layer
was calculated then the granular fill and the water was mixed
well using a counter current mixer. After that the granular fill
was placed layer by layer and the layer was compacted using
an earth rammer to the predetermined height to achieve the
desired density.The size of the foundation of 2.1m× 2.1mwas
kept constantly in the entire test and the depth of the granular
fill or thickness of granular fill (𝐻) was varied according to
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Figure 3: Unconfined shear strength distribution of subsoil.
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Figure 4: Standard proctor compaction test curve for granular fill.

the footing diameter (0.30𝐷, 0.50𝐷, 0.70𝐷, and 0.90𝐷). For
each reinforced condition, the granular fill was prepared in
the above same manner and the layer was compacted to the
predetermined height. When the granular fill reached the
preferred depth, a layer of geogrid was placed and then the
compaction was continued until the granular fill reached its
desired height. The footing was positioned on the ground,
taking care to ensure that its centerline was exactly in line
with the axis of the hydraulic jack and the loading frame.
The downward load was applied to the footing or base plate
by a hydraulic jack and the axial deformation of the footing
was measured by using two linear voltage displacement
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Figure 5: Netlon 121 CE, geogrid.

transducers (LVDT) which was kept at the top surface of
the footing. The hydraulic jack and the two linear variable
displacement transducers (LVDT) were connected to a data
logger. The testing program was performed according to the
ASTM D 1196-93 (ASTM, 1997) and the testing program
was stopped; neither the applied vertical load was obviously
reduced nor the settlement of the footing was considerable
for the small increment in the applied load.The experimental
setup is shown in Figure 6. The influence of granular fill with
and without geogrid on the behaviour of bearing capacity
and liquefaction was studied in this research. Three series of
tests such as Series I, Series II, and Series III were performed.
Series I consisted of various diameters (𝐷) of the footing
(0.50𝑀 and 0.75𝑀) on the surface that is without granular
fill and geogrid. Series II is very similar to Series I, except
the footing was placed on the top of the granular fill with
various thicknesses (𝐻) according to the footing diameter
(0.30𝐷, 0.50𝐷, 0.75𝐷, and 0.90𝐷). Series III consisted of
footing on the granular fill with geogrid reinforcement. The
experimental parameters are number of geogrid layers (𝑁)
(one and two) and the distance between the bottom surface
of the footing to the top of the geogrid layer (𝐻FTG) (0.1𝐷
and 0.2𝐷). Throughout the test the distance between the two
geogrid layers was kept constant as 200mm (𝐻GG).

3. Description of Tests

To identify the tests easily, sixteen tests in three series were
designated with names such as RT-0.50𝑀 and RT-0.75𝑀
(Series I); 0.50-𝐺(0.30𝐷), 0.50-𝐺(0.50𝐷), 0.50-𝐺(0.75𝐷),
0.50-𝐺(0.90𝐷), 0.75-𝐺(0.30𝐷), 0.75-𝐺(0.50𝐷), 0.75-
𝐺(0.75𝐷), and 0.75-𝐺(0.90𝐷) (Series II); 0.50-𝑁1-0.1𝐷,
0.50-𝑁1-0.2𝐷, 0.50-𝑁2-0.1𝐷, 0.75-𝑁1-0.1𝐷, 0.75-𝑁1-0.2𝐷,
and 0.75-𝑁2-0.1𝐷 (Series III). For example, in test RT-
0.50𝑀, first character “RT” indicates the reference test
and the second character refers to the footing diameter.
In test 0.75-𝐺(0.30𝐷), number “0.75” refers to the footing
diameter and the following character “𝐺(0.30𝐷)” indicates
the granular fill having a thickness of 0.30 of diameter of the
footing. In test 0.50-𝑁1-0.2𝐷, number “0.50” refers to the

footing diameter and next character indicates the number of
geogrid layers (one and two) and the last “0.2𝐷” indicates the
depth of the geogrid layer from the bottom of the footing.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Series I: without Granular Fill and Geogrid. A total of
two tests with the footing size of 0.50m and 0.75m (RT-
0.50𝐷 and RT-0.75𝐷) were conducted in Series I without
any soil improvement. It is the reference test which is used
to compare the test results of Series II and Series III. The
Load-settlement behaviour of the unimproved soil for both
footing sizes is shown in Figure 7. In all reference tests, from
the initial stage, the settlement of the footing is directly
proportional to the applied pressure, and the load-settlement
behaviour of the tests in Figure 8 is clear evidence for the
local shear failure of the subsoil. In addition to that, in
both tests the ultimate bearing capacity of the soil was
not clearly identified. From the load-settlement plots, the
subgrade modulus of the soil was calculated by (1) and the
subgrade modulus were calculated for the settlement of 𝛿

10
,

𝛿
15
, and 𝛿

20
, since determining the bearing capacity and

subgrade modulus would have been more appropriate for
the case where allowable settlement controls performance.
The results were shown and listed in Figure 9 and Table 2,
respectively:

𝑘 =

𝑞

𝛿

, (1)

where 𝑘 is subgrade modulus, 𝑞 is the bearing capacity, and
𝛿 is the footing settlement. Figure 8 clearly shows that the
subgrade modulus of the soil increased when increasing the
footing size and the subgrade modulus was decreased with
the increase in footing settlement. The results were discussed
in terms of settlement to diameter ratio (𝑠/𝐷). Figures 7 and
8 clearly show that the experimental results revealed that the
bearing capacity of the soil was increased when increasing
the size of the footing. This is a result of the fact that the
increase in resistive pressure area exerted by the soil and the
development of resistive pressure is directly proportional to
the footing area. The bearing capacity value of both tests was
obtained at the 𝑠/𝐷 ratio of 3% [13], and the bearing capacity
value of the test RT-0.50𝑀was 216 kN/m2 which is 47.5% less
than the test RT-0.75𝑀. In addition the 𝑠/𝐷 ratio of 2% and
4% was used throughout the test to discuss the enhancement
in bearing capacity.

4.2. Series II: with Granular Fill and without Geogrid. The
influence of granular fill and the increase in granular fill
thickness on the behaviour of bearing capacity and the
settlement of the footing were evaluated [24] in Series II. A
series of tests with the footing diameter of 0.50M and 0.75M
was conducted on the granular fill bed and the thickness of
the granular fill was varied according to the footing diameter
(0.30𝐷, 0.50𝐷, 0.75𝐷, and 0.90𝐷). The applied load and the
corresponding settlement for various thicknesses of granular
fill in both cases are shown in Figures 9 and 10. From Figures
9 and 10, it can be seen that, for a small load range, the relation
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Figure 6: Experimental setup.

Table 2: Bearing capacity and subgrade modulus for Series I, II, and III.

Test series Test names Bearing capacity (kN/m2) Subgrade modulus (MN/m3)
𝛿—10mm (𝛿10) 𝛿—15mm (𝛿15) 𝛿—20mm (𝛿20) 𝛿—10mm (𝛿10) 𝛿—15mm (𝛿15) 𝛿—20mm (𝛿20)

Series I RT-0.50D 172 216 240 17.20 14.40 12.00
RT-0.75 244 292 324 24.40 19.47 16.20

Series II

0.50-G(0.30D) 320 388 428 32.00 25.87 21.40
0.50-G(0.50D) 368 442 488 36.80 29.47 24.40
0.50-G(0.75D) 448 518 556 44.80 34.53 27.80
0.50-G(0.90D) 488 556 588 48.80 37.07 29.40
0.75-G(0.30D) 340 416 456 34.00 27.73 22.80
0.75-G(0.50D) 410 484 518 41.00 32.27 25.90
0.75-G(0.75D) 474 536 570 47.40 35.73 28.50
0.75-G(0.90D) 542 618 658 54.20 41.20 32.90

Series III

0.50-N1-0.1D 686 768 818 68.60 51.20 40.90
0.50-N1-0.2D 578 656 698 57.80 43.73 34.90
0.50-N2-0.1D 760 828 836 76.00 55.20 41.80
0.75-N1-0.1D 716 796 842 71.60 53.07 42.10
0.75-N1-0.2D 595 678 728 59.50 45.20 36.40
0.75-N2-0.1D 784 850 890 78.40 56.67 44.50
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Figure 8: Subgrade modulus for reference tests, comparison.

between the applied load and settlement exhibited the linear
behaviour, loading further the load-settlement behaviour has
become nonlinear and in addition the peak load was not
clearly identified. The failure mode observed in all test of
Series II was a local shear failure. The experimental results
revealed that the introduction of granular fill significantly
increases the bearing capacity and effectively control the
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Figure 9: Load-settlement curve for Series II (𝐷 = 0.50𝑀),
comparison.

static liquefaction of the subsoil and in addition the load-
settlement behaviour becomes very stiffer with the increase
in the 𝐻/𝐷 ratio, namely, increase in granular fill thickness.
The placing of granular fill decreases the pore water pressure
developed because of a decrease in interstitial pressure distri-
bution. The performance improvements of bearing capacity
due to the granular fill are expressed in terms of Bearing
Capacity Ratio (BCR) [14] and the following equation was
used for evaluating the BCR:

BCR =
𝑞
𝐺

𝑞
0

, (2)

where 𝑞
𝐺
is the bearing capacity of the soil reinforced with

granular fill and 𝑞
0
is the bearing capacity of the unreinforced

or reference soil. The BCR ratio was obtained for the 𝑠/𝐷
ratio of 3%. The relation between BCR and 𝐻/𝐷 ratio is
shown in Figure 11. From Figure 12, it can be observed that
the bearing capacity and the BCR value of the footing have
increased with the increase in granular fill thickness in all
cases. However, the BCR has decreased when increasing the
footing diameter. Figure 11 clearly shows that the correlation
between the granular fill thickness and BCR was too strong
for all footing diameters (𝑅2 = 0.985). Figures 9, 10, and
11 clearly show that the bearing capacity of the footing
was significantly increased for the granular fill having the
thickness of 𝐻/𝐷 = 0.75; however, a close observation of
Figures 9, 10, and 11 exhibits that the enhancement of bearing
capacity is not significant beyond the𝐻/𝐷 value of 0.75. From
the results, the granular fill having a thickness of𝐻/𝐷 = 0.75
was selected as themost advantageous fill height and the same
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thickness was introduced in Series III. Compared to the RT-
0.50𝑀, test 0.50-𝐺(0.75𝐷) increased its load bearing capacity
by 30.21%, in similar manner test 0.75-𝐺(0.75𝐷) increased its
bearing capacity by 32.68% than that of RT-0.75𝑀.
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Figure 12: Load-settlement curve for Series III (𝐷 = 0.50𝑀),
comparison.

4.3. Series III: Geogrid Reinforced Granular Fill. The main
objective of this research is to effectively evaluate the influ-
ence of geogrid reinforced granular fill on the behaviour
of bearing capacity, subgrade modulus, and BCR. From the
test results obtained from Series II, the thickness of granular
fill was maintained as 𝐻 = 0.75𝐷 throughout the test.
Figures 12 and 13 show the load-settlement behaviour of
different footing with different geogrid layers. As expected
the introduction of single geogrid layers at the distance of
0.1𝐷 from the bottom surface of the footing in both footing
cases comparatively improves the liquefaction behaviour of
the soil, load-settlement behaviour, and the bearing capacity
which is shown in Figures 12 and 13. This is a result of the
fact that the introduction of geogrid interrupts the failure
zone of the granular fill and the stress sharing area has been
increased at a geogrid depth due to the wider dispersion of
stress affected by horizontal geogrid reinforcement [11]. As
a result, the stress in the granular fill considerably reduced,
resulting in a smaller amount of settlement. Another possible
reason is that the tensile stress in geogrid is produced
by the applied load fully defied by the geogrid resulting
in improved load-settlement behaviour of the system. The
results in Figures 12 and 13 show that, when lifting up the
depth of geogrid from 0.1𝐷 to 0.2𝐷 (test 0.50-𝑁1-0.2𝐷), the
test results have not shown any considerable improvement
in the load-settlement behaviour and in addition the bearing
capacity was moderately low when compared to the test 0.50-
𝑁1-0.1𝐷. From the observation, it can be understood that
the geogrid very near to footing will provide considerable
improvement in the load-settlement behaviour and bearing
capacity and the introduction of geogrid at profound depths
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is not advisable. The decrease in performance may be due to
the depth of reinforcement considerably deep, and resulting
work efficiency of the geogrid has decreased. The above
similar finding was observed in footing with the diameter
of 0.75𝐷. The introduction of another geogrid layer with the
𝐻GG of 200mm (0.50-𝑁2-0.1𝐷) in the granular fill, showing
further improvement in the load-settlement behaviour and
the beneficial effect, is much greater than that of a granular
fill with single layer in both footing cases (0.50𝑀 and 0.75𝑀).
This is a result of the fact that during loading the interlocking
between the geogrid and granular fill has greatly improved
and the geogrid reinforced granular fill started to behave
like a geogrid composite plate. This composite plate action
significantly resists the applied pressure and slows down
the soil failure and also significantly restraints the load-
settlement behaviour.The influence of the geogrid reinforced
granular fill on the behaviour settlement compared to the
unreinforced footing evaluated through the parameter called
Percentage of Control in Settlement (PCS). The PCS were
calculated at the settlement of 𝛿

15
or for the 𝑠/𝐷 ratio of 3%

using the following equation:

PCS =
𝛿
15
− 𝛿
𝑅

𝛿
𝑅

× 100, (3)

where 𝛿
15

is the settlement of the unreinforced footing
and 𝛿

𝑅
is the settlement of the reinforced footing at the

footing pressure of unreinforced one having a settlement
value of 𝛿

15
. Figures 14 and 15 show the comparison of PCS

factors with respect to the footing with granular fill (0.50-
𝐺(0.75𝐷) and 0.75-𝐺(0.75𝐷)). Compared to 0.50-𝐺(0.75𝐷),
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the test 0.50-𝑁1-0.1𝐷 and 0.50-𝑁1-0.2𝐷 increased its PCS
by 257.14% and 101.25%, respectively, as shown in Figure 14.
Compared to 0.70-𝐺(0.75𝐷), tests 0.75-𝑁1-0.1𝐷 and 0.75-𝑁1-
0.2𝐷 improved their PCS by 328.54% and 111.54%, respec-
tively, which is shown in Figure 15. Compared to the single
layer of geogrid, the PCS of granular fill reinforced with two
layers of geogrid was outperformed and the tests 0.50-𝑁2-
0.1𝐷 and 0.75-𝑁2-0.1𝐷 enhanced their PCS by 67.15% and
81.74%, respectively, when compared to the tests 0.50-𝑁1-
0.1𝐷 and 0.75-𝑁1-0.1𝐷, respectively.

The Bearing Capacity Ratio (BCR) for each test was
calculated from (1) for the settlement of 𝛿

10
, 𝛿
15
, and 𝛿

20
.

From Figure 16, it can be understood that the BCR increases
with the increase in the number of geogrid layers. However,
Figure 16 clearly shows that the BCR value of the reinforced
granular fill has decreased with increase in settlement in all
cases.Thismay be attributed to the composite layer of geogrid
not able to affect the dispersion of stress at large settlement
and not able to defy the tensile stress induced by the
applied pressure. The tests 0.50-𝑁1-0.1𝐷 and 0.50-𝑁1-0.2𝐷
increased their BCR by 203.41% and 157.26%, respectively,
when compared to 0.50-𝐺(0.75𝐷); their BCR values were 3.55
and 3.07, respectively, at the 𝑠/𝐷 ratio of 3%. Also tests 0.75-
𝑁1-0.1𝐷 and 0.75-𝑁1-0.2𝐷 improved their BCR by 115.87%
and 87.15% than that of 0.75-𝐺(0.75𝐷) and the BCR values
were 2.89 and 2.32 which is shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 16: Bearing Capacity Ratio (BCR) for Series III (𝐷 = 0.50𝑀),
comparison.

The comparison of subgrade modulus obtained from
series III at the settlement of 𝛿

10
, 𝛿
15
, and 𝛿

20
is shown

in Figures 18 and 19 and presented in Table 2
.
Figures 18

and 19 mean that the subgrade modulus of the footing
decreased with the increase in settlement and in addition the
introduction of geogrid in granular fill enhances the subgrade
modulus and reduces the footing settlement. At the 𝑠/𝐷 ratio
of 3% the subgrade modulus of the tests 0.50-𝑁1-0.1𝐷, 0.50-
𝑁1-0.2𝐷, 0.75-𝑁1-0.1𝐷, and 0.75-𝑁1-0.2𝐷 was 51.21MN/m3,
43.73MN/m3, 53.67MN/m3, and 45.21MN/m3, respectively,
which is 255.55%, 203.68%, 176.507%, and 132.97%, respec-
tively, higher than that of an unreinforced footing (RT-0.50𝐷
and RT-0.75𝐷). On the whole geogrid reinforced granular
fill resulted in improved load-settlement behaviour, load
bearing capacity, and decrease in internal pore water pressure
resulting in liquefaction control and in addition provided
a more economic advantage. Based on the test results it
is suggested that the footing with large size has beneficial
improvement on the reinforced granular fill.

5. Conclusion

A series of field tests were carried out to understand the
influence of granular fill and the geogrid reinforced granular
fill on the behaviour of static liquefaction potential, bearing
capacity, and load-settlement behaviour of the subsoil in
the coastal area located in Nagapattinam Taluk, Thanjavur
District, Tamilnadu. Based on the test results the following
conclusion can be made.

(i) In all reference tests, the failure mode of the subsoil
was a local shear failure and in addition the ultimate
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Figure 17: Bearing Capacity Ratio (BCR) for Series III (𝐷 = 0.75𝑀),
comparison.

bearing capacity of the subsoil was not clearly identi-
fied.

(ii) The introduction of granular fill significantly
increases the bearing capacity and effectively controls
the static liquefaction of the subsoil

(iii) Compared to the reference test, the introduction of
granular fill, with the depth of 0.3𝐷, 0.50𝐷, and
0.75𝐷, increased its load bearing capacity of the
footing by 6.84%, 16 20.54%, and 30.21%, respectively,
and the bearing capacity values were 388 kN/m2,
442 kN/m2, and 518 kN/m2, respectively.

(iv) The introduction of geogrid very near to footing
will provide considerable improvement in the load-
settlement behaviour and bearing capacity and the
introduction of geogrid at profound depths is not
advisable.

(v) Compared to 0.50-𝐺(0.75𝐷), the tests 0.50-𝑁1-0.1𝐷
and 0.50-𝑁1-0.2𝐷 increased their PCS by 257.14% and
101.25%, respectively.

(vi) The subgrade modulus of the footing decreased with
the increase in settlement and in addition the intro-
duction of geogrid in granular fill enhances the sub-
grade modulus and reduces the footing settlement.

(vii) The geogrid reinforced granular fill resulted in
improved load-settlement behaviour, load bearing
capacity, and decrease in internal pore water pressure
resulting in liquefaction control and in addition pro-
vided amore economic advantage. It is suggested that
the footingwith large size has beneficial improvement
on the reinforced granular fill.
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Under the concentrated loading and the uniform loading, the tests on the brittle fracture and the hinged arching until the rock-arch
instability of the sandstone plate were conducted using self-developed loading device, and the sensitivity of influent factors on the
rock-arch failure was analyzed by numerical test based on the particle flow code (PFC). The results showed that sandstone plate
instability presented four phases: small deformation elastic stage, brittle fracture arching stage, rock-arch bearing stage, and rock-
arch instability stage. Under the uniform loading, themaximumvertical force of the rock-arch instability wasmuch higher than that
under the concentrated loading condition, but the maximum lateral force was almost the same. The number of acoustic emission
(AE) and its positioning results of the sandstone plate showed that the extent of the plate damage under the uniform loading was
higher than that under the concentrated loading condition. The friction coefficient effect, size effect, loading rate effect, and the
initial horizontal force effect on the rock-arch instability were analyzed by the PFC3D numerical experiment.

1. Introduction

Over the past years in China, there are numerous shallow
mined-out areas left due to the disordered mining by the
private coal mines. It is of important theoretical and practical
value for the roof stability evaluation and disaster forecasting
to research on the deformation rupture, instability mecha-
nism, and failure mode of the rock roof in the mined-out
areas.

The studies on the instability of the rock roof in the
mining field have been the main topic all the time for home
and abroad scholars. For example, according to elastic thin
plate theory, Wang et al. analyzed the fracture instability
characteristics of the roof under different mining distances
in the mining work face [1]. Wang et al. analyzed the
rheological failure characteristics of the roof in the mined-
out areas through combining the thin plate and rheology
theories [2–4]. Pan had conducted the analytical analysis

of the variation trend of the bending moment, the deflec-
tion, and the shear force of the hard roof in the mining
field [5]. These researches mentioned above are inclined to
adopted traditional analytic methods to probe into the roof
stability. There are also new theories and methods used in
recent years. Zhao et al. utilized the catastrophe theory to
set up vertical deformation model of the overlapping roof
in the mined-out areas and put forward the criteria for
evaluating the roof stability [6]. Wang et al. analyzed the
chaos and stochastic resonance phenomenon produced in
the roof during the evolutionary process of the rock beam
deformation [7]. Meanwhile, some numerical computation
methods were applied in discussing the mechanical response
of rock plate or beam. Wang et al. analyzed the blast-induced
stress wave propagation and the spalling damage in a rock
plate by using the finite-difference code [8]. Nomikos et
al. researched the mechanical response of the multijointed
roof beams using two-dimensional distinct element code
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[9]. Bakun-Mazor et al. examined the arching mechanism
of the blocky rock mass deformation after the underground
tunnel was excavated using the discrete element method
[10]. Cravero and Iabichino discussed the flexural failure of
a gneiss slab from a quarry face by virtue of linear elastic
fracture mechanics (LEFM), finite element method (FEM)
[11], and so forth [12–14].

In summary, though many research achievements have
been made, the results that the rock plate was supposed to
be the thin plate or beam were lacking laboratory test to be
verified. In addition, some numerical calculations were based
on the continuum mechanics, which could not reflect the
spatial heterogeneity and the anisotropic effect of the roof in
the mining field. Only a few researchers utilized the discrete
element methods to study the macromechanical response of
the rock plate and did not further explore the microscopic
damage of the rock plate.Therefore, a new loading device was
developed to study the rock-arch instability characteristics of
the plate, and particle flow code was used to further probe
into the microscopic damage of the rock plate under the
concentrated and the uniform loading, respectively.

2. Loading Experiment of Rock Plate

2.1. Sample of Rock Plate. The rock plate samples in the test
were Hawkesbury sandstone, obtained from Gosford Quarry
in Sydney, Australia. The quartz sandstones were formed in
marine sedimentary basin of the Mid-Triassic and located on
the top of the coal-bearing strata, which contained a small
quantity of feldspars, siderite, and clay minerals. The surface
of the specimen exhibited local red rather than usual white
because of the content and distribution of the iron oxide.
According to the definition of the thin plate and thick plate
in elastic mechanics, the specimen size of the thick plate was
designed to be 190mm × 75mm × 24mm (length, width,
and thickness) and that of the thin plate was designed to be
190mm × 75mm × 14mm (length, width, and thickness).
Each kind of rock plate was prepared for at least three plates.

2.2. Loading Equipment. The MTS-851 rock mechanics test-
ing machine was selected as loading equipment, the load
was controlled by vertical displacement, and loading rate was
set 1 × 10−2mm/s [15]. The vertical force and displacement
occurring in the process of test were automatically recorded
in real time by data acquisition system.

As shown in Figure 1, the concentrated and the uniform
loading test sets were designed to mainly consist of three
parts. The top was a point loading for the concentrated
loading or an assembly of the steel balls for the uniform
loading. The middle was loading framework which included
four bolts with nuts connecting the steel plates on both
sides, and the lateral pressure cell was placed between the
deformable steel plate and the thick steel plate so as to
monitor the horizontal force. The capacity of the lateral
pressure cell LPX was 1000 kg. The bottom was a rectangle
steel foundation, and the rotatable hinge supports were set on
both sides of the loading framework to maintain connection
with the steel plates.

2.3. Acoustic Equipment and Data Acquisition System. In
order to monitor the cracks initiate and identify the failure
location of the rock plate, and the USB AE nodes were used
in the test. The USB AE node is a single channel acoustic
emission (AE) digital signal processor with full AE hit and
time based features. In the test there were four USB AE nodes
being connected to a USB hub for multichannel operation
(Figure 2). All these AE nodes were made in MISTRAS
Group, Inc., USA.

3. Experiment Results and Analysis

3.1. Characteristic of Force-Displacement Curve. As shown in
Figure 3, the vertical force-displacement curves appeared two
peaks under both the concentrated loading and the uniform
loading, and the second peak value is higher than the first
one. The thin rock plate showed the similarity cases in the
test with the thick plate; only the peak values of the vertical
and the horizontal force were lower than that of the thick
one. In general, the curves of the force-displacement could
be classified as four mechanical response stages as follows
(Figure 1(a)).

Stage One.The rock plate was in the small deformation elastic
stage. With the vertical force slowly increasing, the vertical
displacement grew gradually. On the contrary, the horizontal
force showed the slight decrease, which was mainly caused
by the slight horizontal shrink of the rock plate during the
loading process.

Stage Two. The rock plate produced brittle rupture and
formed the rock-arch structure. As the vertical displacement
went to about 2.5mm, the vertical force appeared with abrupt
increase firstly and then dropped sharply in a small interval,
which indicated the rock plate producing brittle rupture.
Subsequently, the rock-arch structure was formed under the
vertical and the horizontal reaction forces, and the horizontal
force started to increase.

Stage Three. The rock-arch structure began to bear loads and
produced deformation.With the vertical force increasing, the
middle hinge point of the rock-arch structure moved down,
and the two flanks of the rock-arch rotated around the hinge
point, respectively. Such kinds of motion would stretch the
rock-arch structure in the horizontal direction and squeeze
the plate in two sides, and the horizontal force showed a
significant growth.

Stage Four. The instability of the hinged rock-arch structure
happened. With the vertical force continuously increasing,
the middle hinged point of the rock-arch structure moved
down constantly, and when the hinged point exceeded the
horizontal line formed by the hinged point and two ends
of the plate, the rock-arch structure went into instability
thoroughly.

Under the uniform loading, the damage and fracture
extent of the rock plate was more serious than that under
the concentrated loading, especially at the two ends of the
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(a) Concentrated loading (b) Uniform loading

Figure 1: Loading experiment for rock plate.
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Figure 4: AE hits and force-displacement curves under different loading conditions.
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Figure 5: AE location of rock plate under concentrated loading.

rock plate (Figure 1(b)). As shown in Figure 3, the load-
displacement curve showed similarity with the concentrated
loading, and the peak value of the vertical force was greater
than that under the concentrated loading, while the maxi-
mum value of the horizontal force showed basically the same
(about 6.2 kN) with each other.

3.2. Acoustic Characteristic in the Process of the Rock Plate
Failure. As shown in Figure 4, in the beginning of stage two,
the AE hits under the uniform loading were greater than
that under the concentrated loading, which were about 5000
and 4500, respectively. In stage three and stage four, the AE
hits were also greater and more evenly distributed under the
uniform loading compared with the concentrated loading,
which were about 5000 and 3000, respectively.

As shown inAE locationmap (Figures 5 and 6), the results
showed obvious differences in the initial crack position and
the cracks distribution of the rock plate under different
loading conditions. When the rock-arch structure went into
instability, the differences in the damage extent and scope

between the two loading methods were shown. All in all, the
results of AE hits and location showed that the over damage
extent and scope of the rock plate caused by the uniform
loading were more serious than that under the concentrated
loading condition.

4. Numerical Simulations of the Loading
Test of the Rock Plate

4.1. Parameters Calibration of the Rock Plate. The rock plate
was treated as the porous and solid material that consisted of
particles and cement bodies. The force-displacement curve
was simulated under the concentrated loading using the
PFC3D.

Before the numerical simulation model being built, the
microparameters needed to be adjusted repeatedly and final-
ized until the macromechanical parameters calculated were
consistent with the physical macromechanical parameters
[16].
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Figure 6: AE location of rock plate under uniform loading.

Table 1: Microparameters of the model in PFC3D.

𝜌/kg/m3
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Figure 7: Computational model and its boundaries.
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The microparameters required to be adjusted were as
follows: 𝜌 is ball density, 𝑅min is minimum ball radius, 𝑅ratio
is ratio of the largest to the smallest radii, 𝜆 is parallel-
bond radius multiplier, 𝐸

𝑐
is ball-ball contact modulus, 𝐸

𝑐
is

parallel-bond modulus, 𝑘
𝑛
/𝑘
𝑠
is ball stiffness ratio, 𝑘

𝑛
/𝑘
𝑠
is

parallel-bond stiffness ratio, 𝜇 is ball friction coefficient, 𝜎
𝑐
is

parallel-bond normal strength, and 𝜏
𝑐
is parallel-bond shear

strength. The microparameters required to be adjusted were
listed in Table 1.

4.2. Building the Computational Model. The thick plate of
190mm × 75mm × 24mm (length, width, and thickness)
was taken as an example to show how to build the numerical
calculation model.

Firstly, a parallelepiped specimen consisting of arbitrary
particles confined by six frictionless walls was generated
by the radius expansion method. Secondly, the radii of
all particles were changed uniformly to achieve a specified
isotropic stress so as to reduce the magnitude of locked-
in stresses that would develop after the subsequent bond
installation. In this paper the isotropic stress was set to
0.1MPa.Thirdly, the floating particles that had less than three
contacts were eliminated. Fourthly, the parallel bonds were
installed throughout the assembly between all particles that
were in near proximity to finalize the specimen. Lastly, the
loading devices were installed on the rock plate as shown in
Figure 7.

A square wall with sides of 10mm was made on the
top of the rock plate as the concentrated loading, and the
loading rate was set to 0.01m/s (the loading rate could be
regarded as the quasistatic loading). The two cylinder walls
were placed on the right and left at the bottom, respectively,
as supporting base. The two walls located in both sides
could install the initial horizontal force at the specified value.
During the loading, the cracks generated in the rock plate
were monitored in real time. The red cracks represented the
tensile fracture, and the black ones represented the shear
fracture.

4.3. Analysis of the Numerical Simulation Results. As shown
in Figure 8, since the interaction forces among the particles
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(a) Elastic stage (b) Brittle rupture stage

(c) Bearing loading stage (d) Rock-arch instability stage

Figure 9: Rock-arch instability process under the concentrated loading.
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were simplified in PFC3D, there were some differences in
the vertical force-horizontal force-displacement simulated
curves compared with the physical experimental curves, but
the variation trend of the curves was basically the same for
two cases, so the physical experimental results confirmed the
numerical credibility.

In the elastic deformation stage (Figure 9(a)), the dis-
placement vector field described that a slight elastic deforma-
tionwas produced in the rock plate and at the same time there
was no crack generated in this stage. In the brittle rupture
stage (Figure 9(b)), there were many tensile cracks produced
in the rock plate, and these tensile cracks formed a tensile
failure plane in the rock plate. In the rock-arch bearing load
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Figure 11: Force-friction coefficient curves.

stage (Figure 9(c)), therewere the shearing and tension cracks
emerging in the hinged plane and both ends of the rock plate.
In the rock-arch instability stage (Figure 9(d)), the rock-arch
structure had a large deformation, and parts of the particles
in the hinged plane of both sides had escaped from the rock
plate mainly due to the squeezing fracture.

As shown in Figure 10, the number of shear cracks obeyed
the S-figure curve during thewholemechanical response pro-
cess, which was also applicable to the tensile cracks only after
the brittle rupture. When the vertical displacement reached
around 1.0mm, the number of the tensile cracks surged to
300. As the displacement varied in the interval 1.0–2.5mm,
the crack development kept almost unchanged. However,
with the displacement continuously increasing, the number
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Figure 12: The forces variation with the rock plate geometry parameters.

of both shearing and tension cracks kept increasing, the
hinged planes and both ends of the rock plate showed the
mixture of shearing and tensile cracks. As rock-arch structure
went into instability, the number of cracks still kept significant
increase until the displacement reached 6mm.

5. Sensitive Analysis of Influence Factors of
the Rock-Arch Instability

5.1.Material Parameter Effect. As shown in Figure 11, with the
friction coefficient of the particles increasing, the peak values
of the vertical force and the horizontal force of the rock-arch
structure also increased.This was mainly because the friction
growth enhanced the peak strength of the rock material;
namely, after breakage of the parallel bond, the strength of the
rock material was often contributed by the contact friction of
the particles.

5.2. Geometry Size Effect. As shown in Figure 12, the
length, width, and thickness of the rock plate were changed,
respectively, to reveal the size effect on the instability of
the rock-arch structure. With the length of the rock plate
increasing, the peak values of the vertical and the horizontal
force were gradually decreased, and the whole variation
interval was small. With the width and the thickness of
the rock plate increasing, the peak values of the vertical
and the horizontal force showed obvious growth. In short,
the response of the rock-arch structure instability was more
sensitive to the width and thickness compared with the
length.

5.3. Loading Rate and Initial Horizontal Force Effect. As
shown in Figure 13(a), when the loading rate exceeded
10mm/s, with the loading rate increasing, the peak values
of the vertical and the horizontal force showed the linear
growth trend, and the amplitude of that variation was small.
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Figure 13: Forces versus the loading speed and the initial horizontal force.

When the loading rate was in the interval of 1.0mm/s∼
10mm/s, the peak values were almost unchanged; therefore,
such loading rate could be regarded as the quasistatic loading.

As shown in Figure 13(b), when the initial horizontal
force was less than 2.0 kN, with the initial horizontal force
increasing, the vertical and the horizontal force of the rock
plate showed the nonlinear fluctuating growth trend. When
the initial horizontal force was larger than 2.0 kN, with
the initial horizontal force increasing, the vertical and the
horizontal force would show the linear growth trend.

6. Conclusions

Under the concentrated and the uniform loading, there were
the elastic deformation, brittle rupture, rock-arch bearing
load, and rock-arch instability four stages in the force-
displacement curves. The peak value of the vertical force
under uniform loading was greater than that under the
concentrated loading.Thenumber of AE hits andAE location
showed that the damage extent and scope of the rock plate
under the uniform loading were greater than that under the
concentrated loading.

The simulation results showed that the tensile cracks
of the rock plate were dominating during the concentrated
loading.The numerical test results showed that the instability
of the rock-arch structurewasmore sensitive to thewidth and
thickness compared with the length. The loading rate could
be regarded as the quasistatic loading when it was less than
10mm/s. The vertical and the horizontal force would show
the growth trend with the initial horizontal force increasing.

In order to obtain the more precise simulation results
in calculation by using PFC3D compared with the physical
experimental results, the more precise description for the
numerical model and the interaction forces among the
particles should be improved.
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The cause for deterioration of the concrete structure located in severe environment has been explored both in field and in laboratory.
Serious cracking and spalling appeared upon surface of the concrete structure soon after the structure was put into service.
Both alkali-aggregate reaction and freeze-thaw cycles may result in similar macro visible cracking and spalling. The possibility
of alkali-aggregate reaction was excluded by both field survey and lab examination such as chemical analysis, petrographic
analysis, and determination of alkali reactivity of aggregates. According to results of freeze-thaw cycles, impermeability testing,
andmicrostructure analysis, it is deduced that the severe environmental conditions plus the relatively inferior frost resistance cause
the deterioration of concrete. Usage of air entraining admixture can improve frost resistance and impermeability. Furthermore,
new approaches to mitigate the deterioration of concrete used in severe environmental condition are discussed.

1. Introduction

Concrete structures are built to provide a service during a
limited time period and, in some cases, the need for mainte-
nance is foreseen [1]. However, recently durability of concrete
has been a social concern due to the poor performance
of concrete caused by various environmental, physical, and
chemical factors such as corrosion of reinforcement bars due
to carbonation or chloride ingress, freezing-thawing action,
sulfate attack, alkali aggregate reaction, and so forth [2–8].
The resistance against these chemical erosions and physical
deteriorations depends on the chemical composition and
the microstructure of hardened cement matrix and on the
environmental conditions to which the structure is exposed
[9–11]. Correct understanding of the mechanism of deteri-
oration can lead to improved specifications or construction
techniques for new concrete exposed to similar condition
[12].

According to statistics, most of concrete structures dam-
aged are located in severe environment, which draws lots
of attention for engineers and scientists. The temperature

in severe environment may range from −30∘C in winter
to 30∘C during the summer; furthermore it varies from
day to night sharply. The severe environment has caused
serious problems for concrete structures. In the present work,
a typical case was chosen to ascertain the deterioration
mechanism. It is a matter of concrete materials in an airport
runway. Serious cracking and spalling appeared upon surface
of concrete shortly after the structure was put into service, as
shown in Figure 1. The groundwater in situ is not aggressive
according to geological survey by local authorities. Hence,
the possibility of sulfate attack can be excluded. Since the
alkali content of the cement used for the runway shoulder
is a little high and the reactivity of the aggregates used is
unknown, the occurrence of alkali-aggregate reaction is not
eliminable. Both alkali-aggregate reaction and freeze-thaw
cyclesmay result in similarmacrostructurally visible cracking
and spalling [13]. The present investigation is to identify
which one is responsible for the deterioration of the concrete.
Concrete cores were taken from the structure, as a reference;
concrete samples were also made in laboratory. Various types
of testing were carried out to characterize alkali-aggregate
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Deterioration characteristic of concrete in situ (a) cracking and (b) spalling.

reaction and frost resistance. In addition, impermeability
and microstructure of the concrete in question were also
examined to elucidate the deterioration mechanism.

2. Samples and Test Methods

2.1. Samples. Both concrete cores and standard samples were
prepared. The concrete cores were taken from actual engi-
neering, and standard samples used for freeze-thaw testing
and impermeability testing were prepared in laboratory with
the same raw materials and the same mix proportion as
the actual structure. The cement used for determining alkali
reactivity of aggregates is ordinary Portland cement produced
by Onada Corp. in Jiangsu Province, China, which meets
demands of the Rapid Test Method for Determining Alkali
Reactivity of Sands and Rocks (CECS48-93) (Na

2
Oeq =

0.53%). Chemical composition of the cement used for deter-
mining alkali reactivity of aggregates in lab is presented in
Table 1.

2.2. Alkali-Aggregate Reaction. As well known, the coexis-
tence of reactive aggregates, alkali, and water is prerequisite
to the initiation of alkali-aggregate reaction (AAR) [14]. Map
cracking, exudation of white gel, and reaction rim around
aggregates are characteristic of AAR [15]. According to our
field survey, there was neither map cracking nor white gel
found. In addition, petrographic observations did not find
reaction rim in polished section of the concrete. Accordingly,
the possibility of AAR was evaluated through two aspects:
alkali content of cement and reactivity of aggregates.

2.2.1. Alkali Content of Cement andWater. The experimental
method and procedure for analysis of chemical composition
of cement used for the runway shoulder was in accordance
with Chinese National Standard GB/T 176-1996. The alkali
content in water used for the concrete was detected using a
type 6400A flame spectrometer.

2.2.2. Reactivity of Aggregates. The Rapid Test Method for
Determining Alkali Reactivity of Sands and Rocks (CECS48-
93) was chosen to assess the reactivity of aggregates.

Table 1: Chemical composition of the cement used for determining
alkali reactivity of aggregates.

Sample Chemical composition (wt%)
CaO SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 MgO SO3 Na2Oeq

Cement 63.1 22.74 6.46 3.56 1.60 0.81 0.53

The dimensions of the specimens were 10mm × 10mm ×
40mm, and cement to aggregate ratio was 2 : 1, 5 : 1 and 10 : 1,
respectively. The samples were cured in humid air at 20∘C ±
2∘C for 24 h after casting. Then they were demolded, the
initial length of the micro bar being measured. Afterward,
the samples were autoclaved in water at 100∘C for 4 h and
then in 8.2% alkali solution at 150∘C for 6 h. The final
length of the micro bar was measured again. Aggregates are
reactive if the maximum expansion of the micro bar is ≥0.1%
based on the criterion specified by CECS48-93. Otherwise,
aggregates are nonreactive. Besides, petrographic analysis
and X-ray diffractometry of aggregates were performed using
OLYMPUS BH-2 (made in Japan) and ARL XTRA (made in
USA), respectively.

2.3. Frost Resistance Testing. Rapid freezingmethod has been
commonly used to evaluate frost resistance. The testing
procedure carried out in this investigation conformed to
Chinese National Standard GB/T 50082-2009. In a single
cycle, the temperature of the specimens cooled from 6 to
−15∘C and then warmed to 6∘Cwithin approximately 2.5–3 h.
Both freezing and thawingwere performed inwater. Since the
tested cores were not standard samples in size, the relative
dynamic elastic modulus failed to be examined. Standard
concrete samples were made in laboratory with the same mix
proportion andmaterials as the concrete structure. Bothmass
loss and loss of dynamic modulus of elasticity were checked
for the standard samples.

2.4. Impermeability Testing. Impermeability of the cores from
the structure was tested. Since the tested cores were not
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Figure 2: Micrographs of sands.

standard samples in size, impermeability test was carried out
by using an apparatus of type SS15 (made in China) originally
for mortar permeability testing. Impermeability of standard
samples prepared in laboratory was carried out according to
GB/T 50082-2009. The samples were applied by pressurized
water, and the pressure was gradually increased until the
samples were penetrated by pressurized water.Themaximum
pressure which the sample can afford was used to evaluate the
impermeability.

2.5. Microstructure Analysis. Polished sections of the cores
taken from the structure were observed using micro-
scope OLYMPUS XZ-2 (made in Japan). Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) (JSM 5900, made in Japan) and mercury
intrusion porosimetry (MIP) (GT-60, made by Quanta-
chrome Co., USA) were also used here.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Alkali-Aggregate Reaction. Table 2 shows chemical com-
position of cement used for the structure. The equivalent
alkali content of the cement is calculated to be 0.62% accord-
ing to the commonly recognized formula Na

2
Oeq = Na2O +

0.658K
2
O, a little higher than 0.60% which is the maximum

value of low-alkali cement. Table 3 presents the alkali content
of water used for the structure. Apparently, the alkali content
of the water is negligible. Table 4 gives testing results for
alkali reactivity of aggregates. The maximum expansion of
micro bars is 0.053% and 0.046% for sand and crushed stone,
respectively, less than the limit of 0.10%. So, the aggregates
are identified to be nonreactive according to the criterion.
In order to evaluate the reactivity of aggregates, both coarse
and fine aggregates were analyzed by petrographic method,
and the results about that were shown in Figures 2 and
3, respectively. From petrographic analysis of aggregates, it
is found that sands mainly contain quartz, feldspar, and
mica. For the crushed stone, the main components are
quartz and mica. Furthermore, these mineral compositions
are of well crystallization, which indicates being nonreactive.
Therefore, both coarse aggregates and fine aggregates are
nonactive.

Quartz Quartz

Quartz

Quartz

Mica

Figure 3: Micrographs of crushed stone.

Table 2: Chemical composition of cement.

Sample Chemical composition (wt%)
CaO MgO Fe2O3 Al2O3 SiO2 Na2Oeq SO3

Cement 61.74 1.57 3.54 5.37 21.84 0.62 2.15

Table 3: Chemical analysis of water.

Sample pH K2O
(%) Na2O (%) Insoluble

(mg/L)
Soluble
(mg/L)

Water 6.86 0 2.3 × 10−3 7.00 272.00

Table 4: Test results of alkali reactivity of aggregates.

Sample Expansion (%) Alkali-reactivity
identification10 : 1 5 : 1 2 : 1

Sand 0.030 0.049 0.053 Nonalkali reactive
Crushed
stone 0.029 0.034 0.046 Nonalkali reactive

3.2. Frost Resistance. For the concrete core from practi-
cal engineering, deterioration due to freeze-thaw cycles is
assessed by mass loss during freeze-thaw cycling. Figure 4
showed the mass loss of samples during freeze-thaw cycles.
According to results in Figure 4, mass loss of the cores is
greater than 5% after 76 freeze-thaw cycles. According to the
criterion specified by GB/T 50082-2009, a sample is damaged
completely when the mass loss reaches 5%. So, these concrete
cores only can resist about 76 freeze-thaw cycles. For the
concrete samples prepared in laboratory, deterioration due to
freeze-thaw cycles is assessed by both mass loss and dynamic
modulus of elasticity during freeze-thaw cycling. Figure 5
presented the freeze-thaw test results for standard samples.
For number 1 sample, air entraining admixture was added.
It is evident that similar to freeze-thaw test results of the
cores, the mass loss of sample 2 reaches 5% in about 80
cycles. The change rate of mass loss and dynamic modulus
of elasticity of standard sample 1 is much lower than that of
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Table 5: Impermeability of concrete cores.

Sample Hydraulic pressure (MPa)
S-5 0.6
S-6 0.4
S-7 0.8
1 1.3
2 0.6

standard sample 2. In general, both of the cores taken from
the structure and the standard samples without air entraining
admixturemade in laboratory exhibited poor frost resistance.

3.3. Impermeability Testing. During impermeability testing,
the maximum pressure of samples was measured.The higher
pressure sample bore, the greater impermeability concrete
had. Table 5 presents testing results of impermeability of
both concrete cores from project site and standard samples
prepared in laboratory. It is obvious that the cores (S-5, S-6,
S-7) from the actual structure exhibit poor impermeability.
For standard samples made in laboratory, sample 2 which
did not use air entraining admixture also presented poor
impermeability, while sample 1 which contained air entrain-
ing admixture sustained almost twice hydraulic pressure
as high as samples 1. Here, the only difference between
sample 1 and other samples is in the usage of air entraining
admixture. Therefore, the impermeability of the concrete
with air entraining admixture is much better.

3.4. Microstructure Analysis. Microstructures of concrete
samples from actual engineering were evaluated through
polarizingmicroscope and SEM.Photos obtained frompolar-
izing microscope were shown in Figure 6, and Figure 7 gave
the results obtained by SEM. Observations in Figure 6(a)
showed that interstice exists in the interface between mortar
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Figure 5: Freeze-thaw test results for standard samples (a) mass loss
and (b) loss of dynamic modulus of elasticity.

and aggregate. Furthermore, micro cracks also appeared in
the paste, as shown in Figure 6(b). Similarly, there were also
cracking and pores in mortar, as shown in Figure 7. Based
on microstructure analysis, the concrete cores presented
poor structure.The pore structure of cement-based materials
is one of its most important characteristics and strongly
influences both its mechanical properties and its durability.
Table 6 presented total pore volume, porosity, and average
pore diameter of three cores examined by MIP. In the MIP
results, sample 1 and sample 2 stand for standard sample
with and without air entraining admixture prepared in lab,
respectively, while sample S means the concrete core from
actual structure. It is to be noted that compared with sample
1, the total pore volume, porosity, and average pore diameter
of the sample 2 and sample S are considerably higher. In
addition, the sample 2 and sample S contain appreciably
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Table 6: Pore structure of concrete cores.

Sample Total volume (mm3) Porosity (%) Average pore size (nm) 𝑑 ≥ 100 nm (%) 50 nm < 𝑑 < 100 nm (%) 𝑑 ≤ 50 nm (%)
1 38.60 8.87 47.70 28.98 18.17 52.85
S 96.80 18.64 71.20 39.27 19.20 41.53
2 92.20 17.94 83.00 44.5 16.35 39.15

Interstice

Mortar

Coarse aggregate
100𝜇m

(a)

Cracking

100𝜇m

(b)

Figure 6: Photos of microstructure (a) interstice between coarse aggregate and mortar and (b) cracking in the mortar.

(a) (b)

Figure 7: SEM images of concrete cores (a) cracking in the mortar and (b) pores in the mortar.

larger amount of pores with 𝑑 ≥ 100 nm than the sample
1, which are considered to be harmful, according to Wu
and Lian [16]. Therefore, sample 1 showed relative better
pore structure, and it indicated that air entraining admixture
improved pore structure.

3.5. Discussion of Concrete Durability. Although alkali con-
tent in cement used for the structure exceeds the limit
value 0.60% of low-alkali cement, the aggregates used are
determined to be nonreactive. In addition, the characteristics
of alkali-aggregate reaction such as map cracking, white gel,
and reaction rim around aggregates have not been found
both in field and in lab. These research findings suggest
that alkali-aggregate reaction is unlikely to take place for
the present case. Based on results of freeze-thaw testing and
impermeability testing, it can be deduced that the concrete

cores from actual engineering present poor frost resistance
and impermeability. Besides, the standard sample without air
entraining admixture made in lab also showed poor frost
resistance and impermeability, while the standard sample
with air entraining admixture made in lab showed excellent
frost resistance and impermeability. Meanwhile, according
to climate data, the temperature in situ varies sharply. So,
it is the severe weather conditions combined with the poor
frost resistance and impermeability that bring about the
deterioration of the concrete structure. To solve this problem,
usage of air entraining admixture is effective.

Undoubtedly, the durability of concrete used in severe
environment should be taken as a top priority. A wholly new
program is currently under way in our lab. The objective
of the program is to fabricate large area concrete road slabs
of long service lifetime. The key point of the program is
to improve the microstructure, augment the strength, and
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enhance the restraining stress. The measures being taken
include addition of chemical additives and expansive mineral
admixtures, utilization of steel bar enforcement, and struc-
ture design. It is hoped that the ongoing research work may
contribute to the solution to durability problem of concrete
used in severe environment.

4. Conclusions

In order to find out the deterioration mechanism of the
concrete materials used in a runway shoulder, many types
of testing have been carried out, such as alkali-aggregate
reaction testing, freeze-thaw cycles testing, and permeability
testing.The following conclusionsmay be drawn from results
of these investigations: the aggregates used in the concrete
structure are nonreactive. Combined with other field and
laboratory findings, there is little possibility of occurrence
of alkali-aggregate reaction. The concrete cores from actual
engineering only showedpoor frost resistance and low imper-
meability. In addition, there were also cracking and pores in
the paste of these cores throughmicrostructure analysis. As a
result, the severe environmental conditions plus the relatively
inferior frost resistance cause the deterioration of the runway
shoulder concrete. For the environmental condition where
the actual engineering was situated, usage of air entraining
admixture is an effective measure. Furthermore, new ideas
and new approaches should be taken into consideration
to solve the durability problem of concrete used in severe
environment.
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In general, bricks frequently show different densities and therefore different resistances because the compaction energy is not
considered in their production. Expansive soils represent a problem for light buildings over them because of volumetric instability.
A generalized solution has been to extract them and substitute them by inert soil; thus they become construction trash. So, in
this work the compaction energy aspect and the use of construction trash soils in the elaboration of resistant masonry bricks of
homogeneous and controlled density are a new contribution in the production of bricks of better quality. First, the soil was stabilized
with CaOH which leads to a decrease in its volumetric changes. Then, they were compacted with a specific energy for obtaining an
optimal andmaximum controlled density to ensure an increase in strength. Our results show that two optimal compaction energies
can be considered with respect to the variation of optimum moisture in masonry bricks of expansive soil stabilized with lime. The
first is when the optimal humidity reaches its smallest value (integrated soil lumps) and the second is when humidity increases
(disintegrated soil lumps), after reaching its lowest value. We also conclude that high compaction energy does not improve density
values.

1. Introduction

Many countries in the world have to deal with the problem
of expansive clays (vertisols) such as Mexico, the USA,
Australia, South Africa, India, and Israel among others.
In particular several regions of Mexico, for instance, in
the lacustrine planes located at the states of Querétaro,
Guanajuato, Michoacán, Tamaulipas, Morelos, Sonora, Baja
California, Veracruz, Chiapas, and Campeche, deposits of
this type of soils can be found. The constant growing of
human settlements has provoked the urban stain to be
extended up to agricultural lands, thus forcing to build on top
of them.These soils aremainly of the expansive type and show
volumetric instability due to humidity variations. Because of
their expansion they bring out fissures in light constructions
above them [1]. Due to this problem, these soils are replaced

by soils with inert features [2], thus remaining as trash soils.
The objective of this study is to use this trash expansive
soil via a composite material, soil-CaOH, to produce bricks
of optimal and controlled compaction energy for masonry,
which is neglected in the production of this kind of bricks.

To achieve this, the trash expansive soil was stabilized
with CaOH to eliminate its volumetric changes and then
it was compacted at different energies per volume (cubic
meter) for controlling different densities and to obtain an
optimal-controlled density and optimum moisture to assure
a larger strength in the material. Then, test specimens with
these densities were made and subjected to unconfined
compressive tests. The compaction energy was selected to be
the best reasonable strength.Thereafter, masonry bricks were
subjected to tests of stress rupture and strength to first fissure.
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In general, bricks frequently show different densities and
therefore different resistances because the compaction energy
is neglected in the production of this kind of bricks. So, the
compaction energy aspect in this work is a new contribution
in the production of bricks of better quality.

Therefore, after determining the ideal specific com-
paction energy of a lime-treated expansive soil, we will be
able to use the resulting values of maximum density and
optimum moisture, which can be applied with some bricks
compressor. With this procedure, sustainable bricks of high
and homogeneous resistance can be obtained.

2. Background

The applications of the use of soils treated with CaOH are,
for example, in the construction of bed-layers of pavements,
in the stabilization of dams made of earth, and as a layer
for supporting shallow foundations [3]. This technique is
conventional for improving expansive soils properties [4].
This is so, because the CaOH helps stop the expansion of
these types of soils [5]. Earth is a cheap, ecological, and plenty
material for construction. Indeed, it has been used widely in
walls construction around the world, especially in developing
countries [6]. About 30% of the world population lives in
buildings made of earth. Near 50% of the population of
developed countries, including most of the rural population,
and at least 20% of urban and marginal population live in
buildings where earth was used for its construction [7].

Manufacture of ceramic pieces for masonry represents
a very important economical activity in some towns of
Mexico and other developing countries. These pieces are
preferred because of their cultural reasons, accessibility,
and long history. Indeed they have been used since 4000
years ago in Egypt and they represent the first materials
manufactured for buildings [8]. However, the low quality
control of manufacturing of these pieces leads to strength
variations, dimensions, and density. Moreover, because of its
production environmental problems emerge such as a high-
energy consumption as well as high emissions of carbon
dioxide [9], thus causing damage to the public health [10].
This is so because wood, recycled automobile oil, coke, heavy
oil, used tires, garbage, and plastics [11] are used as fuels for
its production.

The study of different materials for the fabrication of
pieces to substitute bricks of burned clay has been the aim of
many researchers worried about the environment, the use of
natural resources, and the recycling of industrial trashes. Red
clay is a trash subproduct from the aluminum extraction. In
this respect, there have been efforts for producing these bricks
with fly ashes and a small percentage of CaOH. These pieces
were tested by accelerated abrasion and considered ideal for
its use as low-cost material for shelters [12].

Bricks made of fly ashes, CaOH, and calcium sulfide are
one of the best alternatives for bricks of conventional burned
clay. Comparative results indicate that the former are lighter
in weight, last in aggressive environments, and have enough
strength to be used in the construction of buildings [13].

Compressive strength increases 2.5 times when the per-
centage of cement is doubled from 6 to 12% in compressed

earth-cement blocks with very sandy soils. The rate of
humidity absorption depends greatly on cement content.
Pores size diminishes with the increase of cement content in
the block [14].

Since fifty years ago, the introduction of blocks made of
compressed earth was seen as an important step.These blocks
are made via compression of a humid mixture of earth (90–
95%) and cement (5–10%), thus forming strong and dense
blocks used for walls. While their properties are well known
with respect to their characteristics of initial performance,
there has been little research about their durability in the
long term and the deterioration due to long exposition of
environmental factors [15].

Achenza and Fenu [16] reported bricks with adobe stabi-
lized with vegetal fibers and a composite of natural polymers.
It seems that the latter modified the porosity and apparent
density of the bricks and improved their behavior underwater
action and their compressive strength too.

Soil compaction produces an increase in resistance and
decreased deformability. This process is obtained with suit-
able techniques applied on the soil, which improves the dry
specific weight decreasing its empty spaces. Therefore, there
are two main factors that determine the best density of soil
material: moisture and the specific energy applied.

The specific energy of soil compaction is the compaction
effort applied to the soil per unit volume and is determined
using the weight, height of drop, and number of blows of
a hammer to compact a volume of soil placed in layers
into a mold. Therefore, Proctor found a moisture entitled
“optimum” that produces the maximum dry weight under a
given specific compaction energy [17].

3. Tests and Experimental Methods

3.1. Geotechnical Characterization. Geotechnical character-
ization of the expansive soil under study was made such
as gradation test, according to ASTM D 422 standard [18].
This was done to know the grain size distribution and
the proportion of sizes of its constitutive particles. Then,
following the ASTM 4318 standard [19], the liquid and plastic
limits were determined, as well as the shrinkage limit [20].
With this information, the soil was classified by the Unified
Soil Classification System (USCS) [21]. Its specific weight and
specific gravity were obtained following the ASTM D 854
standard [22].

3.2. Stabilization of Soil with CaOH. For stabilization of
expansive clay, three different doses of CaOH, namely, 6, 8,
and 10 percent of its dry weight, were aggregated to each
sample. For each dose, the plasticity limits were obtained.
The aim was to find the optimal CaOH quantity for abating
volumetric changes.

3.3. Application of Compaction Energies. The compacting
procedure for the stabilized soil was compaction by layers
with a weight falling from a controlled height (Proctor
compaction procedure). The compaction energies per cubic
meter were Proctor standard (600 kN-m) and modified
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Proctor (2700 kN-m), following the procedures ASTMD 698
[23] and D 1557 [24], respectively. Then, higher compaction
energy (4000 kN-m) was applied. Results of these tests were
the determination of the maximum dried density and the
optimum moisture. This procedure is supposed to increase
soil density. It should be pointed out that the modified soils
tests specimens had the optimal amount of CaOH, previously
determined.

3.4. Unconfined Compressive Strength. Test specimens of
modified soils were subjected to unconfined compression
[25] at different ages (7, 14, 30, and 60 days) and the
compaction energies mentioned above. This was done to
define the best behavior and strength.

3.5. Fabrication of the Brick Ceramic Material. Once the dose
and compaction energy were settled, bricks of 19 cm long,
10 cm width, and 5 cm height were made. Then, they were
subjected to tests for determining the break modulus and the
strength to first fissure [26] for comparison with commercial
bricks.

4. Results

4.1. Geotechnical Properties of Soil. By gradation analysis, via
dry and humid, it was determined that the soil was a material
with fines, since 94.8% of its particles went through a sieve
200 (0.074mm). The liquid limit was 70.21% and the plastic
limit was 27.56%; thus the plastic index was 42.64%. From
these results, the soil can be classified as high compressibility
clay (CH) according to the Unified Soil Classification System
(USCS), [21]. The volumetric shrinkage limit was 8.68%,
specific weight of 15.68 kN/m3, and specific gravity of soil as
2.52. From the gradation via humid analysis, the percentage
of particles less than 0.002mm was 19.5%. With this data
and the plasticity index, the activity index of the clay was
determined as 4.5. Using the activity criteria the soil has a
highly expansive potential [2].

4.2. Soil Stabilized with CaOH. Several test specimens of soil
added with CaOH with different percentages in dry weight
were prepared. Plasticity limits versus percentages of CaOH
are shown in Figure 1. In this figure it can be observed that
the plasticity limits properties are stabilized starting with 8%
CaOH. Indeed, at that percentage there is little or nil variation
of the liquid limit and the plastic index, even increasing the
CaOH content. The natural soil corresponds to the 0% of
CaOH. Moreover, the soil classification changes from CH
(high compressibility clay) to ML (lime of low plasticity);
thus, it has properties of a low plasticity soil, that is, little or
nil volumetric change.

4.3. Application of Compaction Energies. Theoptimumquan-
tity of CaOH placed in the soil composite was determined by
its plasticity properties and was 8% (Figure 1). To include a
broad range of energies, first this study includes two energies
from two common assays of soils compaction, 600 (kN-
m)/m3 at Proctor standard and 2700 (kN-m)/m3 at Proctor
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Figure 1: Atterberg limits versus lime content.

modified, and proposes a third higher energy value of 4000
(kN-m)/m3. After applying these three energies, we observe
that the best dried density of the material corresponded
to the Proctor standard energy. Then with the objective of
identifying the nearest energy value, the following tests were
performed between values of Proctor standard and Proctor
modified energies. These were 1500, 1800, 2100, and 2400
(kN-m)/m3. Values for maximum dry density and optimum
moisture content for the above conditions are shown in
Table 1.

When the energy compaction of the soil increases from
600 to 2100 (kN-m)/m3, the density increases and the
optimum moisture content decreases due to compression of
the soil (Table 1).Then, the next increment of the compaction
energy (2400 (kN-m)/m3) causes an increase in density
and a sudden increase in moisture, which is likely due to
dispersion of lumps of the soil which generates more smaller
soil grains and therefore more contact areas surrounded by
water which helps accommodate the soil. This energy causes
a small final increase in its density. After 2400 (kN-m)/m3,
the density tends to decrease probably due to increasing
dispersion of soil aggregates into discrete units bymechanical
means (increasing application of energy) [17]. Therefore
additional soil dispersions generate increase of water content.
This caused a poor compaction of the material (low density
values) becausewater cannotmove instantaneously under the
compacting hammer blows [17].

Therefore two optimal compaction energies can be con-
sidered with respect to the variation of optimum moisture,
the first when the optimal humidity reaches its smallest value
and the second when it increases, after reaching its lowest
value.

4.4. Strength to Unconfined Compression. Stabilized-soils
tests specimens were prepared and subjected to unconfined
compression, following theASTMD2166 standard [25]. Tests
specimens were subjected to specific compaction energies
of 600 (Proctor standard), 1500, 1800, 2100, 2400, 2700
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Table 1: Compaction properties and unconfined compressive strength at different ages.

Compaction data Unconfined compressive strength (MPa)

Energy/m3

(kN-m)/m3

Optimum
moisture

content (%)

Maximum dry
density
(kN/m3)

7 days 14 days 30 days 60 days

600 35.00 12.74 0.78 0.97 1.06 1.41
1500 33.30 14.70 1.32 2.01 2.71 3.57
1800 31.53 15.09 1.44 2.29 3.06 4.08
2100 31.40 15.29 1.42 2.35 3.20 4.25
2400 34.20 15.39 1.63 2.62 3.57 4.74
2700 38.20 12.25 0.49 0.40 0.42 0.50
4000 37.82 12.25 0.45 0.37 0.40 0.48
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Figure 2: Composite strength for different specific compaction
energies and ages.

(Proctormodified), and 4000 (kN-m)/m3. Results are plotted
in Figure 2. Figure 2 shows that the increase in density causes
increases in resistance.

From Figure 2, the best strengths were obtained with
the two optimal compaction energies considered (2100 and
2400 (kN-m)/m3), the first when the optimal humidity
reaches its smallest value and the second when it increases,
respectively, after reaching its lowest value.This work applied
the compaction effort value when the optimal humidity
reaches its smallest value, 2100 (kN-m)/m3, to obtain the best
dry density of the clay composite with 8% of CaOH; this
is because it is more accurate to find the smallest value of
moisture in similar experiments.

4.5. Rupture Stress and Fracture Stress of the Brick Ceramic
Material. To determine these values, test specimens were
prepared with dimensions: 19 cm long, 10 cmwidth, and 5 cm
height, with ages of 7, 14, 30, and 60 days, and tested according
to the ASTM C67 standard [26]. Results are displayed in
Table 2.

Table 2: Rupture stress and fracture stress of the proposed brick and
some commercial products.

Material Rupture stress
(MPa)

Fracture stress
(MPa)

Proposed brick (7 days) 0.09 1.56
Proposed brick (14 days) 0.16 2.51
Proposed brick (30 days) 0.31 3.33
Proposed brick (60 days) 0.37 3.81
Burned clay brick 0.45 3.08
Block (cement) 0.20 5.91
“Sillar” 0.01 2.38
Adobe 0.16 1.32

From Table 2, it can be observed that the best results for
the proposed brick under study were obtained at 60 days.
These were compared with commercial pieces for masonry,
tested under the same norm. Moreover, it can be said that
the proposed brick overcame the strength of burned clay
brick, “sillar,” and adobe, close to the maximum fracture
stress corresponding to the brick. The “sillar” is a regional
brick for construction. This is a cut material extracted from
sedimentary rocks as shale.

5. Conclusions

With trash expansive clay, a brick with CaOH with optimal-
controlled density could be obtained. The amount of CaOH
to avoid volumetric changes on this type of soils was 8%.

We conclude that in expansive soils treated with lime
two optimal compaction energies can be considered with
respect to the variation of a determined optimum moisture:
the first when the optimal humidity reaches its smallest value
and the second when it increases, after reaching its lowest
value.This probably occurs due to the continuous increase in
compaction energy that causes the soil particles and humidity
to achieve their best accommodation: first with intact soil
particles (lumps) and then with disintegrated particles of
soil, respectively. Higher compaction energy values do not
improve density. The increase in density causes increases in
resistance. This work applied the compaction effort value
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when the optimal humidity reaches its smallest value to
obtain the best dry density.

The proposed sustainable brick made of construction
trash soil has a maximum controlled density and better
mechanical behavior when compared to another commercial
masonry pieces around the region (burned clay brick, “sillar,”
and adobe). In addition the mechanical properties of the
composite increase with time.
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Environment has significant effects on the water absorption of concrete materials.This paper presents an experimental study of the
influence of water absorption on the durability of concretematerials. A detailed analysis is also presented in order to establish useful
relationship between them. Concrete specimens of different water absorption were prepared through different curing conditions,
and results indicated that curing condition can significantly affect the surface water absorption. SEM photos also showed that
different curing conditions caused differentmicrostructure. After 28-days curing, compressive strength, permeability, sulfate attack,
and chloride ion diffusion of concrete samples were investigated. As a result, both of surface sorptivity and internal sorptivity have
no clear relationship with compressive strength. Results obtained also showed that only surface water absorption related to the
performance of concrete including permeability, sulfate attack, and chloride ion diffusion. In addition, both impermeability and
resistance to sulfate attack were linearly associated with surface sorptivity, and both correlation coefficients were not less than 0.9.
Furthermore, chloride ion diffusion coefficient has exponent relation to surfacewater absorptionwith higher correlation coefficient.
However, no apparent relationship was found between internal water absorption and durability like impermeability, resistance to
sulfate attack, and chloride ion diffusion.

1. Introduction

Durability of concrete plays a critical role in controlling its
serviceability. Furthermore, durability of concrete is mainly
dependent on the capacity of a fluid to penetrate the concrete’s
microstructure, which was called permeability. High perme-
ability led to the introduction of molecules that react and
destroy its chemical stability [1]. Moreover, low permeability
of concrete can improve resistance to the penetration ofwater,
sulphate ions, chloride ions, alkali ions, and other harmful
substances which caused chemical attack [2]. Concrete per-
meability had a close relationship with the characteristics of
its pore structure in the cement paste and the intensity of
microcracks at the aggregate-cement paste interface as well
as within the paste itself [3]. Here, pore structure mainly
involved volume and size of the interconnected capillary
pores. As we know, the hydration reaction of cement results
in a product consisting of solid and pore systems. The
pore network of a cement paste matrix provides passage

for the transport of fluid into concrete and its development
depends on a number of factors including the properties and
composition of the concrete constituent materials, the initial
curing condition and its duration, the age at testing, and
the climatic exposure during drying and conditioning of the
concrete [4, 5].The temperature of curing and the duration of
moist curing are the key factors for proper pore structure.The
effectiveness of initial curing becomes more important when
mineral admixtures like fly ash are used as partial substitution
for cement in concrete. Numerousworkers have reported that
mineral admixtures require a relatively long curing period
for the favourable pozzolanic effect on the performance of
concrete to be realized [6, 7].

Sorptivity is an index of moisture transport into unsatu-
rated specimens, and recently it has also been recognized as
an important index of concrete durability [8]. During sorptiv-
ity process, the driving force for water ingress into concrete is
capillary suction within the pore spaces of concrete, and not
a pressure head [9]. A detailed characterisation of the pore
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Figure 1: Sorptivity testing.

Figure 2: Permeability height of concrete.

structure of the concrete can be analyzed by many kinds of
techniques, but the advanced methods are cumbersome and
are neither available nor useful for daily concrete practice [3].
Sorptivity testing is also more representative of typical field
conditions. Some experts have suggested that themethod can
also be used tomeasure the total pore volume of capillary and
gel pores in the concrete [10].Martys and Ferraris have shown
that the sorptivity coefficient is essential to predict the service
life of concrete as a structural material and to improve its
performance [11]. The water absorption by immersion is also
considered to be a relevant parameter about the performance
of concrete. Several experimental investigations have shown
that the capillary permeability is substantially affected by
the curing condition [12]. Sufficient curing is essential for a
concrete to provide its potential performance [13].

Theoretical relations between sorptivity and permeability
are established in the literature [14, 15]. However, these
relations have not been extensively evaluated experimentally.
In this study, the total capillary and gel pore volume was not
measured directly but was estimated using the water uptake
from soaking testing. The main objective of the present work
is to study the effect of water absorption on durability of
concrete such as compressive strength, permeability, sulfate
attack, and chloride diffusion. Within these tests, mechanical
test, impermeability test, sulfate attack test, and chloride
migration tests are realized. A detailed analysis is also
presented in order to establish useful relationship between
these parameters.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials. In experimental studies, the OPC 42.5 was
used. The chemical composition of this cement is given

Table 1: Chemical composition of cement.

Sample Chemical composition (%)
CaO SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 MgO SO3 Na2Oeq

Cement 63.6 23.74 5.56 3.96 1.45 0.71 0.45

Table 2: Mix proportions of concrete (Kg/m3).

Number Cement Sand Crushed stone Water Admixture
A 420 635 1149 168 5.21
B 420 635 1149 189 5.21

at Table 1. The crushed stone aggregates and quartz sand
with a fineness modulus of 2.4 were used in tests. The
maximum particle size of aggregates is 20mm. As a result of
experiments, the specific gravities of sand and crushed stone
are 2650 and 2800, respectively. Concrete admixture usedwas
polycarboxylate water reducers.

2.2.Methods. All concretemixtures were prepared in the lab-
oratory. Two kinds of water to cement ratio (w/c) were used,
and the detailed mixture proportions of the concrete studied
are given in Table 2. 100 × 100 × 100mm cubes were cast
to determine the compressive strength, respectively. Cores of
Φ175 × Φ185 × 150mmwere prepared for permeability test,
and 100Φ × 175mm concrete cylinders were also prepared
for chloride ions diffusion testing. All specimens were cast in
steel molds and compacted using a vibrating table.

In order to achieve different water absorption, speci-
mens were subjected to different curing methods as follows:
Curing a: specimens were submerged in water (20 ± 3∘C)
after demoulding until testing; Curing b: after demoulding,
specimens were cured in air condition (20±3∘C, RH 90 ± 5%)
until testing; Curing c: specimens were cured in air condition
(20 ± 3∘C, RH 60 ± 5%) until testing; Curing d: specimens
were submerged in water for 7 days after demoulding and
subsequently placed in air conditions (20±3∘C, RH 90 ± 5%)
until testing; Curing e: specimens were submerged in water
for 7 days after demoulding and subsequently placed in air
conditions (20 ± 3∘C, RH 60 ± 5%) until testing.

Sorptivity of concretewas evaluated by penetration height
and water absorption, and the introduction of this testing
method was shown in Figure 1. All of these samples were
dried at 60∘C for 24 h tominimize damage to the microstruc-
ture from excessive drying. For penetration height, the
surface with a length of 3–5mm of the sample was in contact
with water, as shown in Figure 1. Since the surface of the
sample became dark when it absorbed water, penetration
height at the side of samples was observed during testing. For
water absorption, the surface and middle segments were cut
from samples, respectively, and thus surface water absorption
and internal water absorption were also measured. Before
testing, specimens were sealed on the top and sides and
placed in a water bath so that the open bottomwas constantly
submerged in a depth of 3–5mm. Weight of samples was
measured after 4 days, and water absorption was measured.
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Figure 3: Penetration height of samples: (a) w/c = 0.4 and (b) w/c = 0.45.
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Figure 4: Surface and internal water absorption of samples: (a) w/c = 0.4 and (b) w/c = 0.45.

The permeability of concrete was evaluated according to
TestingCode ofConcrete for Port andWaterwogEngineering
(JTJ 270-98). A water pressure of 1.2MPa ± 0.5MPa was
applied on the concrete for 24 h, and then the permeability
height was measured by splitting the concrete, as shown in
Figure 2. The permeability coefficient was calculated using

𝑆
𝑘
=

𝑚𝐷
2

𝑚

2𝑇𝐻

, (1)

where 𝑆
𝑘
is the relative permeability coefficient (mm/h), 𝐷

𝑚

is the average permeability height (mm),𝑚 is the absorption
of the concrete (0.03), 𝑇 is the testing time (h), and 𝐻 is
the water pressure (mm). Resistance to sulfate attack was
evaluated through dry-wet cycle testing. The specimens were
kept in sulfate solution for 12 h, then dried at 60∘C for 12 h,
and subsequently placed in sulfate solution for 12 h in a
cycle. Sodium sulfate with concentration of 5% was used.
Compressive strength was measured during testing.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: SEM photos of concrete samples: (a) condition b and (b) condition d.
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Figure 6: Compressive strength of samples.

Rapidmigration test is a non-steady statemigration using
an external electrical field for accelerating chloride pene-
tration. The test is relatively simple and rapid with the test
duration in most cases being 24 hours. The concrete samples
with size of 100mm diameter and 175mm thickness were cut
into 50mm thick slices, from surface and center of samples,
respectively. A 30V external potential was imposed across
the specimen with the test surface exposing in the 10% NaCl
solution and the oppose surface in the 0.3MNaOH solution
for a certain duration, then the specimen was splitted, and
the penetration depth of chlorides can be measured by using
a colourimetric method.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Water Absorption. Permeability height can be measured
through soaking testing, and results about this are given in

Figure 3. It can be shown that penetration height increased
apparently with time within 12 h. For different curing meth-
ods, penetration height was not the same. In contrast, the
samples cured in condition b (20± 3∘C, RH 90 ± 5%) showed
the lowest penetration height, while the samples of Curing
c presented the highest one. Samples with lower w/c also
showed lower penetration height. It indicated that differ-
ent curing conditions will cause different permeability of
samples.

Sorption depends on both the capillary pressure and
effective porosity. Capillary pressure is related to the pore size
through the Young-Laplace equation, and effective porosity
refers to the pore space in the capillary and gel pores. In addi-
tion, different pore size leads to different capillary pressure,
and capillary pressure of concrete can be calculated by the
average pore size. In order to consider surface effect, both
surface water absorption and internal water absorption were
investigated. Water absorption is measured by measuring the
increase in mass as a percentage of dry mass. Figure 4 gives
results of surface and internal water absorption. It can be seen
that surface water absorption is higher than internal water
absorption for all the specimens. This is due to the rapid
loss of water at the cover concrete during curing. As can be
expected, higher water absorption corresponds to a higher
penetration height. For surface water absorption, results
showed that the specimen exposed to air curing (20±3∘C, RH
90± 5%) exhibited lowwater absorption properties compared
to other samples. Obviously, air condition (20 ± 3∘C, RH
60 ± 5%) caused the highest water absorption. This may be
attributed to the higher porosity of the concrete preserved in
air (20 ± 3∘C, RH 60 ± 5%). Under this curing condition,
the surface concrete rapidly loses its water of hydration.
On the other hand, for internal water absorption, samples
exposed to different curing conditions presented similar
results. So, curing methods has great influence on surface
properties. For the samples with different w/c, it can be seen
that surface water absorption of samples with w/c of 0.45 is
only slightly higher than that of 0.4. Furthermore, there was
very little difference between both samples for internal water
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Figure 7: Relationship between water absorption and compressive strength: (a) surface water absorption and (b) internal water absorption.
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Figure 8: Permeability coefficient of samples.

absorption, and w/c seems to have little impact on internal
water absorption. In order to investigate the influence of
curing on microstructure of concrete, microstructure of
concrete samples exposed to different curing conditions was
also analyzed by SEM. As there was a large difference in
surface water absorption, microstructure of surface concrete
was further studied. Figure 5 showed photos of surface
concrete obtained by SEM, and Figure 5(a) stands for the
sample exposed to condition b, while Figure 5(b) stands for
the sample exposed to condition d. From Figure 5, different
structures can be seen. For the sample cured in condition
b, the microstructure was more compact. However, for the
sample cured in condition b, there were holes and loose

structure. These are consistent with the results of water
absorption.

3.2. Relations between Water Absorption and Compressive
Strength. After being cured for 28 days, compressive strength
was measured, and Figure 6 presents results of compressive
strength. Samples cured in air condition (20 ± 3∘C, RH
90 ± 5%) show highest strength, while those cured in air
condition (20±3∘C, RH60± 5%) have lowest strength. Effects
of sorptivity on compressive strength are seen in Figure 7.
Figures show that both of surface sorptivity and internal sorp-
tivity have no clear relationship with compressive strength.
Although the specimens differ in surface water absorption,
there is little difference in internal water absorption. Fur-
thermore, the high surface water absorption only decreased
compressive strength of cover concrete.Thewhole strength of
concrete depends on both surface and internal structures. So,
strength of concrete cannot be evaluated by water absorption.

3.3. Relations between Water Absorption and Permeability.
Permeability coefficients of samples with different curing
conditions weremeasured, and results were given in Figure 8.
Relationship between permeability coefficient and water
absorption was also analyzed, as shown in Figure 9. From
the figures, we can see that there was no clear relationship
between permeability coefficient and internal permeability
coefficient. However, apparently, a linear correlation exists
between permeability coefficient and surface permeability
coefficient. The permeability coefficient increased with the
increase in surface water absorption. As we know, both of
permeability and water absorption were affected by the pore
structure of cement paste, and liquid transfers from surface
into interior. So, it indicated that surface water absorption
provides great influence on permeability. In addition, the
high correlation coefficients of 0.90 indicated that there was
a significant linear correlation between permeability and
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Figure 9: Relationship between water absorption and permeability: (a) surface water absorption and (b) internal water absorption.
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Figure 10: Relative strength of samples after sulfate attack.

surface water absorption. In addition, obviously, internal
water absorption had little impact on permeability.

3.4. Relations between Water Absorption and Sulfate Attack.
Resistance to sulfate attack is evaluated by the loss of
strength. During sulfate attack testing, compressive and
flexural strengths of specimens were measured after different
dry-wet cycles. Relative strengths after 30 dry-wet cycles were
presented in Figure 10. Based on Figure 10, it can be seen
that compressive strength decreased after sulfate attack, and
the sample with w/c of 0.45 showed more loss of strength
than that of 0.4. High w/c led to weaker resistance to sulfate
attack. Results shown in Figure 11 demonstrated the effect
of water absorption on resistance to sulfate attack. Higher

relative strength indicates greater resistance to sulfate attack.
It has been discussed earlier that impermeability reduced
with the increasing value of surface water absorption. This
characteristic was quite similar to the behavior exhibited by
resistance to sulfate attack. Based on Figure 11, there was a
linear correlation between surface water absorption and loss
of compressive strength due to sulfate attack. In addition, loss
of compressive strength showed a higher rate of decrement
indicated by steep slopes of the curve. By contrast, the loss of
compressive strength did not appear to depend upon internal
water absorption, as shown in Figure 11(b). The relationships
between two parameters were calculated and their correlation
results are presented in Figure 11(a).

3.5. Relations between Water Absorption and Chloride Attack.
The rapid migration test provides value of 𝐷Cl, which is also
under the assumption of constant chloride binding capacity
during the test.𝐷Cl was deduced according to (2):

𝐷Cl = 2.872 × 10
−6

𝑇ℎ (𝑥
𝑑
− 𝛼√𝑥

𝑑
)

𝑡

, (2)

𝛼 = 3.338 × 10
−3

√𝑇ℎ, (3)

where 𝐷Cl is chloride ion diffusion coefficient, m2/s; 𝑇 is
average value of early and final temperature of anolyte, K; ℎ
is the height of the sample, m; 𝑥

𝑑
is the diffusion depth of

chloride ion, m; 𝑡 is the testing time, s; 𝛼 is auxiliary variable.
Capillary absorption is an important mechanism related

to the chloride ingress into concrete. Nonsaturated concrete
in contact with a salt solution will absorb this solution by
capillary forces [16]. Figure 12 gives the chloride ion diffusion
coefficient 𝐷Cl of concrete. From Figure 12, for w/c of 0.4,
the chloride ion diffusion coefficient was lower, and this may
be due to the higher water absorption of concrete whose
w/c was 0.45. Figure 13 shows relationship between water
absorption and chloride ion diffusion coefficient. Based on
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Figure 11: Relationship between water absorption and resistance to sulfate attack: (a) surface water absorption and (b) internal water
absorption.
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Figure 12: Chloride ion diffusion coefficient of samples.

the results, it can be seen that chloride ion diffusion coeffi-
cient related to water absorption surface concrete, and chlo-
ride ion diffusion coefficient increasedwith the water absorp-
tion. The sample with lowest absorption still showed the best
resistance to chloride ion diffusion. Unlike previous results,
chloride ion diffusion coefficient has exponent relation to
water absorption, and the correlation coefficient is 0.91. The
simultaneous action of diffusion and capillary suction thus
causes a mixed transport mode. Once chloride penetrated,
the initial mechanism appears to be suction when the surface
is dry and chloride solution is rapidly absorbed by dry
concrete. Next, diffusion dominated transport mechanism,
instead of capillary movement of chloride solution. Both of

these two kinds of mechanism depended on pore structure,
which was evaluated by water absorption here.

4. Conclusions

Based on the results and the discussion of mechanical
performance, permeability, sulfate attack, and chloride ion
diffusion of the concrete with different water absorption, the
following conclusions are drawn.

Curing conditions can greatly affect the water absorption
of concrete. Based on the curing conditions in this paper,
the concrete which was exposed to air curing (20 ± 3∘C,
RH 90 ± 5%) exhibited low water absorption. In addition,
surface water absorption was higher than internal water
absorption regardless of curing conditions. Both of surface
water absorption and internal water absorption had no
clear relationship with compressive strength, which indicated
that the strength cannot be simply evaluated by water
absorption. Permeability mainly depended on the surface
water absorption of concrete, and there was a significant
linear correlation between permeability and surface water
absorption. However, internal water absorption presented
little relationships to permeability. Higher water absorption
decreased resistance to sulfate attack of concrete, and the
relationship between surface water absorption and resistance
to sulfate attack was approximately linear. Similarly, it pre-
sented a poor correlation between internal water absorption
and resistance to sulfate attack. Furthermore, chloride ion
diffusion coefficient has exponent relation to surface water
absorption, and the correlation coefficient is 0.91. As a whole,
surface water absorption can be applied to predict some
performance of concrete, including compressive strength,
permeability, resistance to sulfate attack, and chloride ion
diffusion.
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Figure 13: (a) Surface water absorption, and (b) internal water
absorption.
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In polymer reinforced concrete, the Young’s modulus of both polymers and cement matrix is responsible for the detrimental
properties of the concrete, including compressive and tensile strength, as well as stiffness. A novel methodology for solving such
problems is based on use of ionizing radiation, which has proven to be a good tool for improvement on physical and chemical
properties of several materials including polymers, ceramics, and composites. In this work, particles of 0.85mm and 2.80mm
obtained from waste tire were submitted at 250 kGy of gamma radiation in order to modify their physicochemical properties
and then used as reinforcement in Portland cement concrete for improving mechanical properties. The results show diminution
on mechanical properties in both kinds of concrete without (or with) irradiated tire particles with respect to plain concrete.
Nevertheless such diminutions (from 2 to 16%) are compensated with the use of high concentration of waste tire particles (30%),
which ensures that the concrete will not significantly increase the cost.

1. Introduction

The final disposal of used tires is a major environmental
problem. In Mexico, it is estimated that only 10% of the
30 million disposed tires are recycled. The landfills where
they are disposed represent a severe risk of fire and a health
hazard due to the presence of noxious fauna such as rats,
cockroaches, flies, and mosquitoes which can be infectious
[1, 2].

The most common method to dispose waste tires is
to burn them for vapor, heat, or electricity [3, 4]. The
usage of waste tires as alternative fuel in cement furnaces is

generalized across the US and Europe [5]. However, these
practices result in the generation of organic and inorganic
compounds such as zinc oxide (ZnO) and zinc sulfide (ZnS),
in hydrocarbon gas, aromatic volatile compounds, liquids
formed by heavy and light oils, and all these byproducts
which are highly polluting [6].

Another approach for the application of waste tires
includes hot bituminous mixes as pneumatic dust for the
agglutinative modification in asphalt pavements [7–9]. This
application has been more or less effective, but not enough
for reducing the reserves of waste tires, since these novel
technologies are more expensive than conventional methods
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[10]. An alternative option is to use them as substitute of
fine or coarse aggregate in concrete. Their characteristics can
improve mechanical properties of concrete as strength and
modulus of elasticity, instead of those achieved by sand or
stone.

Concrete is one of the most important materials in the
construction industry around the world, not only for its
cost, but also for its properties as well as its readiness for
forming before it hardens which include resistance to climate
and durability, among others. However, concrete has a great
impact in the environment, it requires great amounts of
natural resources for its production (sand, gravel, and water),
and the cement generation produces large amounts of carbon
dioxide which is discharged in the atmosphere. In fact, it is
estimated that cement industry is responsible for the emission
of one million tons of CO

2
to the atmosphere [11].

In order to reduce the ecological impact, many efforts
have been made for reducing the consumption of nonrenew-
able resources in the production of concrete; one of these
is the production or addition of recycled materials into the
mixture in substitution of the common aggregates, taking
care of the final quality, that include parameters as resistance,
modulus of elasticity, and durability, among others [12].

When adding particles to concrete formation, internal
stresses are produced and they promote sooner cracking and
subsequent failure, which can be avoided with the control of
the particle sizes. Early studies pointed out that elastomeric
particles can reduce propagation of cracks, show increment in
tensile strength, and have capacity in energy absorption [13].

One advantage of the rubber particles is concerning to
energy absorption through to ultrasonic waves, in order
to benefit the concrete elasticity. However, differences in
the Young’s modulus between rubber particles and con-
crete matrix, besides concentration of rubber particles into
concrete, could promote great deformations when applying
loads and thus progressive diminution of the mechanical
properties. Other properties are concerning for concrete
workability, including diminution of slump and increment of
air content when increasing the elastomeric concentration,
which promotes a low unit weight [14].

The use of recycled materials ensures that the product
will not significantly increase in cost because is considered
as waste, and there is not a specific final use for it. However,
recycling of tire rubber is a practice currently industrialized
which need follow the current regulations and avoid the
pollution caused by a wrong disposal [15, 16].

The main aim of this study is the use of waste tire
particles and gamma radiation for improvement of mechan-
ical properties of concrete, which open several possibilities
in research areas with great benefits, in order to ensure
economic earnings in the context of sustainable development,
by solving environmental pollution problems.

2. Experimental

2.1. Design and Manufacture of Concrete. All mixes were
elaborate with Portland cement CPP-30R-RS (according to
ASTM C 150 cement type II), natural sand, gravel, and water.

The objective with themix of these components was obtained
24.5MPa in compression strength at 28 days of curing,
according toACI 211.1 standard.Moreover, it was addedwaste
tire particles of different sizes in function of the availability of
the commercial mesh (sieve). In this case, 20 and 7 meshes
correspond to 0.85mm and 2.80mm, respectively; thus, we
have an approximate waste particle size ratio of 1 : 3.

Sieved of coarse aggregate (gravel) and fine aggregate
(sand) was according to ASTMC136-06 standard. While
the unit weight and the moisture content were according
to ASTMC29/C29M-09 and ASTM C566-13, respectively,
while the saturated surface-dry specific gravity, apparent
specific gravity, and water absorption of gravel and sand
were determined according to ASTM C127 and ASTM C128
standards.

Physical properties of the components are shown in
Table 1. The sieve analyses of fine and coarse aggregates are
shown in Tables 2 and 3.

2.2. Irradiation Procedure. Irradiation at 250 kGy of two
different waste tire particle sizes (0.85mm and 2.8mm) was
performed with an irradiator Gammabeam 651-PT loaded
with 60Co pencils, located at the Institute of Nuclear Sciences
(ICN) of the National Autonomous University of Mexico.
The irradiation rate was 4 kGy/h. After that the irradiated
particles were mixing with concrete components, and finally
the mix was casting in molds.

2.3. Mechanical Tests. Concrete specimens were tested after
28 days of curing time. Testing tolerance allowed was 28
days ± 12 hours according to ASTM C/192M-00 standard.
Compressive strength evaluation was carried out in a uni-
versal testing machine Controls 047H4 (Milano, Italy) with
capacity of 2000 kN, while flexural strength was carried out
in an flexural testing machine Elvec 72-4 with capacity of
10 kN. The pulse velocity evaluation was carried out with
an ultrasonic pulse velocity tester Controls 58E0048 with
transmitter and receiver head (54 kHz) and pulse rate of 1/s.

2.4. Mixing, Casting, and Curing Specimens. The concrete
mixtures were prepared in a laboratory mixer with capacity
of 265 dm3. In the first stage dry aggregates (fine and coarse),
waste tire particles, and cement were mixed with addition of
85% of water. In a second stage, after mixing by one minute,
15% of water was added. Finally, all batches were mixed for
a total time of 5 minutes in order to prevent fresh concrete
from segregation.

After mixing, the concrete specimens were molded.
For each concrete mixture, ten specimens were casting in
cylindrical molds of 150mm diameter and 300mm height, as
well as two beams of 150 × 150× 600mm.After 24 hours, they
were placed in a controlled temperature room at 23.0 ± 2.0∘C
and 95% of relative humidity. Cured process was performed
in accordance with ASTM C511 standard.

The component concentrations of the concrete are shown
in Table 4. Regarding the manufactured concrete replacing
sand by waste tire particles, two different waste tire particle
sizes were used [2.8mm (mesh 7) and 0.85mm (mesh 20)], as
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Table 1: Physical properties of components of concrete.

Component Specific gravity
(g/cm3)

Water
absorption (%)

Loose unit
weight (kg/m3)

Compact unit
weight (kg/m3)

Gravel 2.35 3.59 1367 1443
Sand 2.12 11.87 1278 1201
Tire rubber (2.80mm) 1.04 — — —
Tire rubber (0.85mm) 1.35 — — —
Cement 3.10 — — —
Water 1.00 — — —

Table 2: Sieve analysis of sand (fineness modulus = 3.7).

Sieve Size (mm) Retained (g) % retained (individual) % retained (cumulative)
4 4.75 81 4.07 4.07
8 2.36 212 10.66 14.74
16 1.18 285 14.34 29.07
30 0.60 402 20.22 49.30
50 0.30 671 33.75 83.05
100 0.15 312 15.69 98.74

Bottom tray 25 1.26 100.00

Table 3: Sieve analysis of gravel (maximum size = 40mm).

Sieve Size (mm) Retained (g) % retained (individual) % retained (cumulative)
1 25.0 300 7.65 7.65
3/4 19.0 1200 30.61 38.27
1/2 12.5 1040 26.53 64.80
3/8 9.5 240 6.12 70.92
4 4.7 800 20.41 91.33

Bottom tray 340 8.67 100.00

well as three different concentrations of them: 10, 20, and 30%
by volume.The mix code was labeled as Mix-Concentration-
Mesh; for example, M10-7 specimens means “Mix with 10%
of waste tire of mesh size 7.” The water/cement ratio was kept
constant at 0.54.

The unit weights of concretes are shown in Figure 1. For
concretes with nonirradiated waste tire particles different
behaviors are observed: (a) the values decrease progressively
when adding higher concentration of tire particles. The
lowest value is 9% minor with respect to concrete without
tire particles (namely, “control concrete” by us). (b) All
concretes have lower values with respect to control concrete
(1954 kg/cm3). (c)The values for concrete withwaste particles
of 2.8mm are higher than those with 0.85mm. In fact the
values decrease because waste tire particles are light, and
since they have porous aggregates, air content is increased in
concretemixtures generating low unit weight.This fact agrees
with a previous research in which the air content in concrete
increases when using bigger rubber particles [17].

In the case of concretes with irradiated waste tire parti-
cles, different behaviors are noted. (a) The values decrease
when the particle concentration increase. (b)At the difference
of the results for concrete with nonirradiated particles, now
the higher values are for concrete with tire particles of

0.85mm. (c) All values are bigger than those for the control
concrete.Thehighest value is 5%higher than those for control
concrete.

When adding irradiated particles, the concrete shows a
reduction in measures (contractions), which was observed
during the calculus of volume. With higher particle sizes
lower contractions were found in consequence lower unit
weight.

3. Results

3.1. Compressive Strength. Compressive strength values of
concretes are shown in Figure 2. The compressive strength
values vary as a function of size and concentration of waste
tire particles. For concrete with nonirradiated waste tire
particles, the following behaviors are observed. (a)The values
decrease progressively according to the particle concentra-
tions which increase. For control concrete, the compressive
strength is 24.1MPa, which is bigger than those for all
concrete (ranging from 5.2 to 21.4MPa); being the highest
value for concrete with 10% of particles of 2.8mm, such value
is 11% lower than those for control concrete. (b) With respect
to the particle size, the compressive strength values are
higher for concretes with particles of 2.8mm than those with
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Table 4: Components of concrete (1m3).

Mix code Waste tire (col%) Waste tire (kg) Portland cement (kg) Sand (kg) Gravel (kg) Water (kg)
M0 0 0 337.1 758.5 662.6 286.3
M10-7 10 36.2 337.1 596.4 758.5 278.4
M20-7 20 72.4 337.1 530.1 758.5 270.6
M30-7 30 108.7 337.1 463.8 758.5 262.7
M10-20 10 47.2 337.1 596.4 758.5 278.4
M20-20 20 94.5 337.1 530.1 758.5 270.6
M30-20 30 141.7 337.1 463.8 758.5 262.7
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Figure 1: Unit weight of concrete with waste tire particles.

0.85mm. When increasing the waste particles concentration
and adding large particles, more air content is obtained
which may cause microcracking and in consequence lower
compressive values.

For concrete with waste irradiated tire particles, the
compressive strength values follow similar behaviors. (a)The
values decrease when increasing the particle concentrations.
The values range from 7.4 to 17.5MPa; being the highest
value for concrete with 10% of particles of 2.8mm, such
value is 27% lower with respect to control concrete. (b) The
concretes with particles of 2.8mm have bigger values than
those with 0.85mm. (c) The concretes with 20% or 30% of
particles have higher valueswhen comparing to concretewith
nonirradiated particles. Thus, it is more convenient using
bigger size particles instead of lower ones.

3.2. Splitting Tensile Strength. Splitting tensile strength val-
ues of concretes are shown in Figure 3. For concrete with
nonirradiated waste tire particles, the following behaviors
are observed. (a) The values decrease when increasing the
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Figure 2: Compressive strength of concrete withwaste tire particles.

concentration of particles. The values vary from 0.7 to
1.8MPa; being the highest value for concrete with 10% of
particles of 2.8mm, this value is 6% minor than those for
control concrete. (b) Concretes with particles of 2.8mm have
higher values than those with 0.85mm.

For concrete with irradiated waste tire particles, the
splitting tensile strength also decreases when increasing the
concentration of particles. The values range from 0.7 to
1.4MPa; being the highest value for concrete with 10% of
particles of 2.8mm, it is 27% minor than those for control
concrete. Moreover, higher values are seen for concrete with
particles of 2.8mm. As seen in Figure 1 for compressive
strength values, in the case of tensile strength, a similar
behavior is observed: the values for concrete with 20% or
30% of particles are higher than those for concrete with
nonirradiated particles.

For both kinds of concrete, with irradiated or nonirra-
diated waste particles, the compressive and splitting tensile
strength behavior is similar because the induced stresses
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Figure 4: Flexural strength of concrete with waste tire particles.

generated in the specimens are of the same nature, they act
in the direction of the load application axis.

3.3. Flexural Strength. Theflexural strength values are shown
in Figure 4. For concrete with nonirradiated waste particles,
the values range from 4.9 to 7.3MPa. The results indicate
that (a) There is a progressive diminution of values when
increasing the concentration of particles.The highest value is
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Figure 5: Modulus of elasticity of concrete with waste tire particles.

obtained by concrete with 10% of particles, which is 2%minor
than those obtained for control concrete. (b) Variations in
terms of the particle size are observed, and higher values are
for concretes with 10% and 30% and particles of 2.8mm for
concrete with 20% but with particles of 0.85mm.

For concrete with irradiated particles, the flexural
strength values range from 4.3 to 6.1MPa; such values are
lower when comparingwith concrete with nonirradiated par-
ticles. The flexural strength values decrease when increasing
the concentration of particles; and the values are bigger for
concretes with particles of 2.8mm.

3.4. Modulus of Elasticity. Themodulus of elasticity values is
shown in Figure 5. The highest value corresponds to control
concrete, namely, 10.6GPa. For concrete with nonirradiated
waste tire particles, the values range from 5.0 to 8.9GPa.
The highest value (obtained by concrete with 10% of particles
of 2.8mm) is 16% minor with respect to control concrete.
As other mechanical features discussed in previous sections,
the modulus of elasticity values follows similar behaviors.
(a) The values decrease when increasing the concentration
of particles. (b) Also, concrete with particles of 2.8mm has
higher modulus of elasticity values when comparing to those
with 0.85mm.

For concrete with irradiated particles, modulus of elas-
ticity values ranges from 6.4 to 7.8GPa, which are higher
than those for concrete with nonirradiated particles. Special
attention is taken on these concretes because variations in
the modulus of elasticity are observed. (a) Two “stages” are
identified: the first one consists in a diminution of the values
for concretes with 10% and 20% of particles, and the second
consists in an increment for concrete with 30% of particles.
(b) In terms of the particle size, concrete with 10% of particles
has the highest values when adding particles of 0.85mm, and
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Figure 6: Pulse velocity of concrete with waste tire particles.

conversely highest values for concretes with 20% or 30% of
particles are done when using particle sizes of 2.8mm.

According to mechanical concepts, there is a correlation
between the compressive strength and themodulus of elastic-
ity values [18] and also between modulus of elasticity and the
unit weight. In both cases, waste particles contribute to higher
deformations, lower crack formation, and lower unit weights
in concrete, which results in lower modulus of elasticity.

3.5. Pulse Velocity. In Figure 6 the ultrasonic pulse velocities
of concrete are shown. The highest value corresponds to
control concrete, namely, 3.5 km/s. For concrete with non-
irradiated particles, the values range from 2.7 to 3.4 km/s;
it means that the highest value is 2% minor with respect
to control concrete. Moreover, the values follow the same
behaviors. (a) The values decrease when increasing the
concentration of waste tire particles. (b)The values are bigger
for concrete with particles of 2.8mm.

In the case of concrete with irradiated waste particles, the
behavior does not change, and they follow the same behavior
as concrete with nonirradiated particles.

4. Conclusions

The mechanical properties of concrete depend on the waste
tire particle sizes and their concentration. Compressive and
tensile strength values decrease due to waste tire particles,
because they promote stress concentration zones, as well as
generation of tensile stresses into concrete, resulting in a
fast cracking and soon failure. Nevertheless, when applying
gamma radiation to waste tire particles, in some cases,
improvements on mechanical properties are found. Even so,
it seems that the best option is, in all cases, for concrete with

10% of nonirradiated waste tire particles and size of 2.8mm.
Concrete with irradiated particles can support up to 30% of
tire particles, making it possible to reduce the final cost of the
concrete.
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